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the book of mormon
As an ancient book

C wilfred griggs

typical of attempts to deny the authenticity of the book of mor-
mon are a work entitled the truth about the lehi tree of life
stone and an unpublished manuscript recently sent to the author by
a professional journal for evaluation in both instances the authors
list parallels between lucy mack smiths account of a dream which
joseph smith sr experienced in ca 1811811212 and the account of the
tree of life dream in 1 nephi 8 through 15 the purpose for listing
the parallels is to show that joseph smith jr got the inspiration
from his father either directly or perhaps indirectly through his
mother for most of the symbols in the dream one author hougey
avers that arbitrary or unexpected similarities in the two accounts
11 rule out the possibility of independent development 3 although
he does not give criteria for determining when similarities can be con-
sidered arbitrary or unexpected within the framework of his own
bias hougey is apparently unwilling to see any alternative to his
hypothesis that joseph smith simply borrowed the dream account
from the smith family traditions 4

C wilfred griggs isis the director of ancientancient studies inin the religious studies center and an associateassociate professor
of ancientancient scripture and history brigham young universouniversuniversityity

hal hougey the truth about the lehi tree of litelifelate stone concord pacific publishing co 1963
bothoth authors refer to the first edition of lucy mack smith s biography ofofjosephjoseph biographical sketches

of Joseph smith the prophet anahisandhis progenitorsforprogenitors eorfor many generations liverpool S W richards 185311855118551853
ppap 58 59 although the account of the dream has not been changed inin the revised edition history ofofjosephjoseph
smith by his mother lucy mack smith salt lake city bookcraft 1954 ppap 48 50 1I have used the ac-

count inin the revised edition
hougey lehi treetzee of lefielifelifielraelebie stone p 24

therehere isis no evidence that lucy mack smith committed her material to writing before 1845 and because
the book of mormon was printed by 26 march 1830 some question existsexists regarding the influence of the book
of mormon phrasing on lucy smiths work according to lucy s chronology the particular dream ofotherher hus-
band which isis used by criticscritics inin their comparison occurred inin 1811 nineteennineteen years before the book of mormonofmormon

was published inin english and thirty four years before lucy s work was writtenwritten the complex nature of possi-
ble influences over so lengthy a period of timetime inin narrating a dream experience isis beyond reconstructionreconstruction with
certainty hougey argues polemically and tendentiously that if one suggests the book of mormon account inin-
fluencedfluen ced lucy smith inin her phrasing or wording inin recounting the dream ofofjosephjoseph smith sr one must then
admit that joseph smiths mother was dishonest and that she willingly and purposely jeopardized the
reputation ofotherher son hougey lehi tree of life stone p 25 he then states that such could not have
been the case inin viewview of all the things she says about him returning to his simplistic theory that the only
direction of influence was from lucy smith to her son
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determining THE METHOD

the major weakness of such criticisms is the one dimensional
approach taken to problems which the book of mormon presents
the assumption that any parallels between the world of joseph
smith and the world of the book of mormon real or imagined eg
the similarities to the account of the dream of joseph smith sr in
the case of the former and the superficial points of contact with
ethan smiths view of the hebrews in the case of the latter are suf-
ficient to discredit the book of mormon is naive the challenge of the
book of mormon lies elsewhere it claims to be an ancient book and
it must be examined and criticized in terms of this claim

if as joseph smith states it is a translation any modern
language source material which the translator found useful or helpful
in his translating efforts cannot be used ipsofactoipsoip so tactofacto as evidence against
the authenticity of his work in addition to identifying any language
parallels with modern language sources the critic must also analyze
the historical cultural and social elements which are found through-
out the narrative of the book of mormon and then must show that
these elements cannot represent the ancient world home claimed for
them before he can disprove the antiquity of the book since it is

highly unlikely that anyone could invent a work which represents
ancient near eastern society accurately and in such great length as
the book of mormon even a transplanted segment of that society
would retain many characteristics of its original home which could be
checked for accuracy subjecting the book to the test of integrity in a
historical context would be a reasonable task for any scholar to under-
take criticism of fraudulent texts which use christ as the subject
eg the archboarchko volume or the infancy gospels as well as of

numerous other non christian forgeries shows how rather easily
scholars can discredit such attempts

the book of mormon deserves the same kind of test especially in
view of the continuing avalanche of materials relating to the ancient
near east that have been recovered during the last century because
such materials were unknown in the early nineteenth century they
provide an ideal control against which to measure the book of mor-
mon for joseph smith obviously could not have had access to them
while writing the book it is precisely this dimension of historical
criticism however which has been almost totally neglected in at-
tempts to prove the book a fraud hugh nibley the leading mormon
scholar inin the field of antiquity is one of the few individuals up
to the present time who has applied serious tests of historical
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compatibility to the book of mormon 5 this paper attempts to con-
tinue in this methodology a methodology accepted generally in
disciplines related to ancient studies

an instructive example of how to handle a text such as the book
of mormon has recently been provided through the providence of
manuscript preservation and recovery in 1958 professor morton
smith of columbia university was examining manuscripts in a mon-
astery near jerusalem when he happened on a two and oneon ehahalfhalfpagehalfpacepage
text purporting to be a letter of clement of alexandria ca 150 to
ca 215 to a certain theodore 6 the letter does not correspond to any
previously known texts of clement and there is no known theodore
who associated with the alexandrian theologian the paper on which
the text was found is a heavy white binder s paper commonly found
in books in venice during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
and the handwriting on it is dated variably from the late seventeenth
century to the early nineteenth century 7 by scholarly consensus
smith was able to date the manuscripts at 1750 plus or minus fifty
years although the scribe is acknowledged to be experienced as
noted by good spelling and correct use of accents the language is
greek the nature of the writing indicates he was in a hurry it is

therefore impossible to tell whether he is responsible for the high
quality of the text or if he is simply copying a work of unusually good
literary and grammatical character

the material in the letter was totally unexpected especially since
it speaks favorably of a secret gospel of mark which was essentially
sacramental or ordinance oriented and which depicted jesus as a
mystagogue for christians who wished to become perfect by being led
as hearers into the innermost sanctuary of that truth hidden by
seven veils 8 with its modern paper modern handwriting and un-
familiar and unexpected contents one would expect the manuscript
to have all the ingredients of a first class forgery but smith chose to
judge the document by what he considers the primary test for au-
thenticity namely the examination of the text in terms of its

nibleysnibley s three major works in this area arcare learlehildarbehimlehimin the desert andraeand teetheohe worldirlorldoftheof fhethe jareditesjaredifeiJarediteriteslter salt lake
city bookcrahbookcraft 1952 an approach to the book ofofmormonmormon salt lake city deseret book co 1964 and
since cumorah salt lake city deseret book co 1967 the debt of any writer in this field including my
own will be obvious to10 anyone familiar with nibley s treatment of the subject even when as in the present
insEainstancencencc other materials relating to book of mormon origins are being considered for the first timelime in thathathac

context
6morrononon smith clement pfalexandriaof alexandria and a secret gospel ofiwarkof margmark cambridge harvard university

press 1973 p ix

ibid71bid p 1 smith submitted photographs of the manuscript to a number of ofspecialistsspecialists who generously
supplysupplisupplieded opinions on the date of the hand although differentd datesdares were favored by the scholars smith
states that all agreed on the possibility of an eighteenth century date

clement to theodore fol 1 rectorecio lines 222322 23 and line 17
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claimed historical and literary context after writing nearly 450 pages
comparing the style language and contents of the short text to
already known ancient sources smith concluded that he had found a
copy of an authentic letter of clement and that the consequences
for the history of the early christian church and for new testament
criticism are revolutionary 9

if a two and one half page text can elicit 450 pages of analysis
and commentary in an attempt to determine its authenticity one
would not expect less from the scholarly world in the case of the book
of mormon nevertheless the book has received little serious atten-
tion from specialists in ancient studies in this paper given the
limitations imposed by time and space I1 will discuss only two specific
instances of recently recovered materials which relate to the original
world of the book of mormon particularly to lehisgehis dream they are
worth considering here as a limited approach to the larger question of
historical compatibility in the book of mormon

THE GOLD PLATES RIVERS AND THE TREEMEtreb OF LIFE

A major religious movement sweeping through the greek world
in the sixth century BC became known in later time as orphism 10

although due to the paucity of extant sources little is known con-
cerning early orphism 111 it is believed that after originating in thrace
the religious beliefs spread rapidly via the greeks throughout the
mediterranean world 12 the popularity of the movement can be in-
ferred from a literary fragment attributed to the sixth century poet
ibykos which says 0votakxvt6vvofiakxvrov opppoppivOppolpp iv well known or famous
orpheus 13 it can be assumed that the greeks were familiar with
this religious philosophy and that they may have been spreading it
throughout the eastern mediterranean including egypt from the
seventh century BCB C we know that the greeks had good trade

gsmithssmith clement ofalexanariaof alexandria ppap 4 and ixix
ogG S kirk and J E raven the Prepresocraticpresocrattcsocratic philosophers cambridge at the university press 1964

p 37f jane harrisonharnsonharrlsonbarnsonHarnson themis 1927 reprint ed new york meridian books 1962 p 462 W K C
guthrie orpheus and greek religion new york W W norton and co 1966 p 11 and kathleen
freeman companion to the pre socratic philosophers cambridge harvard university press 1959 p 1

E R dodds the greeks and the irrational berkeley and los angeles university of california press
1966 p 147 the author states but I1 must confess that I1 know very little about early orphism and the
more I1 read about itit the more my knowledge diminishes twenty years ago I1 could have said quite a lot
about itit we all could at that timetime since then I1 have lost a great deal of knowledge new discoveries tend
to upset old theories

the thracian origin isis argued inin dodds greeks and the irrational p 147 and freeman companion
to the pre socratic philosophers ppap 1 2 and on the story relating to orpheus and orphic rituals see
guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 25ff F M cornford from religion to philosophy new york
harper and brothers 1957 p 178n mentionsmentions possible connectionsconnections with iranian or persian influences on
orphism suggesting a more eastward origin for the theology of the movement

hermann diels and walther kranz die fragmentsfragmenteFragmente der vorsokratiker 1952 reprint ed berlin
weidmann 1960 131 3 citing ibykos fr 17
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relations with non greek countries of the near east throughout that
century 14

guthrie implies that it was possible to have come in contact with
orphicalorphica through writings rather than through direct preaching
because orphism always was a literature first and foremost
rather than being a collection ofdogmataofdogmata within a narrow tradition
orphism was a way of life which may not have required worship of a
new god or a change in established worship patterns 15 indeed free-
man characterizes the later collection of orphic literature as a collec-
tion of writings of different periods and varying outlook something
like that of the bible 1611 orphism was influenced by other religions
both greek and non greek 17 and its syncretistic material was later
quoted freely in christian and neoplatonicneo platonic sources 18

beyond the many divergent texts and ideas which become part of
the orphicalorphicaOrp hica there appears to have been a special body of material
collected into hexametric poems considered authoritative in orphic
circles 19 the earliest preserved tradition from the fifth century BC
concerning this even earlier orphic poetry states that it was engraved
on tablets which were to be found in thrace 20 according to the
pseudo platonic dialogue axiochos these tablets were said to have
been made of bronze and the fate of the soul in the spirit world
hades was the subject of the message engraved upon them the

plates were further said to have been brought to delos by two seers
from the land of the hyperboreans 21 indicating that it was the reli-
gious significance and divine source of the material which justified its
being engraved upon metal plates

guenther zuntz observes that although metals were not used as
writing materials as often as papyrus animal skins wood or stone

they were so used and that by no means rarely 22 among the

14rR sealey A history ofodraetaetherae greek city states 700338700 338 BCB C berkeley and los angeles university of
california press 1976 p 52 J B bury and R meiggs A history ofgreeceof greece 4thath ed london macmillan &
co 1975 apppp 84 85 and chester G starr the economic andsocialand social growth ofofearlyearly greece 800500roo800 500joo500bB C
new voipyoipyork 0oxford university press 1977 ppap 49 51 that religion spread with trade during this period isis

suggested by guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 11 it isis generally agreed that there was con-
siderablesid erable activity whether nascent or renascent inin the sphere of orphic and kindred religion inin the sixth
century BCB C

15guthrieGuthrie15 Guthne orpheus and greek religion ppap 9910glogio10 1I M linforth the arts of orpheus berkeley and
los angeles university of california press 1941 states that before 300 BCB C the description orphic was
applied to all sortssons of ideas associated with every manner of ritual

freeman companion to the pre socratic philosophers p 5
see note 15 and harrison themis p 462f

81freemanreeman companion to the pre socratic philosophers p 5

ibid p 4 see examples of the hexametershexameters attributed to orpheus inin plato cratylusCratylus 402b philetusphilebusPhi lebus
66c and a referencedeference to orphic hexametershexameters inin ion 536b

euripides alcestis 965ff the scholiast on the passage a contemporary of plato stated that the tablets
actually existed at that time on mount haimeshaimoshairnos

pseudo21pseudo platopiato axiochos 371a
2guentherguenther zuntz persephone oxford clarendon press 1971 p 278
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many examples which could be cited one notes an inscribed fifth
century bronze disc from lusoilupoi in arkadia 23and23 and a number of bronze
plaques inscribed with legal texts or dedications 24 of quite a dif-
ferent nature are the defixionum tabellaeTabellae tablets of enchantmentsenchantments
or curses written on tablets of lead and buried in graves and
chthonic sanctuaries the purpose of burying such texts was to bring
the curses to the attention of the deities of the next life whom the
plates invoke to pronounce penalties upon the writers enemies
these lead plates date from the fifth century BC onward and arcare
found throughout the greek world from sicily to syria zuntz sug-
gests that lead was used because it changes in time from a shiny silver
color when fresh to a dark color and dead heaviness an appropri-
ate combination for the pernicious purposes of the texts 25

in the opposite thematic direction from plates containing curses
and penalitiespenalitics is the small gold plate less than one inch in height
which was found at amphipolisAmphipolis and which has engraven upon it an
inscription ofoftenten lines of magical names and formulae for example

bapoubapovxbabou afuvaiasuvaiascovat ovptqxovpif raaprappifrapprappieifaxqx miamianamtxaqxaxqx KTXKT baruch
adonai uriel gabriel michael etc 26 one gold plate unearthed
in gallepcallep on the lower rhine the site of a roman camp contains an
inscription of magical names and incantations which sieburg iden-
tified as egyptian jewish phoenician and babylonian 27 similar
texts have been found inscribed on silver and bronze 28 as well as
prescriptions for writing protective and religious spells on tablets of
gold silver bronze and tin 29 the gold plates with the magical
spells however date from the roman period while the aforemen-
tioned lead plates with the curses date from the classical age of
greece one might look for gold plates from the earlier period with
religious texts inscribed upon them to help establish historical com-
patibility for the book of mormon

the famous orphic gold plates provide perhaps the best exam-
ples of such early religious texts written upon tablets of gold and
buried in the ground there are at least seventeen such plates known

inscri0tionesimcnptwnes graecae V 2 387 rfcf V 2 390590 566
zuntz persephone p 278 n 7 referring to 0 kern Inscriptinscriptionesinscnptwnesinscriptionedioneslones graecaeGrae cae 1 1 pis 8 10 and 21

plate 8 isis a2 bronze plaque from mycenae and plate 10 isis one from Thetthctoniumthetoniumonium inin thessaly
cf V arangio ruiz and olivieriOlivicn Inscriptinscriptionedinscnptionesinscriptionesionesyones sicilaistciafsicilae et M graecagraecwgaeciae 1925 for numerous examples egc g an
archaic bronze plaque from policastro p 47 these date from the sixth and fifth centuriescenturies BCB C and
numerous examples from later periods could be cited

25 25zuntzzuntz persephone p 279
26britirhbritish museum catalogue p 378 no 315515331533 cited inmamim7mizuntz persephone p 279f no 31503150inthe5afin the BM

isis a similar gold plate and others have been found
21fF sieburg bonnerbannerbannenbonnen jahrbuecherJahr buecher 10310318981898 123ff

A wicdemannwcdcm2nnwedemannwildemannWicdemann bonnerbanner jahrbuecherJahr buecher 79 1885 215ff and sieburg bonner jahrbuecherJahr buecher p 123ff
29 sieburg bonnerbanner jahrbuecherJahrbuecher p 136ff
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at present found in ancient burial sites in such widely scattered areas
as italy greece and crete 30 the plate first found was discovered
probably in the eighteenth century although it was not published
until 1836 31 the most recently discovered plate came to light in
1972 and was published in 1976 32 dating of the plates is difficult
due to lack of similar texts to which they may be compared but
zuntz and burkert date them from as early as the fifth century bcinBCacin in
one instance and as late as the third century AD in another most are
dated to the fourth century BC or earlier 33 zuntz hypothesized the
existence of a larger text which was the ancestor of the gold plate texts
and which when read to an audience of initiates was accompanied
by ritual acts although he did not accept the earlier opinions of
wieten and harrison that these acts were celebrations of mysteries
relating to a mystic death and resurrection for the living 34 despite
zuntzs reluctance to acknowledge the earlier text as a didactic
poem a recently found orphic papyrus dated to the fourth century
BC and discovered in a tomb near thessalonikiThessaloniki contains a commen-
tary on an authoritative orphic poem perhaps a form of the one
which preceded the fragments on the gold tablets 35 because of this
ancient commentary burkert assumes a date for the original poem to
be at least the fifth or sixth century BC

all commentators agree that the material on the gold plates is

not indigenous to greece but represents foreign influences from the
sixth century or earlier zuntz suggests that the apparent cultic in-
fluence on the earlier version of the ritual formulary could well have
come from egypt a hypothesis proposed by others before him 36

harrison however attributes the enrichment of the poem with ritual
elements to iranian influence 37 the influence was certainly from the
ancient near east even if there is no agreement on where the ideas
were found originally

commentators agree that the texts on the plates are related to

3oinboinin addition to the list of plates and their origins given in zuntz persephone p 286 two others are
known to thehe author one is in the J paul getty museum inin los angeles and the other was discovered in
southern italy hipponioshlpponiosHipponios in 1972 and published by zuntz text der lamelle von hipponionHipponion in plenerwienerlienermienerTy

stullen mstpstWST 89 19761975 the last mentioned plate will be discussed in some detail
31 zuntz31zuntz persephone p 355
32zuntzZuntz32 ifst89WST 89 1976 esp p 132 for text
33 33zuntzzuntz persephone ppap 294ff 355ff walter burkert while visiting UC berkeley as the sather

classical lecturer inin 1977 gave some information and opinions concerning the plates which information will
be used in this pappaperr

341bidibid p 343
35ththisis papyrus was discussed in some detailderailderall by professor burkert who stated that it clearly predates the

tomb in which it was found presocraticPresocratic concepts from anaxagoras and democritus were found in the text
but nothing later than the fifth century can be seen in the work

zuntzzunizmuniz persephone ppap 342f 370ff guthrie orpheus and greek religion ppap 177 198 208 and
freeman companion to the greek pre socratic philosophers ppap 7 14 et passim

harrison3harrisonhharrison themis p 462ff
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one another even though various plates contain different parts or
aspects of the original work I1 am not concerned here with the task of
reconstructing the parts into the original order of the whole or with
determining how each aspect of the original has been altered or pre-
served on the different plates for the present the consideration of
various elements of the poem is as important as an examination of the
places they occupied in the original work following guthrie zuntz
burkert and others the texts will be translated and presented as con-
cisely as possible in order to place the general story before the reader
where another translator is not named I1 present my own rendition

this is the tomb rule of remembrance if someone isis about to die 3831

you go to the well fashioned houses of hades realm of departed
spirits

you shall find to the left of the house of hades a spring
to this spring you must not come near 39

go to the right as far as one should go being right wary in all
things 40

there isis to the right a spring
near which is standing a white cypress
there the souls of the dead who descend refresh themselves 41

further on you shall find another the lake of remembrance and
cold water flowing forth and there are guardians above it 42

they will ask you in their astute minds
fortor what purpose are you searching wandering about the dark regions
of the destructive netherworld 43

who are you whence are you44
the answer follows
here I1 stand before you pure from impurity queen of those below 45

and euklesbukles and eubouleus and the other immortal gods and
daemons 46

whethe first part of the text isis taken from the hipponiosHipponios tablet found inin 1972 it isis one of the earliest of
the plates dating perhaps to the fifth century there is some question whether tomb or rule should be
read but I1 here follow the editors of the text

peteliapetellaleteliaPeteliatellateila plate 13bi lines 1 3 in this plate alone the tree mentioned below isis found by the forbidden
spring on the left elsewhere the tree isis beside the spring on the right where commentators agree itit belongs

plate from thurilthurn aaa4A line 2 translation of guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 173
hippomos4hipponiosHippomos plate lines 2 4
combined from Bbi lines 4 5 and hipponiosHipponios plate lines 6 7

hippomos43hipponiosHippomos plate lines 8 9
44 PIatesplates from crete bab3 158138 line 3

this45thischis text comes from the plates from thurilthuru designated Aai aaa3 and from bi A composite rendering of
the four isis given below the more common rendering 1 I am come from the pure pure queen of those
below is rejected by zuntz persephone p 306 following E rohde et al psyche new york harper &
row 1966 2218 the adjective isis unsuitable for the goddess and ritually speaking itit isis the soul which has
become katapuia9apakatap& Kka0ap&pkkaqapv pure from the pure no agreement existsexists on the goddesssgoddesgoddessesss identity

4zuntzzuntz notes that the words suggest an assembly of gods which itit isis hard even so to visualize
persephone ppap 311 12
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for I1 also profess that I1 am one of your blessed race
and I1 have paid the penalty for unrighteous deeds

say 1 I am a son of earth and of starry heaven
but my race is of heaven alone this you yourselves know 47

but I1 am parched with thirst and I1 am about to perish give to me
quickly the cold water which flows forth from the lake of memory 48

and they will have pity under the king of the underworld
or perhaps and they will initiate you to the king of the under-

world
and they themselves will give you to drink from the holy spring
and thenceforth among the other heroes you shall have lordship 49

the gods speak
hail you who have suffered the suffering this you have never

suffered before
you are become god from man
A kid you are fallen into milk
hail hail to you journeying the right hand road
by the holy meadows and groves of persephone 50

you are going a long way which others also go
initiates and bacchoibacchiiBacchoi heirs of the holy way 51

the preceding text is a composite of the various texts which have
already been acknowledged as being associated in origin and
thought 52 A commentary on the text represents a sampling of the
scholarly opinions presently held concerning the material

the major difficulty for many has been to specify the religious
movement with which the plates are to be identified they have long
been known as the orphic gold plates but zuntz observes that on
no plate is there a clear hint pointing to orpheus or dionysius and
4 enono reason remains for describing the religion to which they witness
as orphic 53 still the claim in pseudo plato axiochos that the
subject of the ancient bronze plates was the fate of the soul in the
spirit world is precisely the subject of the texts considered above 54 it

hippomos47hipponiosHippomos plate line 10 and 13bi lines 6 7

48hipponioshipponiosHippo nios plate lines 11 12 and bi lines 8 9
49hipponioshippomosHippomos plate lines 13 14 and bib1ba lines 10 12 the alternate translation was suggested by an

emenderemended spelling proposed by M west it isis left inin parentheses inin favor of the reading on the plate
although spelling difficulties exist inin line 13 as itit stands

10a4aa a4 lines 3 7 translated by guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 173
hippomos3hipponiosHippomos plate lines 15 16

32 analysis32analysis oftheodtheof rhethe metrical difficulties inin the poetic lines and also oftheodtheof the presence ofsomeorsomeof some prosaic elements
inin certaincertain of the plates has led to attempts at determining what portions of the texts were original and which
were added later there isis no real agreement at present on solutions to such problems and even suspected
additions must be earlier than the basic composition given above that isis prior to the fourth century BCB C

Zuntz53zuntz53 persephone p 326 the single exception isis the term bacchiibacchoi inin line 16 of the HippohipponioshippomosHippomosnios plate
not known when he wrote this book burkert considers this at best a slender thread to connect with

orphism
pseudo plato axiochos 371a37 la
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is further claimed that the bronze plates of pseudo plato are the same
as the thracian tablets which tuneful orpheus carved out as men-
tioned by euripides in the alcestis 5 5 there is considerable harmony
in subject matter between the anciently attested bronze plates of
thrace as reported in ancient sources and the gold plates which have
been recovered in modern times gunthrie summarizes the message
of the gold plates as follows

the purpose of the plates is clear from their contents the dead man is

given those portions of his sacred literature which will instruct him how
to behave when he finds himself on the road to the lower world they
tell him the way he is to go and the words he is to say they also quote
the favourablefavourable answer which he may expect from the powers of that
world when he has duly reminded them of his claims on their
benevolence 56

zuntz suggests that the text and some unspecified accompanying
rites in which the journey of the deceased to persephone was sym-
bolicallybolically enacted were celebrated by the living at the burial of the
dead the rites were considered indispensable if a soulhassoulwassoulsoui was to attain
to its proper and blissful consummation he attempts to identify
the ritual drama with pythagorean rites and argues that the preser-
vation through the centuries of these texts and the custom of
inscribing them on gold leaves to accompany the dead became
understandable as elements and evidence of these pythago-
rean rites 57

the ritual nature of the text is further suggested by the fact that
although the engraved hipponiosHipponios tablet was found in the grave of a
female line ten says 1 I am a son of earth and of starry heaven the
same text seems to be necessary for all participants male and female
A separate study of related sources reveals the necessity of also
performing such ritual acts on behalf of the dead

As the spirit of the deceased enters hades or the realm of de-
parted spirits counsel is given to avoid the path on the left and to
keep to the one on the right plato may be drawing upon the same
religious or literary tradition when he has socrates say of the path to
hades

to be sure the journey is not as aeschylus has telephustelephosTelephos speak of it for
he states that the path leads straight to hades but it seems to me to be
neither straight nor single otherwise there would not be any need of
guides for surely one would not go astray if there were only one path 58

55 euripides alcestis 967 70
guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 172

17zuntz17zuntz persephone p 343
piatoplato phaedo 1082
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plato is more explicit in the gorgias where in the final pages socrates
gives a mythical account of the judgment which takes place in
hades 59 socrates gives his opinion that after death men go to a great
meadow where there is a crossroads those who are deemed just in
the judgment given there may take the path in hades which leads to
the isles of the blest while the unjust must take the path which leads
to tartaroshartarosTartaros hades is not only a place of judgment but also a tempo-
rary abode for those in transit to a more permanent residence finally
in the rerepublicPbublicublic plato appears to make allusion to the same source as
that which is behind the gold plates 60 socrates is speaking to
glauconglascon and tells him of a story in which after the judgment of
souls the unjust had to take the path leading to the left and down-
ward while the just could take the path leading to the right and up-
ward in the gold plates then the avoidance of the spring on the left
is clearly equivalent to the avoidance of a place of suffering or hell

despite the apparent confusion in the various plates about the
number of springs of water the spring near the cypress is not always
identified with the lake of memory nor is the distinction always clear
between the spring on the left and the one on the right scholars
generally assume that there are only two springs 61 zuntz suggests
that the spring near the tree may actually be flowing from the lake of
memory 62 but the essential unity of the two springs on the path to
the right is still maintained the spring of lethe or forgetfulness is

likely the one on the left because the spring and lake on the right are
associated with mnemosyne or remembrance 63

lethe or forgetfulness appears as a personified goddess first in
hesiodsHesiods theogony but she is found in rather bad company

but abhorred strife bare painful toil and forgetfulness and famine
and tearful sorrows fightingssightingsFigh tings also battles murders manslaughtersManslaughters
quarrels lying words disputes lawlessness and ruin all of one
nature and oath who most troubles men upon earth when anyone
willfully swears a false oath 64

this mention of lethe occurs in the context of a description of the
goddesses who as the offspring of night have the task of punishing
sinners with appropriate penalties 65 by the time of plato lethe had

59platoplaco gorgias 523ff esp 5242
piato6oplatoplato repuhhrepublic 6l4ff614ff esp 614c6l4c

61janejane harrsonHarnson prolegonemaProlegonema to the study ofgreekof greek religion 1903 reprint cded cleveland world
publishing co 1959 p 574 cf below note 63

62zuntzZuntz62 persephone p 378
guthrieGuthne orpheus and greek religions p 177f zuntz persephone p 378ff and harrisonharrlsonHar nson pro

legomenalegomena to the study of greek rellionrelgionRelgion p 574f
64hesiodcsiod theogony 226 30
151bidibid 21125211 25
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become a river which was destructive to the unjust and which was to
be avoided by the just plato tells the myth of er the pamphylian
who dies in war and is miraculously restored to life in this tale ob-
viously well known enough to be proverbial by the fifth century er
gives an account of the nature of the world of departed spirits and
socrates concludes from the myth that only the souls of the just can
escape the punishment of drinking from the spring of lethe and
forgetting everything 66 elsewhere plato speaks of the soul which has
not followed in the path of the gods as one which falls to the earth
burdened with a load of forgetfulness and wrongdoing 67 zuntz
states that death is in essence forgetting whereas to seek the
drink from the spring or lake of memory is to seek life and they
who retain memory are those who are ripe for a higher form of
existence 68

the tree beside the spring has been consistently identified as a
tree of life although the greek phrase white cypress is

troublesome to many

this white cypress indeed has never ceased puzzling students for the
cypress isis not white even if the greek adjective isis taken in its
wider and basic sense shining its application to this dark tree
remains unexplained 69

guthrie also admits his uncertainty concerning the description of the
tree

concerning the white cypress I1 do not see that it helps towards an ex-
planation to say that by white cypress the writer meant a white poplar
as comparette in lamzlamicaminettilaminettiLaminettinertinettinerri oreficheorficheOrfiche florence 1910 an admittedly

common as well as extremely beautiful tree and one moreover which
had associations with the dead it isis a striking feature of the poem and
I1 hope that some day our knowledge of infernal history may be widened
sufficiently to include it 70

A B cook proffers the suggestion that on the whole it seems
most likely that the tree of the tablets was a miraculous cypress 71 As
such he continues the white cypress is in line with such marvelous
trees as the silver apple tree of the celtsbelts or the twelve fruited tree of
the revelation one should also note that according to pseudo
kallisthenesKallis thenes when alexander the great consulted the two oracular

piatoplato republic 626211 lethe isis forgetting and the greek word for truth aletheiaalegrfgif themtheu has been seen as non
forgetting the reward for the just isis to have knowledge preserved or restored just as the punishment for
the unjust isis to forget what they know

plato phaedrusPhaedrus 248c
zuntz persephone ppap 380 81

191bidibid p 373
guthrieGuthne orpheus and greek religion p 182
iaA B cook zeus cambridge at the university press 1940 342054203 420 21
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trees of the sun and the moon in prasiakePrasiake the trees were similar to
cypresses although nothing is said concerning their color 72

the ritual nature of the plates has been noted above but just
what comprised the ritual actions or how they accompanied the text
has not been clearly determined or agreed upon by commentators
zuntz argues for pythagorean mysteries guthrie for orphic rites
and harrison for cretan adaptations in an orphic manner of egyp-
tian funerary ceremonies guthrie notes that it is impossible even to
tell whether the dialogue occurs between the initiate and the gods of
hades or the guide of the spirit of the deceased 73 there is one mat-
ter concerning the plates upon which all do agree they originated in
or were strongly influenced by near eastern culture and religion

THE NEAR EASTERN connectionCONMCTION

one of the earliest commentators to make the connection be-
tween orphic beliefs and egypt was herodotus in a famous state-
ment from his book on egypt the historian states that egyptians did
not permit woolen articles in their temples nor would they be buried
in woolen garments in this he continues they agree with the
so called orphikaorphina or bacchikaBacchika which are really egyptian and pythag-
orean for in these rites also if a man share in them it is not lawful
for him to be buried in woolen garments 74

in the present instance of the so called orphic texts virtually all
modern scholars have suggested an egyptian origin for them becausee
of the reference in some of the gold tablets to vpbvvxpbv ocopampocdp cold
or refreshing water this connection is usually based on some
funeral monuments bearing the following inscription 8oiq00117 b
laipisoaipisugtpt3 TO767 6 vp6v4lvxpbv mopmcpocp may osiris grant to you cold or re-
freshing water 75 these monuments date no earlier than the
roman empire however and their relevance to the gold plates has
been disputed 76 language similar to that on the plates has also been
found on a magical papyrus from egypt hail to the water white
and the tree with the leaves high hanging 77 similarity of both the
gold plates and the egyptian sources just quoted with the early chris-
tian term refrigeriumrefiigehumrefrigerium denoting the refreshment of the dead in

pseudoscudo kalkaikallisthcncsI1 ist henes Hishijhistorahistonahisforiafoniaforiaronia alexandaalexandtalexandiAlexanetandtgnet magni 17 27ff
guthrieGuth nc orpheus and greek religion p 176f
herodotus hist 2 81

Inscriptinscriptioneinscnptioneinscriptionsionelone graecieaGraec iea daldarral etel sic XIV 1488 1705 1782
zuntz persephone p 370

77bB C dieterich abraxas p 97 cited inin harrison prolegomena to the study ofgreek religion p 576
XXQalpeP si xuk6vXHKOV i6ophwphapigop ka sftspcov&v8pco ujiLJIudiLJITTAOLTTAOL hail to the white water and to the tree with lofty
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paradise has also been of great interest to students of early christian
doctrines 78

the greek word vxp6vvp6v not only means cold but also sug-
gests refreshing and it is also related to the term ayrfvyrfaxvx or
I1 soul jane harrison made the following observation regarding the

4vxpbvvpbv mopocopocjp of the well of osiris and the water and tree in the
magical papyrus the well would be both cool and fresh and life
giving by it the soul would revive apa4paavivavavivavautvxctv it would become a
living water springing up into everlasting life 79 the tree growing
by the fountain or spring of living water is thus a tree of life and it
is only the soul whose purity is vouchedcouched for which is to be allowed to
drink from it 80

much earlier than the funeral monuments and the magical papy-
rus and therefore much more significant for similarities to the gold
plates under discussion are the egyptian funerary texts frequently
placed in graves from the time of the old kingdom through the
roman period zuntz summarizes the relevance of the book of the
dead literature for the tablets

concerned lest their dead at their resting places on the edge of the
desert should lack the vital moisture the egyptians sought to provide it
for them by including suitable spells and pictures in the book of the
dead hence we find in it representations of the dead on their way
through the netherworld scooping water from a basin between trees or
catching in a bowl water poured out either by an arm which grows from
a tree beside a large basin or by a goddess inside that tree 81

chapter 58 of the book of the dead is entitled the chapter of
breathing the air and of having power over the water in the under-
world the accompanying illustration on the ani papyrus shows
ani and his wife thuthuthuthi drinking water with the right hand from a
pool which is bordered by palm trees laden with fruit 82 the text
presents a dialogue between the god osiris and ani open to me
who are you and where are you going I1 am one of you the next
chapter has a similar heading and the accompanying illustration
shows ani kneeling beside a pool of water next to which is growing a
sycamore tree the goddess nut is in the tree pouring water into
anis hands from a vessel the text with the illustration begins

78Zuntz persephone rfcf harrlsonharrisonharrson prolegomena to the study ofgreekof greek religion p 575 n 2 guthrie
orpheusor and greek religion p 192 n 14 ctet pasanpassnpassim

791191larrisonharrison prolegomena to the study of greek religion p 576

ogurguthncoguthricGuthoGuthricnc orpheus and greek religion p 177
zuntz persephone p 371

81eE A wallis budge trans the egyptian book odtheoftheof fhethefee dead the papyrus ofaniinof am in the british museum
1895 reprint cded new york dover publications 1967 ppap 314 15
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hail sycamore tree of the goddess nut grant thou to me of the
water and the air which are in thee in chapters 107 and 109 a spell
is given to enable the initiate to enter the regions of heaven two
sycamore trees are described as being at the door of the lord of the
east and the initiate approaches the trees and the door by being
guided in a boat obviously on a river the barge of the god south
of the trees and the door are the lakes of a thousand geese and the
great fields of the god which piankoff associates with a type of
paradise composed of green pastures and hunting grounds 83 also in
the book of the dead are spells in which the initiateinitiate isis required to
give specific secret or ritual names and responses to questions of iden-
tity and purpose before he is allowed to enter the realm of the god 84

elsewhere in egyptian funerary literature the water of the god
osiris is spoken of as cold water just as in the examples from the
roman period cited previously this cold water of yours 0 osiris
this cold water of yours 0 king has gone forth to your son has gone
forth to horus 85 one can also find warnings where the soul of the
deceased is told to avoid the lake of the evildoerevil doer 86 the purpose of
the warnings instructions and dialogues isis implied in one of the
pyramid texts thou art departed that thou mayest become a spir-
itit that thou mayest become mighty as a god an enthroned one like
osiris 87117

despite obvious similarities shared by the writings on the gre-
cian gold plates and the egyptian literature in addition to the proven
contacts between the greek and egyptian civilizations from the criti-
cal seventh century BC and later sufficient differences have been
noted to show that some modification accompanied the borrowing of
motifs the only refreshment mentioned inin the grecian gold tablets
is a drink of water but the soul in egyptian texts is refreshed not
only with water but also with fruit and frankincense 88 the greek
plates always refer to a cypress tree while the egyptian literature con-
sistently mentions a sycamore and zuntz states there could not
easily be trees more different than these two 89 the drinking of a

living water by the soul parched with thirst is common to both

A piankoff the wandering odtheoftheof the soul bollingenbollingerBol lingen series XL princetonpnnceton princeton university press
1972 646 4 8

84bookboogbooi odtheof the dead chap 125 ccitedted inin pankoffpiankoff wanderingmandWandeting soul ppap 8 10
11rR 0 faulkner the ancient etianztianegyptian pyramidY

aclidanlid texts oxford clarendon press 1969 utterances 32
33 423 etc

161bidibid utterances 221414 and 500 zuntz appears to have missed such sources for he states that the egypegypt
nans have nothing corresponding to the two springs of some of the plates

spellspeil 752b ccitedted inn pankoffpiankoffpankopf wandering soul p 3

zuntz Persepersephoneaonehone p 372
191bidibid
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sources but so far as is known egypt had neither springs of lethe
nor mnemosyne while chapter 25 of the book of the dead gives a
formula to allow a man to possess memory in the netherworld 90 no
mention is made of a well or drinking of water in that context the
designation of the two springs as lethe and mnemosyne was consid-
ered by harrison to be a greek development from the neutral foun-
tains mentioned in the egyptian literature 91 because the egyptians
are not known to have used inscribed gold plates before the roman
period either for the living or the dead zuntz suggests that this
practice was also a greek innovation upon an older tradition 92

the differences in the two civilizations allow for independent
development within a common tradition or more likely a tradition
borrowed by one from the other zuntz summarizes his views on the
relationship between the greek gold plates and the egyptian sources

in both countries these texts are equally designed to accompany the
dead into their graves in order to tell them what awaits them in the
other world and how they are to meet it in egypt this had been the
custom for hundreds and even thousands of years while in greece there
is no trace of it apart from the few gold leaves whose texts witnesswitness to a
set of very specific persuasions hence it can reasonably be agreed that
the narrowly confined and recent greek usage derives from that older
civilization to which greeks owed so much and which they often pro-
claimed as their teacher of wisdom 93

the burial of the texts with the dead does not preclude the sacred
significance of the materials to the living especially when one con-
siders the ritual purposes commentators attach to them the recita-
tion of the text or at least part of itit on special ritual occasions would
be necessary to prepare the living initiate for his journey into the
world of departed spirits the burial of the text with the deceased in-
sures that he will have a familiar and faithful guide for his heavenly
journey one whose warnings and reminders will protect him and as-
sist him in achieving his divine potential

THE BOOK OF MORMON AND THE DREAM OF LEHI

it is apparent the accounts of lehisdehlsgehis dream in the book of mor-
mon have much in common with those on the greek gold tablets and
the related egyptian literature the book of mormon narrative claims
egyptian connections 1 nephi 12 mosiah 14 mormon 932

budge egyptian book odtheof thergerpd dead p 87f
91 91harrisonharrison prolegomena to the study ofgreekof greeggreek literature p 576

munizzuniz9zuntz persephone p 376
911b1dibid ppap 375575175 76
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probably quite similar to the mercantilistic connections of the greeks
in egypt 94 the book of mormon begins at the close of the seventh
century BC 1 nephi 14 513313315515 104 etc a date which coincides
precisely with the seventh sixth century origins of the religious
materials on the greek gold plates the use or borrowing of typical-
ly egyptian motifs and the practice of inscribing religious writings
upon gold plates are of considerable significance to the student of the
book of mormon and the striking resemblances in all the materials
under discussion would be remarkably coincidental if they were not
connected to a common source or origin since the greek gold tablets
are assigned to an egyptian origin which agrees in time and content
with the egyptian associations of the book of mormon the most
feasible and plausible explanation for the internal characteristics
shared by both is that seventh sixth century BC egypt provides the
common meeting ground for both traditions

in the first narration of the dream account in 1 nephi the one
given by lehi the following description elements are noteworthy
lehisgehis dream begins in a dark and dreary wilderness through which
he can advance safely only with the assistance of a guide 1 nephi
84 7 following his guide through the dark and dreary waste for
a long time lehi reaches a large field through which flows a river

1 nephi 89 13 near the river stands a tree laden with a sweet
white fruit which refreshes the wanderer at this point lehi himself
becomes a guide to some of his own family who are apparently lost
in the dark wilderness with nobody else to guide them 1 nephi
814 16 As details of the dream come into focus lehi further
describes a path leading to the tree 1 nephi 820 22 and many
other paths leading to doom and destruction 1 nephi 823 28 32
some of the multitude of souls wandering in the dark world are as-
sisted in their journey by a rod of iron 1 nephi 819 24 30 but
many are drowned in the hitherto unidentified fountain or river

1 nephi 832 in addition to those drowned in the river others
enter into a great and spacious building described as being on the
opposite side of the river from the tree 1 nephi 826 the building
is superterrestrial and filled with people of wealth who scorn those
eating from the fruit of the tree 1 nephi 827f 33 not all who go
to the tree for refreshment enjoy the experience suggesting that some
are not properly prepared to receive the fruit and others wander off
and are lost in a great mist of darkness indicating they have not

94 94nibleynibley lehi inin the desert p 36ff
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secured an adequate guide to help them achieve the goal of the tree
1 nephi 823 28 32

in this brief account narrated from the perspective ofoflehilehilehliehl the
only two elements without corresponding features in the greek plates
or the egyptian literature are the rod of iron and the great and
spacious building 95 it was noted earlier that despite similar dif-
ferencesferences between the greek plates and egyptian texts lethe and
mnemosyne the writing upon the plates and the white cypress tree
all differ from their counterparts in egyptian sources scholars note
that the paths tree springs and dialogue with divine beings argue
for an original relationship with independent development in the
greek texts the differences in the book of mormon are likewise not
sufficient to disprove the egyptian connection and are in no way
incompatible with the ancient world home claimed by the book of
mormon

the second narration of the dream given by lehisgehis son nephi
displays an even greater affinity with the greek and egyptian sources
than does lehisgehis earlier abbreviated account in the expanded ver-
sion there is much that at first appears extraneous to the symbols of
the dream particularly the prophetic history of jesus the christian
tradition and some aspects of world history as they relate to the fami-
ly of lehi one observes that the dream symbols are very much like
the elements of a ritual drama functioning as vehicles for transmit-
ting the history of man and for conveying redemptive knowledge to
the participant the common near eastern elements of the tree of
life springs or rivers of water etc which are part of the egyptian
redemption ritual for the dead and which are adopted and adapted
on the greek plates for an orphic or pythagorean mystery drama are
also found in the book of mormon tree of life dream these ele-
ments of the vision or dream assist in the prophetic and visionary por-
trayal of the christian message of the redemption of humanity this
often repeated aspect of the redemption drama in the book of mor-
mon must be reserved for another study since the dream symbols as
they relate to the ancient near east are the focus of the present
paper

95nibleyNibley95 Nib lcy approach to the book ofmormonof kormonmormon p 21 iff cites evidence which would suggest that the great
building may have come from the arab world which in turn was an imitation of earlier babylonian architec-
ture the height sometimes ten to twelve storiesstories is even described as making the building appear to stand in
the air high above the earth he further notes that inn arab tradition spaciousness is the index of elegance
and comfort there isis some possibility that the rod ofironof iron also came from thejewishthe jewish world oflehi especially
in relation to the temple but that must be dealt with properly within its own cultural context
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in a manner which has been recognized only recently as typically
apocalyptic 96 nephi is transported to a high mountain where the vi-
sion given earlier to his father is opened to his view and understand-
ing 1 nephi 11iliiii1111 before he is permitted to see the vision of the
tree however nephi is asked two questions by his angelic guide and
only satisfactory answers to these questions allow him to proceed

1 nephi 111122 6 the dialogue pattern of preparing nephi for fur-
ther visionary insights continues throughout the account including a
series of questions from his angelic guide what desirethdesireth thou

1 nephi 111110illolilo10 what beholdestbeholdest thou 1 nephi 132 know
est thou 1 nephi 1116 21 and rememberestRememberest
thou nephi 148

As the vision opens nephi first sees the tree which he describes
as being white 1 nephi 118 97 As the vision continues he sees all
that his father had seen but in many instances gives new details not
recounted in the earlier version the unidentified river of water in
the first version of the dream is a fountain of filthy water in the
second account and is further identified as the depths of hell

1 nephi 1216 especially noteworthy is the mention of a second
spring in the longer version the fountain of living waters which
flows beside the tree of life 1 nephi 1125 the other symbols
from lehislehtsgehis vision such as the rod of iron the great building and the
dark mists are repeated and explained in nephis account

the symbols under consideration in the present essay are remi-
niscent of those studied by goodenough in his extensive workworkjewishjewish
symbols in the greco roman period goodenough argues that sym-
bols in the ancient world could be transferred from one religion or
culture to another and not lose their usefulness in a new setting 98 he
refers specifically to the tree and water of life when stating that such
symbols had a constant religious value although they could be used
with gods whose mythologies were utterly dissimilar 99 it is the con-
stant religious value behind the symbols which permits their use in
divergent traditions the tree and water of life may signify refresh-
ment and life giving power in one instance and the bestowal of mem-
ory the essence of life in another the river of filthy water can be

96thethe author has givengiven a brief treatment of this theme elsewhere for example manichaeism mor-

monismmonism and Apocalyptapocalypticismcism sperry lecture series provo brigham young university press 1973
ppap 18 25 and the volume of recent literature on the subject attests to itsits newfoundnew found importance inin the
study of ancientancient religious history and literature

971nin the earlier account only the fruit was mentioned as white 1 I1 nephi 881111 perhaps because of the em-
phasis on partaking of the fruit the tree receivesreceives greater emphasis inin nephisnephis experience

9eae E R goodenough jewish symbols inin the greco roman period 13 vols new york BolbollingenbollingcnBollingbollingerlingencn foun-
dation 1954 especially vol 4
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hell forgetfulness or the water of the evildoerevil doer in different mythol-
ogies but the value of the symbols remains constant

conclusion

throughout this type of literature the need is expressed for a
personal or a textual guide to aid the traveler and initiate as he
journeys along the divine path the mists of darkness in the dream of
the tree of life prevent many from seeing their way or from finding
such a guide and they are thus prevented from traveling the one path
which will lead to the tree the purpose of burying plates with the
sacred and necessary message for the heavenly traveler is to ensure
that he has the means and assistance to traverse the dark path suc-
cessfullycessfully despite any threatening and destructive obstacles he may en-
counter just as the egyptian and greek texts against which the
book of mormon can be tested for historical compatibility claim to
have been written as guides for adherents of their respective tradi-
tions so also the book of mormon states that it is a guide for those
who wish to be redeemed by christ and find the path to the tree of
life 1 nephi 1333 37 1418 20 there can be no question but
that the book of mormon has a demonstrable compatibility with the
ancient near eastern origin which it claims its message and chal-
lenge give it significance in a modern setting and they cannot be
ignored nor taken lightly



previsionspre visions of the restoration
the poetry of henry vaughan

michael R collings

members of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints have
become increasingly aware that the restoration of the gospel did not
occur in a vacuum inhabited only by joseph smith numerous in-
dividualsdividuals were involved both as forerunners and as disseminators of
newly restored or revealed principles and not all of those involved
were members of the church many enlightened theologians re-
formers philosophers and poets participated in the restoration which
culminated in the reestablishment of the church of jesus christ in
1830

A literary contribution that is well known to members of the
church is the following stanza from william wordsworth s ode
intimations of immortality from recollections of early childhood
it is a beautiful evocation of the doctrine ofofpremortalpremortal existence

our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting
the soul that rises with us our lifes star

hath had elsewhere its setting
and cometh from afar

not in entire forgetfulness
and not in utter nakedness

but trailing clouds of glory do we come
from god who is our home 1

58 65

another example is miltonsmillonsMiltons grand defense of mans free agency in
paradise lost as well as his other then heretical views though largely
unknown and unrealized until after the restoration of the church 2

michael R collings isis an associateassociate professor of english at pepperdinePepperdme university malibu calif
jack stillingerStill mger ed williimwilliam woodsworth selected poems and pnepreprefacesf es boston houghton mifflin

1965 p 187 all references are to lines from this edition italics inin all quoted material are inin original
for a thorough discussion of miltonsmillonsMil tons claims to inspiration from a latter day saint viewpoint see

marilyn arnold john milton an inspired man the new era 6 januaryuanuary 1976 42 47 miltonsmillonsMil tons concern
for the absolute free agency of man isis developed inin michael collings the boundaries of choice moral
freedom inin miltonsmillonsMil tons poetic university phdph D diss university of california riverside 1977
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it is not necessary however to rely exclusively on the great
minds the strongest voicesvoices to find elements in strong parallel with
IDSLDS doctrine other poets often less well known less widely ac-
cepted critically were equally convinced of such doctrinal points as a
preexistencepreexistence and of an apostasy and the need for a restoration one
of the most fascinating is the minor poet henry vaughan

vaughan ca 1621 95 a contemporary of milton was a private
person whose poetry attracted little notice in his own time or in the
centuries following his death A recent editor of vaughans poetry
notes that the critical attention directed to the poetry of henry
vaughan over the past twentyfivetwenty five years far exceeds that of the pre-
ceding three hundred 3 this is not because vaughan was unworthy of
attention but rather because of his historical context A royalist dur-
ing the english civil war the losing side he abandoned the larger
circle of english literature and letters in 1642 leaving london to
return to wales at a time when the english temperament enjoyed
the wit and unpredictable brilliance of men like donne andandjonsonjonson
vaughan was too conventional too meditative withdrawing from the
world into an inner realm of peace and light and unity 4

however the lack of critical attention in his own time does not
lessen his poetic excellence vaughan says literary critic french
fogle now seems to be firmly established as one of the finest of the
pure lyric voices of the seventeenth century 5 neither does the lack
of critical acclaim obscure the fact that vaughans attitudes toward
man and religion closely resemble joseph smiths teachings more
than a century and a half later this is not of course to argue that
vaughan had any direct influence on onjosephjoseph smiths thinking an in-
fluence highly unlikely in light of vaughans obscurity he is rarely
even mentioned in english criticism until 1848 when his poetry was
reedited it is however to suggest that vaughans voice was among
the many voices alluded to by elder mark E petersen in the great
prologue as contributing to the creation of an atmosphere conducive
to the restoration in the early nineteenth century elder petersen
notes that the forerunners of the restoration had been working sev-
eral hundred years before the birth of joseph smith subtly altering
political social philosophical and theological attitudes and
deepening the sense of individual worth and liberty essential for any
attempt at restoration vaughan contributed to that movement by

wrenchtrench fogle cded the complete poetry ofofhenryhenry vaughan new york W W norton & company
1965 p xii

bidibid p ahxhxii
ibid p xi
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expressing ideas which however narrow their audience closely paral
led those later developed more fully and authoritatively by the early
leaders of the church his poetry helped in at least some degree to
create an atmosphere for men to acceptjosephaccept joseph smiths proclamation
of a general apostasy and need for a restoration

for me there is no better introduction to vaughans mystical vi-
sion or his concern with the state of man and of the visible church
than in his most famous poem the world 6 a poem I1 first en-
countered in a freshman literature course we had dutifully plodded
through the high points of english poetry from chaucer to donne
and milton pragmatically memorizing authors and titles for an ob-
jective test we memorized an occasional line or two from each poet
for the same end many of the poems were interesting some even in-
vited a second or third reading but the world echoed in me
both as a young man enlarging his awareness of other greater minds
and as an LDS studentwhostudent who too often felt estranged from the interests
and purposes of much of the literature the world belonged to
me its opening lines captured the essence of immortality as we
understand the word in the church more than any other poem I1 had
read

I1 saw eternity the other night
like a great ring of pure and endless light

all calm as it was bright
1 212

at the time though I1 was unaware ofofjosephjoseph smiths ring metaphor
for eternity 7 vaughans lines struck me forcefully there was some-
thing oddly stirringly familiar in the imagery the ring the pure
and endless light the unearthly ethereal calmness

the rest of the poem descends rapidly from the heights evoked in
those opening lines both spatially and spiritually to define the
world the realms of light are displaced by darkness

and round beneath it time in hours days years
drivndrian by the spheres

like a vast shadow movamov d in which the world
and all her train were hurld

4 7

in the darkened world vaughan defines the mortal state of the
doting lover the darksome statesmanstates man the fearful miser

6citationscitations arearc from fogles edition of vaughans poetry
joseph fielding smith cded and comp teachings odtheof fhethe prophetjosephpropfetprophet joseahjoseph smith salt lake city deseret

book 1973 p 181
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those souls whose interests center too much on the things of this
world and who are caught in the corruption and apostasy of the
historical churches

yet digddidd the mole and lest his ways be found
worktworke underground

where he did clutch his prey but one did secseesce
that policiepeliciepo licie

churches and altars fed him perjuriesPerjuries
were gnats and flies

it raindbraind about him aloudbloud and tears but he
drank them as free

23 30

despite temptations that strive to pinion mans interests and his
spirit to the earth

yet some who all this while did weep and sing
and sing and weep soard up into the ring

but most would use no wing
46 48

A few can see beyond mortal barriers but most refuse even to look
vaughans awareness of an apostasy and his vision of the reality

of eternity unite to create an intensely moving poem urging men to
listen to their inner convictions rather than to the empty preachingspreach ings
of others the individual willing to trust the workings of the spirit
within him returns to that visionary eternity of the opening lines

0 fools said 1I thus to prefer dark night
before true light

to live in grots and caves and hate the day
because it shewschews the way

the way which from this dead and dark abode
leads up to god

A way where you might tread the sun and be
more bright than he

but as I1 did their madnesaadnes so discussediscusseddiscusse
one whisperedwhisperdwhisperd thus

this ring the bride groome diffordidfordivdid for none provide
but for his bride

49 601goi60

vaughan s references to an apostasy become even more overt in
other poems in religion he defines the loss of authority in the
historical churches by concentrating on the lack of miracles among his
contemporaries after several initial stanzas which refer to biblical
revelations jacobs dream elias and the ravens he continues
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in abraamsabrhamsabrAb rhamshams tent the winged guests
0 how familiar then was heaven

eateaate drinke discourse sit downe and rest
untill the coole and shady even

nay thou thy selfe my god infareinfirein jirefire
whirle winds and clouds and that soft soicevoicesorcesolcevoice
speakstSpeakst there so much that I1 admiredadmire8
we have no confConcontconferenceconfrencefrencerence in these daies

1513 20

since gods voice is conspicuously absent in vaughans world the re-
mainder of religion is devoted to defining the need for continual
revelation which revelation had ceased not because god no longer
wished to commune with man but because man had divorced himself
from god

but in her religions long and hidden course
passing through the earths clarkedarke veines
growesbrowes still from better unto worse

so poisondpoisonspoisond breaks forth in some clime
and at first sight dothclothcioth many please
but drunk is puddle or meere slime
and stead of phisickchisickPh isick a disease

just such a tainted sink we have
like that samaritanasamaritansSamaritans dead well
nor must we for the kernellkernel crave
because most voices like the shell

heale then these waters lord or bring thy flock
since these are troubled to the springing rock
looke downe great master of the feast 0 shine
and turn once more our water into wine

33 35 41 52

the churches of his day 9 vaughan felt had transformed wine into
poison bringing not salvation but eternal sickness and ultimately

admaeadmwesadmire isis here used inin itsits older sense of to be amazed rather than inin the modern sense of to look at
approvingly

9theathethe brattishbrittishBrittish church clearly restates the theme of apostasy

ah he isis fled
and while these here their mists and shadows hatch

my glorious head
doth on those hills of mirchemirrhe and incense watch

haste haste my dear
the souldiersshouldierssoul diers here

cast inin their lots again
the scamicsscseamlcssc coat the church
thejewsthe jews touchatouchd not

these dare divide and stainstain
1 101loi10
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eternal death 10 vaughan like joseph smith realized the confusion
of churches around him unlike joseph smith he did not receive the
revelations he apparently desired instead he perceived only the
sickness and watched the symptoms grow and spread while he could
only hope and pray

vaughan does not concentrate exclusively on the sorrows and sins
occasioned by mans loss of christs true church his finest poems
are in contrast uplifting and constructive they concentrate not so

much on mans loss through apostasy as on mans essential nature on
the innocence man once knew the state he no longer clearly per-
ceives but might once again attain

critics frequently have difficulty explaining precisely what
vaughan means when he refers to a preexistencepre existence L C martin
perhaps the best twentieth century editor of vaughan s poetry says
in relation to vaughans use of the preexistencepreexistence metaphor that it was
very easy for vaughan to proceed from thoughts of immortality to
thoughts ofofpreoffrepre existence to hold acquaintance with a transcendent
world I1111 of the poems which define vaughans conception of a
preexistencepreexistence the most direct is the RetreueateretteateReuereateteateate

happy those early dayes when I1

shind in my angell infancy
before I1 understood this place
appointed for my second race
or taught my soul to fancy ought
but a white Celesticelestiallcelestiallyall thought
when yet I1 had not walktwackt above
A mile or two from my first love
and looking back at that short space
could see a glimpse of his bright face
when on some gilded cloud or flowre
my gazing soul would dwell an houreboure
and in those weaker glories spy
some shadows of eternity
before I1 taught my tongue to wound
my conscience with a sinfullsinfully sound
or had the black art to dispence
A sev rall sin to every sence
but felt through all this fleshly dresse
bright shootes of everlastingeverlastingnesseeverlasringnessenesse

0 how I1 long to travell back
and tread again that ancient track

10 vaughan10vaughan s attitude toward the british church might usefully be compared with milton s in lycidaelyctdaslycidas and
much later with swift s inin A tale ofofaa tub

lil111L C martinmarrin ed henry vaughan poetry and selected prose london oxford university press 1963

p pvnxvnxvii
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that I1 might once more reach that plaine
where first I1 left my glorious traine
from whence thinlightedthIn lighted spirit sees
that shady city of palme trees
but ah my soul with too much stay
Is drunkanddrunkarddrundrunkkandand staggers in the way
some men a forward motion love

but I1 by backward steps would move
and when this dust falls to the arn6rnurn
in that state I1 came return

1 32152132

in addition to references closely resembling LDS doctrines this life
as a second estate second race and the implicit sense the child
is somehow closer to god vaughans poem is strongly reminiscent
of wordsworthsWordsworths vision of mans progressing from a preexistencepreexistence
through mortality and into eternity like wordsworth vaughan in
tults rather than perceives a preexistencepreexistence thus suggesting that only
the child untainted by this earth can fully respond to such intuition
for vaughan childhood is a time of closeness to god in every earth
image the child may see beyond shadows to the solid reality of eterni-
ty but as the child grows and learns unfortunately through the
mediation of false teachers and flawed guides he loses this sense of
otherness and alienates himself from the heaven he knows exists but
cannot see

this loss of awareness is coupled in another of vaughans poems
with the apostasy itself because man is separated from god even
through the teachings of the church or perhaps because of the
teachings of the church he quickly loses his innate ability to see
spiritual things through a childs eyes in corruption vaughan
consciously connects these two losses speaking initially of eden he
says

sure it was so man in those early days
was not all stoneandstonehandstone and earth

he shind a little and by those weak rays
had some glimpse of his birth

he saw heaven or0 r his head and knew from whence
he came condemned hither

and as first love draws strongest so from hence
his mind sure progressdprogresso thither

1 8

unfortunately the fall dissipates this early link with the heavens
he sighdsighed for eden and would often say ah what bright days

were rhosethosethosev 19 20 but the poem adds even then man is not
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entirely cut off from heavenly influence thrust out of the garden
man in his infancy could at least perceive an occasional evidence for
the eternal in the scenes of daily life

nor was fleavheavcleav n cold unto him for each day
the vally or the mountain

afforded visits and still paradise lay

in some green shade or fountain
angels lay leigerl2hereletger12 here each bush and cel

each oke and highwayhigh way knew them
walk but the fields or sit down at some wel

and he was sure to view them
21 28

by vaughans time however the process of loss has progressed
until there is little light little hope and man is sunk below the
center and his shrowdshrawd 35 36 much of the bitterness and despair
so evident in the poems relating to the apostasy is here linked with
loss of that innocent vision ofofpreexistencepreexistencepreexistence yet vaughan does not re-
main in despair human life might be dark sunk from its destined
heights divorced from heaven and heavens light significantly
however through mans own choices but manmanwillwill not remain in
darkness in a final burst of affirmation vaughan looks forward to a
renewal of that intimate intercourse between man and god which
characterized human existence in eden eventually and soon he
proclaims the heavens will open again and darkness will vanish

alls in deep sleep and night thick darknesdarkness lyes

and hatchetshatchethhatcheth or thy people
but hark what trumpets that what angel cries

arise thrust in thy sickle

5740374037 40

it seems appropriate to conclude an investigation into vaughans
vision of man with a short passage from the poem titled simply

man after briefly considering the steadfastness and state of
many of earths creatures the bird in its flight the bee in its unend-
ing activity vaughan continues

I1 would said 1I my god would give

the staidness of these things to man for these
to his divine appointments ever cleave

and no new business breaks their peace
8118 11

ULleigeyleigereigereizerelzer resident as ambassador
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in the natural world where everything develops and acts according
to the measure of its creation vaughan sees an analogy for the ideal
relationship between man and god yet man and his interests are
conspicuous more for their restlessness and irregularity than for their
steadfastness in all he does man incessantly works against his better
nature rather than with it the reason is quite simple man recog-
nizes at some level below consciousness that he is part of a larger
process beyond mortality

he knows he hath a home but scarce knows where
he sayes it is so far

that he hath quite forgot how to go there
19 21121

it is an essential part of mans purpose to divine the pathway he must
follow to return to that home

he knocks at all doors strays and roams
nay hath not so much wit as some stones have
which in the darkest nights point to their homes

by some hid sense their maker gave
man is the shuttle to whose winding quest

and passage through these looms
god orderdordera motion but ordaindordainsordaind no rest

22 28

in vaughans poetry is an insistence that man inherently belongs
to the sphere of god but largely through his own volition is cut off
from it the fall initiated mans sense of loneliness but was at least
ameliorated by adams unconscious awareness of eternity around
him of angels resident in every bush and cel through the ages
however even that intuitive awareness has been stifled and deadened
until finally only the child retains any sense at all of being the literal
offspring of god or of having come from god to this earth or of
eventually returning to god the struggle to maintain spiritual in-
tuition is compounded because the single entity the church whose
sole purpose is to guide man toward the pathway the child alone
remembers has become corrupted and lost man for vaughan is
thus alone he has no true guide through the darkness surrounding
him only hesitant and partial memories of his own intimations of
immortality from recollections of early childhood

yet vaughan is a poet of assurance and hope A time will come
when heaven will open itself again to man or rather when man will
open himself fully to heaven vaughan himself did not see that time
but it did come through the restoration of the gospel it is
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now possible for all to see clearly those dim shadowy truths that
vaughan struggled to express that milton worked into nearly every
line of paradise lost that wordsworth molded to his purpose in the
immortality ode poets often use the metaphor of divine inspiration
to support their individual visions of man and mans destiny but just
as often that metaphor ultimately reveals more truth than the poets
themselves ever realize
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early mormon exploration and
missionary activities in mexico

F lamond tullis

in 1875 a few days before the first missionaries to mexico were to
depart brigham young changed his mind rather than have them
travel to california where they would take a steamer down the coast
and then go by foot or horseback inland to mexico city brigham
asked if they would mind making the trip by horseback going
neither to california nor mexico city but through arizona to the
northern mexican state of sonora a round trip of 3000 miles he
instructed them to look along the way for places to settle and to deter-
mine whether the lamanitesLamanites were ready to receive the gospel

but brigham young had other things in mind the saints might
need another place of refuge and advanced exploration was a logical
course to pursue should that need ever arise the most promising
site for such a refuge lay to the south perhaps mexico orson pratt
seemed to be aware of this possibility when he set apart the mis-
sionariessionslonsionariessionslonariesarlesariesarles for their new labors 1 I wish you to look out for places he
told them where our brethren could go and be safe from harm in
the event that persecution should make it necessary for them to get
out of the way for a season I11

daniel Wwjonesbjonesjones led the group which included his teenage son
wiley anthony W ivins james 2 stewart and Helheihelamanarnan pratt 2 2forforifor
ten months the missionaries traveled on foot and on horseback ex-
ploring the area and preaching the gospel to the lamanitesLamanites and all
others along the way who would listen the missionaries were re-
ceived both with kindness and hostility through it all they made
copious notes for brigham young on possible colonization sites the

F lamond tullis isis the chairman of the political science department brigham young university and was
recently awarded the BYU karl G maeser award for distinguished teaching

mexican mission ppap 1 2 report by james Z stewart manuscript history of the mexican mission
library archives of the historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city ututahah hereafter cited as church archives

robert H smith and ammon M tenney associated themselves with the affair until the travelers
reached el paso del nonenortenooenorrenoite ciudadciudadjuarezjuarez where their difficulties with daniel W jones occasioned their
leaving the group and returning home
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most promising they concluded was the area around casas grandes
in the mexican state of chihuahua

brigham was sufficiently pleased with the report from elderjoneselderEldeeidereide rjonesjones
and his companions that within a month of their return he called
jones to go back to the casas grandes region of mexico with a col-
onizing company to found a settlement when asked who should be
called to accompany him daniel Wwjonesbjonesjones said give me men with
large families and small means so that when we get there they will
be too poor to come back and we will have to stay 3 when the
arrangements were completed brighamsBrighams instructions were to go to
the southern country and settle where we felt impressed to
stop 4 the group decided to make their first settlement in the salt
river valley of southern arizona an areajonesarea jones had explored the year
before as he and his missionary companions were en route to mexico
although they stopped short of mexico the new colonists clearly in-
tended to push on later

along the salt river at a place the settlers designated camp
utah they built their cabins and attempted to set up a mission
among the maricopamaricolaMaricopa indians in due time some of the indians
heeding joness missionary overtures asked to live among the col-
onists in their settlements however the thought of cross cultural
contact was too shocking for some of the white families book of mor-
mon prophecies notwithstanding apparently onlyjonesonly jones could toler-
ate close proximity to the indians the colony split up over the issue
before it could generate enough strength to push on into mexico in-
deed one faction actually petitioned the territorial authorities to
drive the indians out of the area it was not long until it became
manifest jones said that I1 would have to either give up the indi-
ans or lose my standing with the white brethren I1 chose the
natives 5

despite the failures and inherent difficulties in the southern
expansion brigham continued to call other colonists to settle in
arizona 6 yet simultaneously with the southern colonizing he con-
tinued to send missionariesmissionariesexplorersexplorers into mexico for although he
had been pleased with joness 1876 report brigham young appar-
ently still felt a need for more extensive information especially about
sonora because of the yaqui wars the first missionaries to mexico

daniel W jones forty years among the indians A true yet thrilling narrative odtheoftheof trethe authors ex
penpenencepencenceence among the natives salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1890 p 304

ibidbid p 308
ibid p 314
blaineblamebiame C hardy the mormon colonies of northern mexico A history 1885 1912 phdph D diss

wayne state university detroit 1963 ppap 32 34
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had not been able to enter sonora so they had moved eastward to the
mexican state of chihuahua yet only in the western chihuahua
mountains bordering the state of sonora had the missionaries been
received with open arms by the indians who predominated in the
area but because there were also large numbers of indians in most of
sonora another excursion into mexico would have to be made before
brigham could settle his mind about the country and the nature of
indians within it in addition sonora had been on brighamsBrighams mind
for some time as a possible colonizing site from which missionary
labors among the indians could go forth lingering reports filtering
down from members of the mormon battalion who had been in
sonora during the 1846 48 mexican american war7apparentlywar7wara apparently con-
tinued to intrigue him and in 1872 when colonel thomas L

kane again visited utah he and brigham discussed sonora once more
as an area for missionary and colonization activity 8 with later cor-
respondence emphasizing colonization 9

for several years president youngs southern thrust had given
rise to speculation in the local and eastern press as to mormon designs
on mexico indeed virtually on the heels ofofjonessjoness 1874 call to mex-
ico rumors began flying 10 the gentiles in utah territory continued
to badger the saints on the matter on one occasion in a vibrant ser-
mon at a general conference of the church held in st george utah
on 6 april 1877 an exasperated brigham responded

it has been the cry of late through the columns of the newspapers that
the mormonscormonsMormons are going to mexico that is quite right we calculate
to go there are we going back to jackson county yes when As
soon as the way opens up we intend to hold our own here and
also penetrate the north and the south the east and the west and
to raise the ensign of truth this is the work of god who saw it in its
incipiency as a stone cut out of the mountains without hands but
which rolled and gathered strength and magnitude until it filled the
whole earth we will continue to grow to increase and spread abroad
and the powers of earth and hell combined cannot hinder itit 11

the emphasis on missionary and colonizing activity in the south
continued joness colonization company had just left others would
follow as would additional companies of missionariesmissionariesexplorersexplorers

7sgtgt daniel tyler A concise history odtheoftheof rhethe mormon battalion inin the mexican war 1846 48 1881

reprint ed glorietaGlonetaoneia nmexamexN mex the rio grande press 1964
gordon irving an opening wedge LDS proselyting inin mexico 1870 1890 andrewjensonandrew jenson lec-

ture 4 june 1976 p 3

girving questions needing further attention addendum to above point no 2

loseesecsee for example mexico reported intentions of mormonscormons to migrate to mexico new york times
22 december 1874 p 1lcolacolcolcoi 5 A threat from mormondom new york times 22june 1875 p 6 col 4

discourse by brigham young 6 april 1877 journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day
saints book depot 1855 1886 183551855518 555355 56
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indeed by september 1876 brigham had another group of mis-
sionariessionaries ready for the exploration of mexico 12 the new party which
included two members of the original missionaries to chihuahua
waited until after the october general conference of the church to
begin the long journey from the original chihuahua missionaries
were james 2 stewart and his companion helaman pratt accompa-
nying them were stewarts brother isaac george terry louis garff
and meliton G trejo trejo having translated selected portions of the
book of mormon for the first missionaries to take to mexico in 1876
after reaching tucson they split into two groups elders pratt and
trejo proceeding south to hermosillo the capital of sonora where
they proselytedproselyter for a time and baptized the first five members of the
church in mexico apparently brigham was now interested in pros
elytingeluting as well as making friendly contacts and getting information
elders pratt and trejo thereafter returned to their homes

for their part the stewart brothers and elders terry and garff
entered the mountains of sonora and attempted to proselyte the
yaqui indians success among the clannish yaquis could perhaps
open the door to other lamanitesLamanites in sonora proud stalwart and in-
domitable in defense of their families and territory the yaquis had
never been conquered by the spaniards the french or the mexicans
they had permanent homes lived inin cities and worked a rich placer
gold mine the product of which they traded for guns at douglas
arizona to fight the mexicans 13 the missionary party entered
sonora with full knowledge that yaqui guns were again engaged in
war but the missionaries commitment to spreading the gospel
among the indians overcame their anxieties of the potential dangers
surely they reasoned the lord would extend his protecting hand

the yaquis detained and bound the missionaries and were about
to kill them when their chief intervened he told the elders he would
spare their lives but they should leave yaqui territory at once and not
return from the yaqui perspective all the aliens had ever done for
more than a century was despoil their women kill and enslave their
men and leave their children homeless and parentless while all the
time robbing yaquis everywhere of their property no amount of
talk about book of mormon prophecies or the redemption of the
lamanitesLamanites could break through such barriers

the missionaries were fortunate to exit yaqui country alive yet
the experience demonstrates the churchschurche enormous commitment to

deseret weekly 13 september 1876 p 521
personal interview with W ernest young 22 february 1977 provo utah
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take the gospel to the indians a commitment which constituted one
of the principal reasons for the southern expansion

with immediate dangers indelibly in mind james Z stewart
and his company left yaqui country and quickly returned to the
united states moving along the border from the tucson area to el
paso del nortenone where stewart had been the year before with jones

when they got to el paso they contacted a mr J W campbell who
was a miller and owned a store at san elizario which is down the rio
grande from el paso a little ways they had apparently met him the
year before campbell was interested both in mormonism and in col-
onization in mexico he proposed at this point 1877 to buy a large
tract of land in the eastern part of the state ofcoahuilaofcoahuilaCoahuilahulia somewhere near
the texas border so stewart wrote to brigham young making this
proposition to him but brigham wrote back that he would prefer a site
somewhat closer to the already established settlements in arizona
brigham died shortly thereafter stewart and company returned to
utah and the matter was dropped leaving the initiative for mexican
colonization with ththe ejonesjonespones settlement back in arizona 14

THE 1879 expedition TO MEXICO CITY

while all these thrusts into northern mexico were occurring
news of the restored gospel was creating commentary in mexico city
two of the book of mormon pamphlets ththe eJonesjones party had mailed in
1876 when they were in chihuahua fell into the hands of influential
people in mexico city who were sufficiently provoked to respond
one was the master of letters of nineteenth century mexico ignacio
manuel altamirano an indian who had learned spanish at age six-

teen and thereafter mastered it he was highly receptive not only to
the rhetoric of the liberals regarding the place of the indian in mex
icosacos future but was also highly impressed with the mormonscormonsMormons inter-
pretationpre tation of the indians place in mexicosmedicosMexicos past mormon eschatology
regarding the future of the indian did not go unnoticed either
altamirano wrote a letter to salt lake city thanking the authorities
for the book and indicating his desire to know more about the
mormon message 15

later whether following up altamiranosAltamiranos letter or operating in-
dependently dr plotino rhodakanaty considered by some mexicans
to be a father of their country s socialist ideas and its agrarian and
syndicalist movements as well as the generator of ideas on freedom
and liberty that were direct intellectual precursors to the mexican
revolution of 1910 also began a correspondence with mormonscormonsMormons

irvingIn mg an opening wedge p 8
5 personal interviewinterview with agricol lozano herrerahenera 31 maymavmry 1975 mexico city
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courtesy ofldsoflasof IDS church historical department

title page of selections from the book of mormon translated by meliton trejo
published inin 1875 it was this pamphlet that attracted dr rhodakanaty to the
church
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rhodakanaty too had received one of the book of mormon pam-
phlets somehow he learned of melitonmeliton trejo who at the time was
living in tres alamos in southeastern arizona with some of the dissi-
dent settlers from camp utah who had moved on when they could
not accept joness decisions on how and where to include the indians
in their original salt river valley settlement early in 1878 while at
tres alamos melitonmeliton trejo received letters from rhodakanaty from
mexico city16 saying rhodakanaty wanted to learn more about the
church for a time he engaged trejo in a series of letters over the
matter finally trejo wrote to presidentjohnPresidenpresident tJohnjohn taylor who had suc-
ceeded to the presidency of the church after brigham youngs death
in 1877 and included some of rhodakanaty s letters written in
spanish17Spanish17

john taylor corresponded with rhodakanaty and as early as
autumn of 1878 sent him several publications 18 soon the authorities
in salt lake became aware that their mexican correspondent had
gained the interest of a number of his fellow citizens regarding mor-
monism he said that between fifteen and twenty had come to
believe the truths of the gospel rhodakanaty first requested then
virtually demanded that he and his friends be included in the king-
dom we ve found the gospel he said and we want you to give
us the aaronic priesthood so we can begin proselyting in mexico 19

see the letter to president john taylor and other church leaders
from rhodakanaty 15 december 1878 on ppap 307507307 10.10loio A return
letter from salt lake city informed him that such could occur only if
missionaries were sent to mexico city thereafter in 1879
rhodakanaty sent a lengthy series of letters asking for missionaries
and promising a great response when they were sent

sending missionaries to mexico city an idea brigham young
had first entertained when he called the original missionaries to
mexico now seemed a proper response to the events of the time
thinking highly of james 2 stewart who by then was a veteran in
the mexican connection and who had learned spanish well president
taylor called him to head south and asked melitomelitonn trejo to accom-
pany him

whether trejo was pleased with this new call we do not know
but his long delay in getting from southern arizona to salt lake city

6thisthisathis information which I1 have not come across elsewhere isis reported by irving an opening
wedge p 10

71bidibid

toandrewloandrewandrew jenson latter kaydayegy saint biographical encyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson
hishistoryto y co 1901 36 11311 131

irvinggirving an opening wedge p 10
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and president taylors withdrawing from the scene at the time to go
underground to avoid the federal marshals gave the governing
quorum of twelve apostles ample opportunity to rethink the matter
of a new mission to mexico such an important mission as this they
concluded given the dramatic interest demonstrated in mexico city
needed higher authority than either stewart or trejo held indeed
perhaps now the church was on the brink of making a major break-
through in mexico

accordingly the quorum decided to send newly called apostle
moses thatcher to preside over this proselyting venture in company
with james Z stewart who joined him at chicago and melitonmeliton
trejo who joined him at new orleans elder thatcher took a steam-
er crossed the gulf of mexico and reached vera cruz on 14 novem-
ber 1879 two days later they arrived in mexico city and being
complete strangers lodged in the principal hotel the iturbide
thereafter not only would the missionaries meet with rhodakanaty
baptize numerous mexicans and begin a branch of the church in
mexico city but they would also make important contacts with mex-
ican officials in the troublesome years ahead several of these would
help protect the saints in mexico

it took the missionaries only four days to become convinced
rhodakanaty and one of his friends should be baptized according-
ly on 20 november 1879 elder moses thatcher baptized and con-
firmed plotino C rhodakanaty and silviano arteaga members of the
church three days later elder trejo baptized six others and the
elders confirmed them members of the church four local brethren
were given the priesthood three being made elders A branch of the
church was organized and rhodakanaty was called to preside over it
with silviano arteaga and jose ybarolaybarrola as his counselors

at the meeting in which these ordinances were performed elder
thatcher earnestly invoked blessings upon porfirio diaz who had
taken over the presidency of mexico as the era of la rejormaformareformamorma came to
a close in 1876 upon all the legislative judicial and administrative
personnel of the government and upon all the inhabitants of the
land that the gospel might flourish among the honest in heart
throughout mexico central america and south america

the missionaries intensified their efforts in mexico city by the
end of 1879 they had baptized sixteen persons elders trejo and
stewart made further translations of mormon literature then dur-
ingingjanuaryjanuary of 1880 they completed the spanish translation of parley
P pratts A voice of warning and readied it for the printer they
also wrote numerous articles for the local newspapers
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the eastern press in the united states continued its interest in
the southern movements of the mormonscormonsMormons speculating about the
churchschurche ultimate intentions in mexico thus the new york city
sun published an article about this mission to mexico numerous
papers in mexico city excerpted portions from that article and made
comments regarding it most of them quite favorable but the news-
paper two republics under the headlines yankee diplomacy

filibusterism and the spread of mormonism vigorously at-
tacked the mormon people in general and specifically the new im-
plant in mexico city through el tribunatriTiijunabuna elder thatcher attempted
to refute the slanderous accusations made in the two republics

the exchange through the newspapers created some interest
among upper class mexicans and foreigners residing in mexico city as
to the missions intent and opened doors for further interviews be-
tween moses thatcher and higher mexican authorities As a direct
consequence interviews were secured with foreign minister zarate
minister of public works and colonization fernandez leal and
minister of war carlos pacheco they all had been either casually or
intimately acquainted with some aspect ofofmormonismmormonism and cordially
encouraged elder thatcher to bring his people to mexico to settle
leal who had been a visitor to utah and greatly admired the ingenui-
ty of the mormonscormons and their prosperous communities said mexico
would gladly welcome those choosing to make homes in the
republic 20

because of the many interviews resulting principally from news-
paper exchanges elder thatcher and his companions were intro-
duced to emelio biebuyck an influential belgian in mexico who had
been in utah territory three times personally acquainted with
brigham young he had enjoyed several interviews with the church
leader furthermore biebuyck had a colonization contract with the
mexican government in which the government conceded free public
lands for colonization in any mexican state elder thatcher still in-
terestedte in the colonization question soon made friends with
biebuyck who became a warm advocate of mormon colonization in
mexico

biebuyck told thatcher that with the mormonscormons in mexico will
come stable government and consequent peace and prosperity and
therefore success to my business and that is all I1 ask 2211 the offer
seemed exciting enough biebuyck s colonization contract with the
mexican government not only included the concession of free public

20jenson biographical encyclopedia 1113213 2 3333
ibid p 133
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lands but also an 80 subsidy for adults 40 each for children twenty
years exemption from military duty and taxation and free entry
from tariff duty on teams wagons agricultural implements building
materials and provisions pending the establishment of the colony as
well as numerous other privileges

while these stimulating conversations about colonization were
occurring the missionary efforts in mexico city were deteriorating
among other things the elders were becoming disillusioned with
rhodakanaty who was attempting to incorporate mormonscormons in mexico
into his brand of communal living before long elder thatcher began
to agree with daniel W joness earlier conclusions that the success of
missionary efforts in mexico would ultimately depend on mormon
colonization there and the careful and judicious gathering into the
colonies of native saints for care and instruction quite understand-
ably biebuycksBiebuycks colonization offer was therefore too appealing to
lose accordingly scarcely two months since organizing the first
branch in mexico moses thatcher determined to lay the whole mat-
ter regarding this exciting proposition before president taylor and the
council of the twelve apostles and then abide by their decision

leaving elder stewart in charge moses thatcher departed for
salt lake city on 4 february 1880 arriving on 22 february ten days
later biebuyck as agreed arrived and he and elder thatcher de-
tailed to the authorities the nature and advantage of the concessions
embodied in biebuycksBiebuycks contract with the mexican government
after a lengthy discussion and with due respect to the enormous ef-
forts expended by both biebuyck and apostle thatcher to bring the
matter to the attention of the council of the twelve the council
nevertheless rejected biebuycksBiebuycks offer perhaps they remembered the
cautionary note governor ochoa had given the jones party four years
earlier be careful about offers for public lands

although the idea of refuge had been on many people s minds
it seems that even in 1880 the principal idea associated with coloniz-
ing in mexico and sending out missionaries to that land was to preach
the gospel to the lamanitesLamanites colonization was a mere vehicle to that
end elder thatcher wanted to create a church environment for mex-
ican saints thereby aiding the lords plan nevertheless president
taylor departed somewhat from the earlier considerations advanced
by brigham young considering colonization in mexico for this pur-
pose premature

perhaps by then the plan was of little moment in contrast to the
greater anxieties confronting the saints in zion the antipolygamyanti polygamy
crusade threatened homes and entire communities many saints were
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fleeing to obscure retreats in montana colorado nevada and
arizona while a place of refuge more than crossed the mind of
brigham in earlier years that thought apparently did not occur to his
successors with pressures building up everywhere it seemed the
idea of colonization in mexico would have to wait for a resolution of
the crisis at home 22 the crisis was severe george Q cannon
utahs territorial delegate to washington was quoted in an interview
with the new york city sun as saying that mormonscormons cannot move
to any part of the territory of the united states and they may be
compelled either to abandon one feature of their religion or to
fight 1 23

while moses thatcher was in salt lake city presenting a case
with firm offers of land for colonization in mexico elders trejo and
stewart remained in mexico city and continued their missionary
labors they completed a more extensive translation of the book of
mormon and also began to move their proselyingproselying activities to the
villages surrounding mexico city in particular they focused their at-
tention on ozumbadzumba where they met with some success in their mis-
sionary endeavors nevertheless the results in general were very
discouraging perhaps it was for this reason that melitdnmeliton trejo
departed from mexico city in may of 1880 for his home in arizona
leaving elder stewart as the sole missionary from the mormon settle-
ments in utah and arizona his plan rejected by the council of the
twelve moses thatcher returned to his labors in mexmexicoico in december
1880 accompanied by feramorz L young

if the idea of colonization for spreading the gospel were not to be
implemented then other means would have to be employed yet
there was no hiding the fact that moses thatcher was pessimistic
about the prospects no doubt one reason for his pessimism was that
rhodakanaty having been educated in the philosophy of nineteenth
century utopian socialists was intent on setting up a mormon

united order indeed communitarianismcommunitarianism was one aspect ofofmorodmormor
monism that had so attracted him to the church 24 in rhodakanaty s

mind it seemed apparent that the gospel was to serve communicommini
tarianismtarian ism not communitarianismcommunitarianism the ends of the gospel when he
could not persuade elder thatcher to his point of view rhodakanaty
dropped out of the church for the same reasons most of the
converts the elders had already baptized dropped out but moses

21 biameblameBlaine cannoncarmon hardy cultural encystment as a cause of the mormon exodus from mexico inin
191igi19122 pacific historicalhistoricalreviewreview 34 november 19619655 441

new23new york city sun 13 august 1879
irving an opening wedge ppap 12 14
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thatcher would not be swayed and by 1881 rhodakanaty was writing
articles in socialist newspapers in mexico city against the church 25

seeing their original flock dwindle away over the issue of com
munitarianism elders thatcher stewart and young turned their at-
tention to proselyting other mexicans but the era of la reformareforma had
ended and with it the period of turmoil during the closing months of
1876 which had been rather advantageous for the missionaries the
entrance of the rebel army of porfirio diaz into mexico city had
established order albeit order by the gun and the sword but the
kind of order that encouraged a revival of tradition in mexico thus
the catholic church in the large cities at least began to enjoy an
ascendancy

in 1880 moses thatcher became increasingly convinced the city
people of mexico were so firmly in the grasp of socioreligioussocio religious aspects
of traditional mexico that it would be virtually useless for the elders to
attempt to make headway among them the people he concluded
were certainly held if not in the grip of the catholic church then in
the web of the cultures social relations associated with catholic tradi-
tion only the protestant missionaries seemed to have any success 26

and that only because they were buying their converts with per-
quisitesquisites and stipends the mormon missionaries were not about to
do that also the protestant missionaries even gave their tracts away
not surprisingly therefore the mormon elders could hardly sell their
translated literature for enough to cover publishing costs although in
some way they did distribute thousands of copies 27 responding to a
complaint on this matter president taylor wrote to the missionaries
instructing them to keep trying to sell their literature for whatever few
pennies they might bring in

faced with such discouraging events the elders more and more
began to think about the indians and peasants in the small

25ibidibid
26thethe not so subtle feelings of superiority and the spirit of condescension that characterized protestant

north american missionariesmissionaries of the nineteenth century were usually subdued although almost always pres-
ent among mormon north american missionariesmissionaries if the protestant religions self proclaimed responsibility
of a white man s burden was to take his civilization and faith to the rest of the world the mormonscormonsMormons
burden was to bring to pass the fulfillment of scripture regarding their lamanite brethren adoption of
north american ways of living seemed inexorably intertwined with that redemption useful background
materials from the vantage point of a cuban theologian may be found ininjusiojusto E gonzlezgonzalez historia de las
misionesMis iones buenos aires la aurora 1970 chap 9 A contemporary viewview of mainline protestantism isis the
published doctoral dissertation ofofoeoboe0 E costas theology odtheof shethe crossroads in contemporary latin america
amsterdam rodopi 1976

elders stewart and trejo had finished their translation of parley P pratts the voice of warning and
had managed to circulate a large number of copies they translated published and distributed 4000 copies
ofjohnof john nicholson s means of escape the missionariesmissionaries also published several thousand copies of elder
stewart s coming of the messiah and widely distributed them numerous other exchanges occurred
through the newspapers and were later published inin the contributor see jenson biographical
encyclopedia 41344 134154
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villages surrounding mexico city elder jones and his companions
had found the honest in heart in guerrero and environs not in
chihuahua city or el paso del nortenone the protestant missionaries
seemed to have concluded as much for they had moved into the out-
skirts of mexico city so the elders renewed their efforts in nearby
quiet agricultural villages such as ozumbadzumba in ozumbadzumba members of
lasting significance to the church were converted for example the
papaezez family but elder thatcher continued to be somewhat
pessimistic about the whole enterprise more and more he became
convinced that daniel W jones must have been correct that the on-
ly hope for a mission in mexico lay in having a group of anglo saxon
saints nearby to help uplift the mexicans 28

mormonscormonsMormons frantically almost had pursued the expansion of their
faith into the indian lands of the southern territories and mexico but
their cross cultural contacts seemed to be mostly negative frustration
and anxiety resulted the church and its missionaries carried an
enormous commitment to the lamanitesLamanites however everywhere the
missionaries met with failure daniel W jones somewhat self
righteously would later remind the church that it could have sent
missionaries back to guerrero a place where scores of mexicans had
waited in vain for baptism 29

four months following elder thatchers return to mexico the
missionaries and a handful of saints some of whom had survived the
falling away of the original rhodakanaty group left mexico city in
april of 1881 to ascend the great volcano popocateptl which lies
about fifty miles southeast of the city because of the volcano s poetic
and historical significance in the lives of the most numerous of mex-
ico s indian peoples the ascent to the summit of popocatepetlpopocateped to
hold a conference and dedicate the land for preaching the gospel held
enormous symbolic significance there was no question in the mis-
sionariession aries minds as to whom the gospel message was to be taken in
attendance at this first conference of the church held in mexico were
the missionaries from salt lake city moses thatcher feramorz
young and james Z stewart and several members from mexico
silviano arteaga fernando A lara ventura papaezez lino zarate and

two other mexican brothers whose names were not recorded 30 on

hardy cultural encystment ppap 440 414 1 hardy cites vol 3 ppap 43 44 of thatcher s journalsournalsnais
which led him to conclude that motivationmotivation for colonization in mexico was to give mexican converts a new en-
vironmentviron ment away from the distracting effects of mexico s non mormon society all these considerations had
led moses thatcher to subscribe to the conclusion drawn by daniel W jones before him who had said we
were united inin one idea and that was before any great work could be done inin this country itit would be
necessary to colonize among the people ionesjoneslones forty years among the indians p 283

gibibidid ppap 282 87
3reyareyrey L pratt history of the mexican mission the improvement era 15 1911 12 487
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6 april 1881 just fifty one years after the church had been orga-
nized the group raised prayers to god and invoked his blessings on
the mexican mission

slowly all these efforts bore additional results other saints
arrived from zion august H F wilcken a european immigrant
schooled in the spanish language helped translate additional tracts
and then went to ozumbadzumba with fernando A lara to proselyte there
and in surrounding villages in quick succession other changes in per-
sonnel occurred in june elder stewart was released returning home
to utah in august elder thatcher was released and elder wilcken
replaced him and feramorz L young who would die of typhoid
fever within days and fernando A lara left for utah with moses
thatcher lara had been one of the most dedicated and successful
missionaries of the mexican converts going to zion was his reward
but sixty one other mexican members remained enough to organize
the second formal branch of the church in mexico at the base of
popocatepetl in ozumbadzumba there elders wilcken arteaga papaezez
zarate and a few others carried on the work

within a few months however the saints in mexico were
pleased to receive word of the imminent arrival of new missionaries
from zion anthony W ivins who had been with the jones mis-
sionary contingent that had explored chihuahua in 1876 was accom-
panied by nielson R pratt one more in the long line ofofprattpratt family
descendants who have served the church in mexico both mexican
and american missionaries in the coming months added fifty one
new members to church records

in due time when august wilcken left for home anthony W
ivins was made president of the mission rey pratt a later missionary
to mexico says that during ivinssivings administration quite a number of
native elders were pressed into service and the work of preaching the
gospel and spreading the truth was vigorously pushed 31 among
those missionaries were lino zarate julian rojas and an elder
candanosa additional members joined

the work extended into numerous small villages in the central
mexican plateau tolucatoluba ixtacalcoIxtacalco tecaloeTecaloe and chimal all in
mexico cuautla and san andresandres de la cal in morelos and napolacapola
in hidalgo in this endeavor isaacjisaacaisaac J stewart who had accompanied
his brother on the ill fated visit to the yaquis several years before
soon joined the group so also did helaman pratt another of the
original missionaries to mexico

diboldibiddibld p 489
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it was clear that interest and a few skills in the spanish language
were giving some of the brethren double duty in the work of the
kingdom but so it had to be if the church authorities in salt lake
city would not approve colonization as a means of spreading the gos-
pel then other more conventional means would of necessity have to
be employed

soon helaman pratt was heading the mission march 1884 he
extended the work to san marcos hidalgo a community that later
would figure prominently in the expansion of the faith in mexico
little by little the work did expand but soon elder pratt came to the
same conclusion reached by jones and thatcher before him the
saints joining the fold in mexico needed their zion if they were to
flourish a place of retreat into the solidarity of a closely knit
mormon community until they could gain sufficient strength to stand
alone in a hostile environment just as the first mormonscormons had orga-
nized themselves into corporate communities to help institutionalize
the faith so also should the mexican members that the anglo
american observers may have been less charitable in their observa-
tions of the mexican social and cultural environment than with their
own does not depreciate their insights into the community needs of
new faith indeed it suggests an ability to see beyond cultural bar-
riers in striving to best accommodate the needs of the members

therefore helaman pratt scarcely in the mission a few months
raised a question on the colonization issue that would have to be con-
sideredsi if mormonscormons from utah could not come to mexico to col-
onize why then not send mormonscormons from mexico into arizona where
mormon colonies already existed so that the new mormonscormons could also
enjoy the homogenizing effect of a mormon cultural environment
elder pratt proposed that one hundred to one hundred and fifty mex-
ican converts virtually the entire church in mexico city and environs
at the time gather either in the arizona settlements or in some new
ones in northern mexico where they would have close contact with the
social cultural and economic aspects of mormon community living
but presidentjohnpresidentPresiden johntJohn taylor thought that so many converts could not be
handled in arizona and suggested sending perhaps ten families
when elder pratt relayed the president s response to the mexican
members they chose to wait for an opportunity to all go together
when a settlement could be established in northern mexico that op-
portunityportunity would come three years later in consequence of a massive
colonizing effort by anglo americans into northern mexico

in the meantime between bouts with federal marshals mormon
interest in taking the gospel to the indians remained at an all time
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high numerous spectacular heavenly visitations to the indians had
been reported 32 and many of the brethren considered these visita-
tions sure evidence of the imminence of the second coming 33 in
1881 wilford woodruff had reported we as the quorum of the
twelve have been commanded of the lord to now turn our attention
to the lamanitesLamanites and preach the gospel to them which we are now
endeavoring to do 34 indeed that was one of the reasons a high
level delegation headed by apostle thatcher had been sent to mexico
in the first place to examine the rhodakanaty matter but nearly
simultaneously apostles brigham young jr and heberheberjheberdJ grant
had been sent to arizona and new mexico to delve further into the
indian question apostle george teasdale was making rounds in in-
dian territory apostle francis M lyman was traveling the uinta
reservation to the east and apostles lorenzo snow and franklin D
richards were attending to the northern tribes 35 nevertheless in
1885 all the excitement and anticipation regarding the lamanitesLamanites
would fade into insignificance as the saints struggled to resist the
onslaught of the US federal marshals some anglo american mor
mons would flee to mexico for safety from their colonies in
chihuahua the gospel message would eventually spread to all of
latin america

32therethere was general excitement among mormon leaders and members alike between 1877 and 1892 with
the reported visionsvisions of an indian named moroni and also the visionsvisions of chief shivittsshevittsSh ivitts wovoka sitting bull
and others from the tribes of the great plains to the rocky mountains indians began first to have an inin-
terest inin mormonscormons and then to develop their own ghost dance associated with their belief that a messiah
would soon return to the earth and save them from their plight by annihilating the whites and restoring the
bfbuffalomalofalomaio this terrified many non mormon whites and alarmed the USU S federal government who combined
to precipitate the now infamous 1890 massacre of indians at wounded knee see dee brown bury my

heart at poundedwounded knee an indian history of the american west new york holt rinehart and
winston 197111971 and james mooney the ghost dance religion andraeand rhethe sioux outbreak of1890of 1890 panpart two of
the fourteenth annual report of the bureau of ethnology to the secretary of the smithsonianSmithsoman institute
18189292 93 washington DCD C government printing office 1896

mormonscormonsMormons were reinforced in their eschatology and increased their missionary efforts among the indians
they were convinced that indian prophets had finally risenrisen that perhaps the savior had actually visited them
or that one or more of the three nephitesNep hites was among them again surely the beginning of the end was at
hand indeed for this reason accusationsaccusations were hurled that the mormonscormons were actually behind the ghost
dance craze using itit as a device to ndrid their territory of gentile settlers

4wilford4wilfordtwilford woodruff letter to a brother johnson inin the salt river valley arizona 7 december 1882
p 2 chchurchrchach archives

351bidibid
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courtesy ofldsoflasof IDS church historical department

letter from dr plotino rhodakanaty and others to president john taylor and the
apostles 15 december 1878
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appendix

following isis a translation of the 15 december 1878 letter from dr plotino
rhodakanaty and others to LDS church leaders urging missionaries be sent to mex-
ico the translator eduardo balderas is a translatorfortranslator for the translation division of
the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah

most illustrious and revered president and apostles of the christian church of the
latter day saints

most respected brethren in our lord jesus christ

we the undersignedundersignerundersigned residents of the capital of mexico before the most worthy
theocratical government of that holy church and with the deepest respect declare

that having been convoked to a private meeting in the home belonging to
dr plotino constantinoConstandinorino rhodakanaty managing promoter of the same church for
the purpose of organizing a small circle or congregation of religious and social persua-
sion in this capital city said gentleman read to us for such purpose a work entitled
choice selections from the book of mormon translated into spanish by the reverend
elder meliton G trejotrelo and daniel W jones the mystical and highly transcendent
meaning of which was later elucidated to us by the same doctor who proved unto us
and fully convinced us of the evidence of the divine origin of such a precious book
and of the lofty mission that its doctrine has to accomplish in the world causing
through its entirely providential and divine influence a complete humanitarian pal-
ingenesisin or transformation in the religious as well as in the moral social and
political orders

such a beautiful perspective of a radical reform in our beloved country to whom
that holy church is issuing a direct invitation to adopt the true belief that it pro-
fessesfesses as well as the one that its moral influence will perform can do no less than
captivate the minds and soften the hearts of those of us who dream of the beautiful
ideal of a patriarchal life those of us who thirst for charity and justice and at the
same time for that happiness which without doubt resides only in the bosom of that
holy and mysterious institution the absolute depositary and legitimate successor of
that primitive church of jerusalem which is the most beautiful and sublime
paradigm of charity of love and of universal fraternity

therefore these and various other considerations which we have deeply
meditated in our souls have impelled us through divine inspiration not only to em-
brace that doctrine theoretically but also to practice it and even more importantly to
turn ourselves in spite of our humble social standing into honest and laborious
workers into worthy ministers or pastors of your holy religion for which purpose we
today respectfully desire to contact that holy and wise apostleship of the church to
urgently request our ordination to the lesserpriesthoodlesser priesthood which we have no doubt will
be conferred upon us not through wisdom or instruction of worldly knowledge that
we lack but through our faith which we possess and our intense desires to fulfillfalfill our
mission as providential instruments of the divine will for the salvation of so many
poor souls that today in this country are the victims of error and of the impositions of
the false and pretended churches that claim to be christians and which unfortunate-
ly sprout among us deviating consciences tearing apart the social unity and
lacerating sensitive hearts with their selfishness and continual offenses which they
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commit against charity thus denying the holy ghost which is the spirit of all truth
and the most solid foundation of all solidarity both in heaven and on earth

persevering in our good purpose to constitute ourselves into champions of
religious truth our only object being to attack error to its last entrenchments and to
punish the rebellious nations for their iniquity perfidies and selfishness with which
they extort and kill the poor and the chosen of the lord we today humbly approach
the worthy apostleship of that holy church officially requesting by means of the
eminent and indefatigable promoter of the faith our respected and beloved brother
meliton G trejo elder of the church that promptly and efficaciously dispensing
with procedures the lesserptiesthoodlesserpriesthoodlesser priesthood be conferred upon us priesthood to which we
have a right if not by birth as happily declared by our teacher and initiator in the
new faith dr rhodakanaty then by vocation for the performance and practice of
such a sacred ministry to obtain the competent authorization to preach inin our nation
the fulnessfalness of the gospel and the continuation of divine revelation in order to ac-
complishcomplish the radical reformation and salvation not only of our own country but of
the entire world our country because we are cosmopolitans according to the spirit of
christ our lord and our god

will you please our most worthy brethren accede to our just and humble re-

quest through which the entire universe will receive one more proof that our holy
religion is true because it does not reject the pleadings of its fervent proselytesproselyterprose lytes im-
parting thus the charity in the grace that it grants to its servants in the faith

mexico city december 15 1878

As managing promoter of the church

dr plotino C rhodakanaty
I1

domingo meji a danodariodarlo F fernfernandezndezadez

miguel enriennquezeniquez
1

quez josejosg cleofas G y sanchez

I1 1

felixmix rodriguezRodn guez y lulluislulsluis luis G rabierable
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the narrative of
zosimus and the book of mormon

john W welch

this article demonstrates certain similarities existing between
texts in 1 nephi in the book of mormon and a little known document
entitled the narrative of zosimusZosimus 1 the narrative s core material
was written originally in hebrew and appears to be at least as old as
the time of christ and perhaps much older 2 there is no evidence
that any knowledge about the narrative of zosimus existed in any
english speaking land prior to the publication of the book of
mormon

accounting for these similarities is complicated in a religious
context the parallels between the two writings may be explained as
deriving from a common source of extensive revelation examined
academically the parallels are an intellectual challenge with no
definite resolution even though I1 cannot account for these parallels
in all respects their mere existence tends to support claims of an an-
cient near eastern origin for the book of mormon

this article describes the textual history and the contents of the
narrative of zosimus and then shows certain similarities between the
book of mormon and the narrative I1 recognize that the approach
followed here is not exhaustive for example the narrative of
zosimus contains rich tree of life imagery it is also a good example
ofjudeoofjudeofudeo christian apocalyptic literature on points such as these
the book of mormon and the narrative of zosimus should be further
compared to each other as well as with the vast bodies of symbolic
and apocalyptic literatures those further studies however will have
to wait until much more research has been done for the present less
ambitious undertakings will have to suffice

john W welch isis an associate professor of law ataejatjJ reuben oarkdarkclark law school at brigham young university
and director of the foundation for ancient research and mormon studies FARMS

english translation appears in alexander roberts and james donaldson eds the ante nicene fathers
translations of the writingsTyInt ings of the fathers down to AD 325 24 vols edinburgh T and T oarkdarkclark
1867 72 supp vol 10 ppap 220 24

ajamesyames2james H charlesworthCharlesw onh pseudepigrapha andmodernaudandauf modemModern research missoula mont scholars press for the
society of biblical literature 1976 ppap 223 28
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background AND OVERVIEW

while no one knows who if anyone zosimus was or even what
the name zosimus means or where it may have come from 3 the an-
cient narrative which bears this name records traditions about a
righteous people who left jerusalem at the time of the prophet
jeremiah they were led by god to an ideal land across the ocean
the text is of obvious interest to students of the book of mormon
which relates a similar history

dr james H charlesworth professor of christian origins at
duke university durham NC has compiled the most complete
published bibliography and has made a thorough study of this long
neglected narrative 4 he concludes that its most ancient portion was
written somewhere in judea that it was originally written in hebrew I1

and that it would be unwise to ignore the possibility that this oldest
section is a jewish work that predates the fall of jerusalem in
AD 70 5 how long before ADA D 70 this early material was actually
written down is difficult to tell the traditions underlying many sec-
tions in the narrative of zosimus undoubtedly go back even further

not only are the sources behind this intriguing composition very
ancient but judging by the number of copies of it which have now
been located in some of europe s oldest museums and libraries 6 the
work must have been fairly well known in the early centuries of chris-
tianityti at least in certain areas away from the main control centers
texts of the narrative have survived in slavonic syriac ethiopic
karshuni arabic and greek 7

A comparison of these texts makes it apparent that over the years
the basic hebrew core suffered many editorial changes and additions
in the later ethiopic materials for example zosimus is linked with
alexander the great who was said to have conquered all the world
and thus must have visited these people across the sea 8 such varia-
tions from text to text require us to separate carefully the earlier
original materials from the subsequent accretions

the name zosimus itself does not appear inin the earliest manuscripts later zosimus also was the name
given to a revered christian monk who according to one armenian tradition lived on a mountain on
schiz1aschiziaschimia an island in the ionian sea

4charlesworthcharlesworth pseudepzpseudepigrapharapharqpha andmodernundand modemModern research ppap 223 28
ibid p 225
professor charlesworth reports having examined inn parispans oxford london and manchester manuscripts

of this document written inin greek syriac ethiopic and karshuni his english translation of zosimus will
apappearpearinpearlnin doubleday s forthcoming publication of the pseudepzpseudepigrapharapha and soon a new edition of the greek
syriac and ethiopic texts will be available in the SBL pseudepigrapha series

english translations existexist from the greek see note 1 from syrlsyrisynacgynacac which isis yet unpublished by
dr charlesworth and from the ethiopic which appears inin E A W budge the life andexploitsand Exploits ofalexof aex
ander the great london clay 1896 252 5555 5 84

ibid p 560
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perhaps due as much to these changes as to a failure to recognize
the significance of its basic core the narrative was unjustifiably re-
jected in later orthodox christian circles in the canon of
nicephorous dated around AD 850 the narrative ofofzosimuszosimus was
placed among certain apocryphal works which were to be discarded
soon afterwards the small book fell into disuse

the first known reappearance in modern times of the narrative
of zosimus was its translation into russian from an old church
slavonic text in the 1870s almost fifty years after the translation of
the book of mormon into english the first critical greek text of the
narrative was published in england in the late nineteenth century by
J R robinson followed shortly by its first translation into english
which appeared in volume 10 supplemental volume of M R
jamess series entitled the ante nicene fathers that translation will
be used in this article

general and particular elements of the narrative are similar to
the early sections of the book of mormon consider the following
overview

according to the narrative ofofzosimuszosimusZosimus a righteous man named
zosimusZosimus dwelling in a cave in a desert prays to the lord and obtains
spiritual passage to a land of blessedness in order to arrive at this
land of promise zosimus must wander in the wilderness without
knowing where he is being led he is pushed to the point of exhaus-
tion but attains his destination by constant prayer and divine in-
terventionterven tion zosimus at length arrives at the bank of an unfathomable
river of water covered by an impenetrable cloud of darkness catch-
ing the branches of a tree zosimus is transported across the water
where he sits beneath a beautiful tree eating its fruit and drinking of
the life sustaining water which flows from its root zosimus is then
met by an angelic escort who asks him what he wants shows him a
vision in which he thinks he beholds the son of god and ultimately
introduces him to a group of righteous sons of god these elders tell
zosimus of their history and instruct him in their ways of righteous-
ness their history is engraved upon soft stone plates 9 it explains
how the group led by their father escaped the destruction of
jerusalem at the time of jeremiah and how as a nation they survived
the scattering of israel they were allowed to occupy their other
worldy land of paradise and abundance only because of their righ-
teousness their religion is based upon prayer and chastity and they

919 read lithilithinoihthinoinoinol literally stonelstonestonelikeIlikeilkeke as embracing soft plates sincesince the narrative indicates that these
people wrote on these tablets by inscribing them with their fingernails see narrative ofofzosimuszosimusZosimus chap 7
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receive knowledge of the wickedness of the outside world by revela-
tion notwithstanding the wickedness of the people at jerusalem
zosimus rejoices when he is shown a book in which he learns that
mercy will be extended to the inhabitants there

the many parallels between the early chapters of the book of
mormon and this narrative require little elaboration dwelling in the
desert 1 nephi 24 being led by prayer and faith 15 113
1629 wandering through a dark and dreary waste 87 being
caught away to the bank of a river 813 crossing to the other side of
a river or abyss and passing through a great mist 832 coming to a
tree whose fruit is most sweet above all 881111 eating and drinking
from the tree which was also a fountain of living waters 1111252 5 being
greeted by an escort 111122 3 being interrogated as to desires 111122
beholding a vision of the son of god 16 1129 keeping records on
soft metal plates 324 recording the history of a group of people
who escaped the destruction of jerusalem at the time of jeremiah
14 714 being led to a land of promise and of great abundance

due to righteousness 1825 practicing constant prayer alma
3421 27 living in chastity lacobjacobuacobiacobhacob 225 28 receiving revelations
concerning the wickedness of the people of jerusalem 1 nephi
101011ioli11 and yet obtaining assurances of the mercy to be extended to
the inhabitants of jerusalem 1 nephi 111414 103

for a reader to appreciate and evaluate the similar characteristics
of these two writings a detailed examination of both is required the
extensive parallels which exist between them may substantiate the
great antiquity of both

DETAILED comparison

in the following comparative study the full text of zosimus is
shown in the lefthandleft hand columns and passages from the book of mor-
mon that suggest possible parallels are arranged on the right not all
proposed parallels are equally meritorious but are included for com-
pletenesspleteness likewise the passages from the book of mormon are not
always found in the same order as their parallels in the narrative of
zosimusZosimus and in those cases the strength of the noncontextualcontextualnon
parallels must be reduced

the translation of the narrative of zosimus used here is that ap-
pearing in the ante nicene fathers and follows the greek text
although the narrative was not originally written in greek that text
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appears to be a close translation of early materials and is represen-
tative of the overall tradition 10 sections of the narrative identifiable
as later additions are set off in brackets falffl or have been deleted as
indicated

from the book of mormon most of the passages involved come
from chapters 1 8 and 11 of 1 nephi because here lehisgehis influence is

I1 I1 the nephite writers lehistrongest among most closely typifies
the world ofjudea within which milieu the narrative of zosimus was
produced lehi s visions also relate in genre to the visionary styles
and motifs of the narrative of zosimusZosimus no effort has been made to
separate the writings of lehi in these chapters from the writings of
nephi since no direct connection is made between any book of mor-
mon individual and the person who wrote the narrative ofofzosimuszosimusZosimus
after each section are brief comments general conclusions follow
book of mormon references to verses other than those found in
1 nephi are so noted

zosimus 1 nephi

ch 1 about that time there was 14 in that same year the first
year of the reign of zedekiah there
came many prophets

in the desert a certain man named 24 and he lehi departed inin-
tozosimusZosimus who for forty years ate no the wilderness

bread and drank no wine and saw not
the face of man

1155 lehi as he went forth
this man was entreating god that he prayed unto the lord yea even with

all his heart in behalf of his people
might see the way of life of the blessed 113 and I1 said I1 desire to behold

the things which my father saw

and behold an angel of the lord was 8385 and he an angel came and
sent saying to him zosimusZosimus stood before me

116 the spirit cried with a
man of god behold I1 am sent by the loud voice saying hosanna to the
most high the god of all to tell thee lord the most high god for he is god
that thou shaltiourneyshalt tourneyjourney to the blessed over all the earth yea even above
but shalt not dwell with them all because thou believestbelievest

thou shalt behold the things which
thou hast desired

thelothe syriac versionversion for example isis substantially the same as the greek the ethiopicethiopia text on the other
hand isis later and diverges from the basic tradition inin many respects

chapters I11 and 8 derive directly from lehislehilehlgehis s account nephi and lehi had received the same visionvision see
I11 nephi 142914 29 chapter 11 isis part ofofnephinephiss account of that visionvision
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zosimus 1 nephi

but exalt not thy heart saying for
forty years I1 have not eaten bread for
the word of god is more than bread
and the spirit of god is more than
wine and as for thy saying I1 have not
seen the face of man behold the face
of the great king is nigh thee

zosimus said I1 know that the lord can 11iiiili1111 and believing that the
do whatsoever he will the angel said lordwaslorflord was able to make them known un-

toto him know this also that thou art me
not worthy of one of their delights but 37 1I nephi said I1 know that
arise and set out the lorsLordlordgivethzfwgivethgiveth no commandments un-

to the children of men save he shall
prepare a way for them that they may
accomplish the thing which he com
mandeth them

the vision of zosimus begins as he prays that he might be shown
the way of life of blessedness an angel appears and announces that
his prayer will be answered this is similar to nephis prayer that he
might be shown the things which his father lehi had seen a prayer
also answered by an angel who appears and announces that nephis
request will be answered 1 nephi 116 because of nephis belief in
the son of the most high god zosimus also confirms his faith in the
lord before his vision can commence particularly noteworthy is the
nearly identical name which the angel in each account uses for the
lord the most high god of all this is unusual and distinctive
there may also be meaningful analogs between the desert setting of
the history of lehi and that of the narrative lehi and nephi could
have seen their own departure into the wilderness as a symbol of
righteousness just as the narrative employs dwelling in the desert to
show the unworldliness of zosimus cf 1 nephi 1723 44 the in-
itial time reference in zosimus is too obscure to be of consequence

zosimus 1 nephi

2 and 1I zosimusZosimus issuing from my 87 as I1 followedfollowedmfollowedmhim I1 beheld
cave with god leading me set out not myself that I1 was inin a dark and drhadreamrhadrearyy
knowing which way I1 went waste

and after I1 had travelled forty days 88 and after I1 had traveled for the
space of many hours in darkness
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zosimus 1 nephi

my spirit grew faint and my body 17 he cast himself upon his
failed and being exhausted bed being overcome with the

SPspirititit

I1 sat down and continued praying in 88 1I began to pray unto the lord
that place for three days that he would have mercy on me

and behold there came a beast from
the desert whose name is the camel
and placing its kneesonknelsonknees on the ground it
received me upon its neck and went in-
to the desert and set me down there
there was much howling of wild beasts
and gnashing of teeth and deadly
poison and becoming afraid I1
prayed to the lord I11

and there came in that place a great 11liilil1111 as I1 sat pondering in mine
earthquake with a noise and a storm heart I1 was caught away in the spirit of
of wind blew and lifted me from the the lord yea into an exceedingly high
earth and exalted me on its wing mountain which I1 never had before

seen and upon which I1 never had
before set my foot

and I1 was praying and journeying 89 and after I1 had prayed
unto the lord

till it set me upon a place I1 beheld a large and spacious field

beside a river and the name of the 813 and as I1 cast my eyes round
river is eumeleseumenesEumeles and behold when I1 about I1 beheld a river of
desired to cross the river some one water
cried as if from the water saying
zosimusZosimus man of god thou canetcanst not 832 and many were
pass through me for no man can drowned in the depths of the
divide my waters but look up from fountain
the waters to heaven

and looking up I1 saw a wall of cloud 823 and it came to pass that there
stretching from the waters to the arose a mist of darkness yea even an
heaven and the cloud said zosimusZosimus exceeding great mist of darkness in-

somuchman of god through me no bird that they who had commenced
passes out of this world not breath of inin the path did lose their way that
wind nor the sun itelfiteld they wandered off and were lost

nor can the tempter in this world pass 1217 and the mists of darkness are
through me the wall of cloud the temptations of the devil which

blindethblin deth the eyes and hardenethhard eneth the
hearts of the children of men
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in chapter 2 zosimusZosimus vision progresses as he follows god s

direction not knowing where he is being led until he is exhausted
from travel after extended prayer he is caught away to a place
beside a river which turns out to be a cloudy and watery barrier be-
tween this world and paradise or the land of blessedness this
parallels the visions and previsionspre visions of lehi lehi too follows his
divine escort but soon finds himself lost in darkness 1 nephi 87 8

he too is apparently disoriented and weary from his many hours of
travel when he pleads for mercy he then finds himself in a large
field beside a river which also constitutes a cloudy watery barrier
between the proud and wicked world and those who partake of the
fruit of the tree of life the most conspicuous item in the paradisiacal
landscape

two differences between the accounts are noteworthy first for
zosimus the wall of cloud is not associated with the tempter rather it
is a barrier keeping even him from the paradise beyond for nephi
the mists over the river are the temptations themselves created by the
devil to keep the children of men outside that paradise the princi-
ple in both cases is the same no evil may enter paradise but in
lehi s merciful and open minded perspective multitudes press
toward the tree of life 1 nephi 830 and many reach that goal
thus for lehi the mists are not as impenetrable as the wall of cloud is

for zosimusZosimus whose account isis esoteric in his account zosimus alone
reaches the other bank second lehi is already on the paradise side
of the river when he first notices the river while zosimus still must
get there how lehi reaches paradise is not explained except to note
that he arrives because of the lords mercies 1 nephi 88 this is

consistent with lehisgehis passing through in darkness 1 nephi 88
wherein he would not have observed anything along the way

zosimus 1 nephi

53 and I1 was astonished at these
words and at the voicevolcevolcevoice that spake
these things to me

and as I1 prayed behold two trees 8108 10 and itit came to pass that I1

sprang up out of the earth beheld a tree whose fruit was desirable
to make one happy

fair and beautiful laden with fragrant 811 the fruit thereof was most
fruits sweet above all that I1 had ever before

tasted and white to exceed all
the whiteness that I1 had ever seen
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zosimus 1 nephi

and the tree on this side bent down 8198192424 and I1 beheld a rod of iron
and received me on its top and was and it extended along the bank of the
lifted up exceedingly above the middle river and led from the head of the
of the river and the other tree met me fountain to the tree by which I1

and received me inin its branches and stood I1 beheld others pressing
bending down set me on the ground forward and they came forth and
and both trees were lifted up and set caught hold of the end of the rod of
me away from the river on the other iron and they did press forward
side in that place I1 rested three days through the mist of darkness clinging
and arising again to the rod of iron even until they did

come forth and partake of the fruit of
the tree

I1 went forward whither I1 knew not
and that place was filled with much
fragrance and there was no mountain 89 20 and it came to pass after I1

on either hand but theracethepacethe placepace was level had prayed unto the lord I1 beheld a
and flowery all crowned with garlands large and spacious field as if it
and all the land was beautiful had been a world

in chapter 3 zosimus crosses the river and passes through the
wall of cloud by being lifted up in the branches of one tree and hand-
ed over to the tree on the opposite bank in 1 nephi those who were
not members ofofLeofieoflehislehisgehishis family hold onto the rod of iron which enables
them to avoid the hazards of the mists of darkness and of the river
and to arrive safely at the tree of life in both cases man cannot
make this passage without help

for zosimusZosimus beholding the fruit of the tree epitomizes his arrival
at the land of the blessed for lehi the fruit is desirable to make one
happy blessed symbolizing the love of god the fruit is fair
white and fragrant sweet in both accounts respectively

once at the tree both lehi and zosimus describe the paradise
around them as large and flat emphasizing the all important
presence of the tree of life

zosimus I11 nephi

4 and I1 saw there a naked man sit-
ting

111111illi11 I1 spake unto him as a
and said in myself surely this is man speakethspeaketh for I1 beheld that he was

not the tempter and I1 remembered in the form ofaodaof a man yet nevertheless
the voice of the cloud that it said to I1 knew that it was the spirit of the
me not even the tempter in this world lord and he spake unto me as a man
passes through me and thus taking speakethspeaketh with another
courage I1 said to him hail brother
and he ansdenanswenansweringng said to me the
grace of my god be with thee
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zosimusZo simus 1 nephi

again I1 said to him tell me man of 112 3 and the spirit said unto me
god who thou art he answered and behold what dedesiresirestst choulthoulthou and I1

said to me who art thou rather and said I1 desire to behold the things
I1 answered and told him all concerning which my father saw
myself and that I1 had prayed to god
and he had brought me into that
place

he answered and said to me I1 also 1527 29 the water was
know that thou art a man of god for if filthiness it was an awful gulf
not thou couldestcouldst not have passed which separated the wicked from the
through the cloud and the river and tree of life and also from the saints of
the airair for the breadth of the river is god it was a representation of
about thirty thousand paces and the that awful hell
cloud reaches to heaven and the depth
of the river to the abyss

in this chapter zosimus next discovers a man apparently naked
sitting beside him later zosimus will learn that this exalted being
only appears naked to mortals because of the purity of his garments
after assuring himself that the man is not the tempter zosimus
engages him in polite conversation this is somewhat comparable to
nephi s account where he also directly encounters a being in the form
of a man after assuring himself that this is the spirit of the lord
nephi and the messenger converse with one another as men normally
do as did zosimus and his escort in addition lehi mentions the
white robe of the personage who leads him into the dark and dreary
waste 1 nephi 85 relating to zosimus emphasis on the purity of
his escort s garments

in both records the attendant questions the traveler in the narr-

ative of zosimusZosimus the question initially asked is who zosimus is

perhaps again reflecting the esoteric character of the narrative the
initial question to nephi isis simply what do you want nephi
manifests no hesitancy about his own worthiness or who he is as

zosimus does here and in the sixth chapter rather nephi ap-
proachesproaches the visionary experience directly as a matter of firmly know-
ing and diligently seeking what one wants 1 nephi 1019

finally in the narrative of zosimus are further descriptions of
the cloudy and watery barrier the barrier is wide and an abyss and
the cloud reaches heaven although the book of mormon does not
indicate the height of the mist of darkness it is called an exceeding
great mist 1 I1 nephi 823825825823 likewise although in gehislehis vision the
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river does not always appear wide especially where the people on the
other side can be seen nephi describes it as a great and terrible
gulf 1 nephi 1218 1528 in both reports the river functions as a
demarcation between the righteous saints and the worldly sinners
and the book of mormon explicitly associates this abyss with the
underworld

zosimus 1I nephi

5 and having ended this discourse 826 on the other side of the
the man spoke again hast thou come river of water
hither out of the vanity of the worldsworld 1136 was the pride of the

world
I1 said to him wherefore art thou nak-
ed he said how knowest thou that I1

am naked thou wearestdearest skins of the
cattle of the earth that decay together
with thy body but look up to the
height of heaven and behold of what
nature my clothing is

and looking up into heaven I1 saw his 111411 14 and it came to pass that I1 saw
face as the face of an angel the heavens open and an angel came

down and stood before me

and his clothing as lightning which 85 I1 saw a man and he was
passes from the east to the west dressed vsin a white robe

19 and he beheld that his
luster was above that of the sun at
noondaynoon day

and I1 was greatly afraid thinking that 117 and behold a man de-
scendingit was the son of god sc out of heaven and him shall
ye witness and after ye have witnessed
him ye shall bear record that it is the
son of god

and trembled falling upon the 16 7 and because of the
ground things which he saw and heard he did

quake and tremble exceedingly
and he cast himself upon his
bed

and giving me his hand he raised me 110 and he also saw twelve others
up saying arise I1 also am one of the following him the son of god and
blessed come with me that I1 may their brightness did exceed that of the
lead thee to the elders stars in the firmament
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zosimus 1 nepalnephi

and laying hold of my hand he walked
about with me and led me toward a
certain crowd and there were in that
crowd elders like sons of god and
young men were standing beside the
elders

and as I1 came near to them they said 1136 and the pridepime of the
this man has come hither out of the world fell and the fall thereof
vanity of the world come let us was exceedingly great thus
beseech the lord and he will reveal to shall be the destruction of the
us this mystery wicked

surely the end is not at hand that the
man of vanity is come altherhitherthitheraitherhitherto then
they arose and besought the lord with
one accord and behold two angels
came down from heaven and said fear
not the man for god has sent him
that he may remain seven days and
learn your ways of life and then he
shall go forth and depart to his own 11111212 and I1 looked as if to
place the angels of god having said look upon him and I1 saw him not for
this ascended into heaven before our he had gone from before my presence
eyes

in both accounts clothing readily distinguishes the righteous
from the wicked in zosimusZosimus the attendant points out how vain the
world is wearing clothes of skins which decay with the body whereas
the blessed wear the radiant garments as bright as lightning in
1 nephi the pride of the people in the great and spacious building is

specifically associated with their exceeding fine but foolish dress
zosimus is next asked by his newfoundnew found escort to look up into the

sky to observe the elements from which his clothes were made see-
ing his face as angelic and his clothes as lightning zosimus becomes
afraid thinking he is in the presence of the son of god the escort
however assures zosimus that he is just one of the blessed and leads
zosimus to the elders who also resemble sons of god the elders are
at first skeptical but they receive zosimus when two angels vouch for
him parallels between this transitional section in the narrative of
zosimus and passages inin the book of mormon are of only moderate
importance visions of the divine usually come in brightness and
with trembling so the similar accounts ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis and nephis visions
are not singular in this regard it is somewhat more remarkable that
lehi beholds a group of followers like the son of god and that he
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even receives a book from one of them 1 nephi 1iiiili11111 just as
zosimus will receive a book from the elders also said to be like sons of
god to whom he has been introduced the twelve ofoflehilehilehliehl however
do not require angelic attestation before presenting lehi with the
book ofjerusalemsJerusalems calamities in nephis case however the spirit
departs after introducing nephi to an angel who will continue the
instruction

zosimus 1 nephi

6 then the elders of the blessed gave 881111 and it came to pass that I1 did
me over to one of the attendants say-
ing

go forth and partake of the fruit
keep him for seven days so the thereof

attendant receiving me led me to his
cave and we sat under a tree partaking
offordoffoodof food for from the sixth hour even 1125 1I beheld the
to the sixth then we ate and the water fountain of living waters or the tree of
came out from the root of the tree life which waters are a representation
sweeter than honey and we drank our of the love of god and I1 also beheld
fill and again the water sank down in-
to

that the tree of life was a representa-
tionits place of the love of god

and all the country of those there
heard of me that there had come
thither a man out of the vanity of the
world and all the country was stirred
up and they came to see me because it
seemed strange to them therefore
they were asking me all things and 1I 825 and after they had partakenpartakerpartaken of
was answering them and I1 became the fruit of the tree they did cast their
faint inin spirit and in body and eyes about as if they were ashamed
besought me the man of god that
served me and said I1 beseech thee
brother if any come to see me tell
them he is not here so that I1 may rest
a little

and the man of god cried out saying 2 ne 218 wherefore he satan
woe is me that the story of adam is said unto eve yea even that old ser-

pentsummed up in me for satan deceived who is the devil who is the
him through eve and this man by his father of all lies
flattery desires to make me a liar while 2ne2192 ne 219 and after adam and eve
he is here take me away from hence had partakenpartakerpartaken of the forbidden fruit
for I1 shall flee from the place for they were driven out
behold he wishes to sow in me seeds
of the world of vanity and all the
multitude and the elders rose up
against me and said departfromdepart from us
man we know not whence thou art
come to us
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but I1 lamentedwithlamentlamentededwithvl great lamentation 836 37 and lehi exceedingly
and my senses left me and I1 cried out feared for laman and lemuel
to the elders saying forgive me my and he did exhort them then with all
lords and the elders stilled them and the feeling of a tender parent
made quietness then I1 related to that perhaps the lord would be mer-

cifulthem all from the beginning till that to them and not cast them
time and said I1 besought the lord to off
come to you and he deemed me
worthy

and the elders said and now what 112 3 and the spirit said unto me
wilt thou we should do to thee I1 said behold what desirestde sirest thou and I1

to them I1I1 desire to teamleamlearnleann of you your said I1 desire to behold the things
way of life which my father saw

at this point zosimus goes with his attendants to a garden
paradise where he eats and drinks from one of the trees for seven
days it is significant that this tree provides both food and drink all
the nourishment the blessed need although the book of mormon
text is ambiguous it appears that nephi also identifies the tree of
life with both a fruit bearing and a water giving function both
functions are mentioned together and both are equated with the love
of god 1 nephi 1125 it would be remarkable if the two texts con-
tained this unusual tree fountain combination where the root of the
tree itself is also a fountain not just a tree growing beside a body of
water since this imagery is rare

A multitude gathers to inspect the newcomer and question him
in zosimusZosimus this righteous multitude wearies the traveler so that he
wishes they would not bother him in 1 nephi the wicked multitude
in the great and spacious building fulfills a similar role making those
who come to the tree feel uncomfortable and prone to fall away in
zosimusZosimus the sin committed is perpetrating a lie in lehi the sin isis

committed by those who become ashamed and fall into forbidden
paths

both accounts refer to the story of adam and both emphasize the
role of lies and flattery in the garden of eden encounter with satan
but this point cannot be of much consequence even though it is one
of the few old testament motifs receiving substantial theological at-
tentiontention in statements attributable to lehi since lehi s remarks about
adam arise in a completely different context and are not far removed
from the genesis account known also to the writer of zosimusZosimus
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for his sin zosimus is almost expelled from the land of
blessedness he laments and quickly seeks and receives pardon from
the elders however and reviews with them all that had happened up
to that time lehi also is keenly sensitive to the consequences of sin
although he does not lament any of his own sins nor fear his own ex-
pulsion he fears deeply for his two eldest sons and desperately hopes
they will receive forgiveness

having thus established his worthiness and his identity zosimus
is now ready to answer the question what do you want like
nephi he says he desires to learn the way of life

zosimus 1 nepalnephinegal

7 and they rejoiced with great hoyjoyboyfoy 116 the spirit cried with a
loud voice saying hosanna to the
lord

and taking up tables of stone they 1iiiill11111 and they came down
wrote on them with their nails thus and the first came and stood before my
hear ye sons of men hear ye us who father and gave unto him a book and
are become blessed that we also are of bade him that he should read
you igi191911 I1 did make putesplatespuffs of ore

that I1 might engraven upon them the
record of my people

for when the prophet jeremiah pro-
claimed

14 many prophets jerflerfjere-
miahthat the city of jerusalem prophesying unto the people

should be delivered into the hands of that they must repent or the great city
the destroyers jerusalem must be destroyed

cf 714 513.513513515

113 that it should be
destroyed and the inhabitants thereof
many should perish by the sword and
many should be carried away captive
iintonto babylon

he rent his garments and put sackcloth 14 prophesying unto thepeothepsothe peo-
pleupon his loins and sprinkled dust that they must repent

upon his head and he took earth upon
his bed and told all people to turn
from their wicked way

and our father rechabrechah the son of 22 4 the lord commanded
aminadab heard him and said to us my father even inin a dream that he
ye sons and daughters of rechabrechah should take his family and depart into
hearken to your father and put off the wilderness and he left his
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your garments from your body and house and the land of his inheritance
drink no vessel of wine and eat no and his gold and his silver and his
bread from the fire and drink not precious things
strong drink and honey until the lord
hear your entreaty

and we said all that he has com-
manded

37 1I nephi said unto my
vus we shall do and hearken father I1 will go and do the things

which the lord hath command
ed

so we cast away our clothing from our 115afi5fi61414 and he prayed unto the
bodies and we ate no bread from the lord yea even with all his heart in
fire and drank no vessel of wine nor behalf of his people and he saw
honey nor strong drink and we la-
mented

andandnmuchhearyheardjeary much and he did ex-
claimwith a great lamentation and great and marvelous are

besought the lord and he heard our thy works 0 lord god almighty thy
prayer and turned away his anger from throne is high in the heavens and thy
the city of jerusalem and there came power and goodness and mercy are
to the city of ofjerusalemjerusalem mercy from the over all the inhabitants of the earth
lord and he pitied its people and and because thou art merciful thou
turned away his deadly anger wilt not suffer those who come unto

thee that they shallperishshall perish

8 and after these things the king of 120 anywhenandwhenand when thejewsrhethe jews heardthesefeardheardbeard therethese
the city of jerusalem died and there things they were angry with him
arose another king andallthepeopleand aaltheallthe people and they also sought his life
gathered to him and informed him
concerning us and said there are cer-
tain of thy people who have changed
their way from us therefore the king
summoned them and asked them
wherefore they had done this and he
sent for us and asked who are ye and
of what worship and of what country
and we said to him we are the sons of
thy servant and our father is rechabrechah
the son of jonadabJonadab and when
jeremiah the prophet preached in the
days of thy father the king he pro-
claimed death to the city ofjerusalem
saying yet three days and all of the ci-
ty shall be put to death and the king
thy father hearing this repented of his
sins and issued a command to all to
turn aside from their wicked way and
our father thy servant hearing it
charged us saying drink no vessel of
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wine and eat no bread from the fire
until the lord shall hear your entreaty
and we hearkened to the command-
ment of our father and made naked
our bodies we drank no wine and ate
no bread and we prayed to the lord
for the city of jerusalem and the lord
pitied his people and turned away his
anger and we saw it and our soul was
rejoiced and we said it is good for us
to be so

9 and the king said to us ye have
done well now therefore mingle with
my people and eat bread and drink
wine and glorify your lord and ye
shall be serving god and the king but
we said we shall not disobey god 23 he was obedient unto the

word of the lord wherefore he did as
the lord commanded him

then the king was enraged and set us 714 and jeremiah have they
in prison and we passed that night cast into prison
there

and behold a light shone in the build-
ing

26 when he had traveled
and an angel uncovered the prison three days in the wilderness he

and laid hold of the crowns of our pitched his tent in a valley by the side
heads and took us out of the prison of a 77riverderver of water
and set us beside the water odtheof the river

and said to us whithersoever the 178 and the lord spake un-
towater goes go ye also me saying across these
waters

and we travelled with the water and 188 we did put forth into the
with the angel when therefore he sea and were driven forth before the
had brought us to thists place the river windazwznd towards the promised land
was dried up and the water was swal-
lowed up by the abyss and he made a jacob 726 our lives passed
wall round this country and there away like as it were unto us a dream
came a wall of cloud and shadowed we being a lonesome and a solemn
above the water people wanderers cast out from

jerusalem
2 ne 35 a branch which was

to be broken off
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and he did not scatter us all over the 10101313 wherefore he said it must
earth but gave to us this country needs be that we should be led with

one accord into the land of promise
unto the fulfilling of the word of the
lord that we should be scattered uuponumonukonon
all the face of the earth
cf 1 ne 1823 and 3 ne 15151515.

chapters 7 through 9 of zosimus contain the story of a small
group of people who were saved from the ravages of an unrepentant
king and of babylon during the ministry of the prophetjeremiahprophet jeremiah see
jeremiah 351 19 the account of zosimus is remarkably similar to
the overall story of 1 nephi so little comment is likely required

notice inin particular the use of soft plates in both records and the
references to impending destruction to the need for repentance to
the father who leads the group away to the obedience and sacrifice of
the righteous followers to the deliverance by an angel cf 1 nephi
329 and to the journey across the sea to the land of promise in rela-
tion to the scattering of israel each common to both accounts the
parallels here are more circumstantial than literary whereas they were
more literary in previous chapters

chapters 7 through 9 of the narrative constitute its centerpiece
this section is stylistically and probably historically prior to the rest of
the narrative 12 and so it is not unreasonable to believe that the
historical roots of the traditions preserved here are very ancient
indeed

zosimus 1 nephi

included here are some weaker paral-
lels from assorted sectionssections from nephi
jacob enos alma and mormon

10 hear ye sons of men hear the 1824 25 we did put all our
way of life of the life of the blessed seeds intointo the earth that they
for god placed us in this land for we did grow exceedingly wherefore we
are holy but not immortal for the were blessed in abundance
earth produces mottmostmostfragrantfruitfragrant fruit and 881111 the fruit thereof
out of the trunks of the trees comes was most sweet above all that I1 ever
water sweeter than honey and these before tasted
are our food and drink 174 5 and we did sojourn for the

space of many years yea even eight in

chariescharlescharlesworthworthnorth pseudepigrapha and modemmodern research ppap 223 28
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the wilderness and we did come to
the land which we called bountiful
because of its much fruit and also wild
honey

we are also praying nightanddayniht anyand saodayzao and alma 3421 cry unto him inin your
this is all our occupation houses yea over all your household

both morning middaymid day an devening

hear ye sons of men with us there is 1825 we did find upon the
no vine nor ploughedsloughedploughed field nor works land of promise as we journeyed in the
of wood or iron nor have we any house wilderness that there were beasts in
or building nor fire nor sword nor the forests of every kind both the cow
iron wrought or unwrought nor silver and the ox and the ass and the horse
nornongoldnorgoldgold nor airair too heavy or too keen and the goat and the wild goat and all

manner of wild animals which were
for the use of men and we did find
all manner of ore both oiof gold and of
silver and of copper

neither do any of us take to themselves jacob 225 28 wherefore thus
wives except for so long as to beget saith the lord I1 have led this people
two children and after they have pro-
duced

forth out of the land of jerusalem by
two children they withdraw the power of mine arm that I1 might

from each other and continue in chasti-
ty

raise up unto me a righteous branch
ty not knowing that they were ever in from the fruit of the loins of joseph
the intercourse of marriage but being wherefore I1 the lord god will not
in virginity as from the beginning suffer that this people shall do like un-

toand the one child remains for mar-
riage

them of old for there shall
and the other for virginity not any man among you have save it be

one wife and concubines he shall have
none for I1 the lord god delight in
the chastity of women J

11 and there isis no count of time aimaalma408alma 408 lallisasallisasuilalluit is as one day
neither weeks nor months nor years with god and time only is measured
for all our day isif one day unto men

in our caves lie the leaves of trees and
this is our couch under the trees

but we are not naked of body as ye 12121111 and the angel said unto me
wrongly imagine for we have the gar-
ment

look and I1 looked and beheld three
of immortality and are not generations pass away in righteousness

ashamed of each other and their garments were white even
like unto the lamb of god and the
angel said unto me these are made
white in the blood of the lamb be-
cause of their faith in him
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at the sixth hour of every day we eat mormon 835 36 behold I1 speak
for the fruit of the tree falls of itself at unto you as if ye were present and yet
the sixth hour and we eat and drink ye are not and I1 know your do
our fill and again the water sinks into tingng yea even every one have
its place we also know you who are become polluted
there in the world and who are inin sinssins
andyourandyburundand your works

for every day the angels of the lord mormon 835 but behold
come and tell them to us and the jesus caristchristcarlst hath shown you unto
number of your years me J

but we pray for you to the lord 1155 lehi as he went forth
because we also are of you and of your prayed unto the lord yea even with
race except that god has chosen us all his heart in behalf of his people
and has set us in this place without sin

and the angels of god dwell with us 11118128 12 13 the spirit said un-
toevery day and tell us all things con-

cerning
tomeme look and I1 looked and

you beheld the great city ofofjerusalemjerusalem and
also other cities

2 ne 14 for behold said he I1
have seen a visionvision inin which I1 know
thatjerusalemthat jerusalem is destroyed

and we rejoice with the angels over the enos 9 11 1I began to feel a
works of the just but over the works of desire for the welfare of my brethren
sinners we mourn and lament prasiprayiprayingng wherefore I1 did pour out my
to the lord that he may cease from hioishisolss whole soul unto god for them
anger and spare your offences

zosimus is instructed here and in subsequent chapters concern-
ing life among these blessed ones he first learns about the world in
which they live As is the case in the promised land of the nephitesNephites
the land of the blessed in the narrative of zosimus is described as an
ideal land which almost effortlessly produces fruit and all the
necessities of life the material things of life are richly abundant for
the righteous

he is next instructed in two aspects of the righteous life prayer
and chastity in most versions of the narrative these principles have
been cast in terms of an ascetic or monastic life allowing only
minimal divergence from constant prayer and sexual abstinence to
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attend to the necessities of life and perpetuate the race while this is
consistent with the probability that these narrative sections were sub-
ject to extensive interpolation by later writers it is worth noting that
chastity and prayer are among the practical religious teachings found
on the small plates of nephi

zosimus then learns that the people of the land of blessedness
keep no track of time since all their life is as one day being timeless
they approach immortality in a later section of the book of mormon
alma also states that time or the length of life is measured only to
mortals

As in chapter 5 above the narrative refers particularly to the
garments of immortality worn by the righteous this clothing
refers to the immortal powers these people possess

finally zosimus is told of the great concern the blessed have for
those still in the world each day the angels tell the blessed about the
sins and works of people in the world and the blessed pray for these
people especially that the lord might turn away his anger from
them this shows a high degree or correspondence to book of mor-
mon texts which indicate that the nephitesNephites retained deep concerns
for those remaining in the old world they too received revelation
concerning the lives of those they had left behind and a major con-
cern of the prophets in the book of mormon is praying for those who
they know are in danger of gods wrath

there are no specific similarities between the book of mormon
and the narrative in the small remaining portion of the narrative in
chapters 13 through 15 zosimus is told how the souls of the blessed
are taken up to god when they are called this only very generally
parallels king benjamins statements in mosiah 226 28 anticipating
his own return to god in chapters 16 through 17 the narrative
retraces zosimusZosimus steps from the land of blessedness back to the
worldly wilderness where he began it may be significant in evaluat-
ing the meaning this narrative might have had for the early chris-
tians that zosimus is said to have brought back the tablets upon
which had been inscribed the history of these people and the instruc-
tions he had been given upon returning to his cave zosimus sets up
this knowledge as a covenant or testament

certain manuscripts ofofzosimuszosimusZosimus narrative contain a postscript in
which the devil and 1360 demons tempt and torment zosimus after
his return to the world through prayer and the knowledge he has
acquired zosimus vanquishes the devil who agrees to tempt men no
longer zosimus uses the knowledge and covenant received during
his journey as a great shield against the devil s powers perhaps a final
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point of contact can be discerned here inasmuch as the book of mor-
mon also promises that the knowledge of those who have been scat-
tered will return again and that the forces of evil will thereby be
ultimately vanquished see for example 1 nephi 13 14

conclusion
despite the many similarities set forth in this article between the

book of mormon and the narrative ofofzosimuszosimusZosimus it is difficult to draw
any specific conclusions regarding possible direct relationships or on
the other hand the independence of these documents with respect to
each other we simply know too little about the authorship and
transmission of the narrative of zosimus to venture any judgment
about the kind of spiritual experiences its author had as compared
with the visions and revelations of lehi similarly we cannot know
precisely what influence general literary or cultural backgrounds may
have had upon those responsible for composing and transmitting the
narrative ofofzosimuszosimus or for that matter upon nephi as he recounted
his own and his fathers inspirations perhaps someday we will have
greater knowledge to assess what connections if any stand between
these two intriguing ancient accounts 13

in the meantime however it seems both reasonable and produc-
tive that one continue to study these two texts together both deserve
greater attention and neither should be erroneously judged amiss
against valid ancient judeofudeo christianity before the recognition of
similarities such as those between the book of mormon and the narr-
ative ofofzosimuszosimusZosimus it was possible to reserve interest in the book of
mormon by wondering why no other ancient near eastern books ex-
isted which closely resembled it on that score one need wonder no
longer

for example some day we may know more about the teachings of the mysterious rechabitesRecha bites a
seminomadic religious group located inin the deserts of southern israel about the timetime of lehiichiiehl 2 kings
10 15 17 this might prove relevant since rechahrechab isis specifically mentioned inin the narrative ofofzosimuszosimus and
sincesince lehllehidehl may have had some contact with this group second perhaps itit might also be that some ritual
known to both lehi and the author of the narrative of zosimuszosunus stands as a common backdrop behind these
texts the narrative may be viewed as a veiled account of a ceremony in which the initiateinitiate passes out of the
world through a garden paradise beyond a conflict with a wicked king and intointo a setting where he receivesreceives
instructions which are finally set up as a covenant cf hugh W nibley the message ofthejosephof the joseph smith
papyrpapympapyiii salt lake city deseret book 1975 esp ppap 255 83
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joseph smith
and the manchester new york library

robert paul

in a recent work on mormon origins it was again suggested that
joseph smith may have derived some of his religious and theological
ideas from the old manchester rental library a circulating library
located within five miles of the smith family farm 1 this claim has
received wide circulation but it has never really received the serious
critical consideration it merits this paper attempts to assess the man-
chester library its origin content current disposition and possible
usefulness to joseph smith and others prior to the organization of the
church in 1830

the manchester library was organized around 1812 and was orig-
inally called the farmington library since at this early time the
village of manchester as an unincorporated entity had not been
formed thus in 1820 the smith farm was located in farmington
township not manchester a minor point which occasionally still
causes some confusion the actual date of the library s formation
however has been obscured by conflicting information in 1964
vivian pratt wife of dr john H pratt the last private owner of the
library believed that the library had been formed about 1812
much earlier in 1911 dr pratt had written that the library was
started in 1814 however in an interview with brigham young uni-
versity professor M wilford poulson in august 1932 dr pratt in-
dicated that the founding date was 18151813 surviving court records of
ontario county establish that the formal organization occurred in
january 1817 the earliest entry in the secretary s record book of
the library for the year 1817 suggests an even earlier formation date
subsequent entries substantiate this view most likely therefore the

robert paul isis assistant professor of history and philosophy of sciencescience at dickinson college carlisle
pennsylvania

see for example robert N hullinger mormon answer to skepticism st louis clayton publishing
house 1980
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manchester library was organized at least loosely as a lending
institution no earlier than 1812 but more probably around 1815 or
1816 2

As initially conceived the manchester library was intended to be
a self sustaining enterprise a thousand shares of stock were autho-
rized to be issued at two dollars each allowing full membership in
one of the regions first circulating libraries 3 in addition yearly
membership dues of twentyfivetwenty five cents and fines for damaged or over-
due books provided revenues from which additional books were pur-
chased the manchester library eventually gained a wide reputation
as a good circulating library in 1832 for instance nearly twenty
years after its founding a separate librarians record book was
started for those patrons who lived in canandaigua the county seat
eight miles south of manchester

As stated in the preamble of the constitution of the farming-
ton library kept in manchester the purpose of the library was strict-
ly literary 4 the constitution stipulated the nature of the society
election of officers qualifications for membership convening of
meetings to conduct business annually on the second tuesday injananjanin jan-
uary and book lending practices and fines the articles were fol-
lowed by a list of names which eventually grew to include seventy six
members many of whom were prominent in the development of ont-
ario county 5 the most important institutional member of the soci-
ety was the librarian whose duty it was to insure the regular and
orderly use of the library collect fines and supervise the de facto pur-
chasing of books except for the first years of the library s existence
when addison N buck was installed by ballot as librarian john pratt
from 1818 until his death in 1865 served continuously as the society s

librarian the library itself was kept in pratts manchester home and
it remained in the hands of the pratt family for four generations in

aa2aA brief description of the farmington and manchester townships may be found inin charles F milliken A
history of ontario county new york and its people 2 vols new york lewis historical publishing co
1911 14061 406 7 and mihonmilton V backman jr joseph smiths first vision 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft
1980 ppap 10 17 for the origin of the manchester library see respectively mrs M R broman vivian
pratt to richard L anderson 16 december 1964 manchester library collection special collections harold
B lee library brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU special collections
milliken history ofontarioof Ontario county p 414 statement byjohnby johnpohn H pratt box 6 folder 4 p36p 36 M wilford
poulson collection BYU special collections and miscellaneous records book C 178 ontario county court
house canandaigua NYN Y and secretary s record book 1817 1854 p 1I manchester library collec-
tiontion file ontario county historical society hereafter cited as OCHS collections

insin contrast the earliest circulating library inin rochester a town about five timestimes larger than the village of
manchester was marshallsmarchallsMarshalls circulating library inin operation from 1823 to 1825 for information on the
development of such libraries inin america see david kaser A bookforboogbook for a sixpence the circulating library in
america pittsburgh betaphimubeta phi mu 1980

secretary s record book 1817 1854 p 1I OCHS collections
compare secretary s record book 1817 1854 appp 5 7 OCHS collections with milliken history

ofontarioof ontario county ppap 407 14
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courtesy ofbyu special collections

bookplate from accessionaccession no 36 william jay s short discourses to be read in
families at one timetime owned by M wilford poulson this volume isis now inin BYU
special collections
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1943 44 upon the death ofjohnofjohn H pratt MD 222 of the original
manchester library books were donated by his widow to the ontario
county historical society in canandaigua new york 6

eventually the library grew to at least 421 books of which 275
were actually purchased in or before 1830 an examination of these
reveals much concerning the kinds of books available to the expand-
ing region of western new york as well as those which were found to
be particularly popular and useful among library patrons the library
contained a wide range of books readily available in the area liter-
ature 58 history 42 religion 33 biography 24 adventure and
exploration 16 science natural philosophy and natural history

15 philosophy moral and political 11 reference how to
books and advice 11 military events 10 anthropology 9 and
geography 7 7

while most of the books were not directly relevant to emerging
themes within either the new church or its growing literature it has
been suggested that several of the books dealt with material which
directly or at the least implicitly formed the intellectual material
from which joseph borrowed his doctrines 8 themes discussed in
some of these books and those developed by joseph smith which
eventually were expressed in the religion and theology of the new
church include american antiquities the hebraic origin of the in-
dians the plurality of worlds south american geography missionary
efforts among the american indians and early christian develop-
ments

for example josiah priests the wonders ofornatureofnaturenature and prov-
idence displayeddisplayed182518218255 contains a potpourri of topics ranging from
natural history and philosophy to religion and literature this work
includes a verbatim extract of all the salient arguments of ethan
smiths thesis of the hebraic origin of the american indians

61ncludedincluded also inm this gift were 86 volumes from dr john H pratts personal medical history library
accession records OCHS collections secondary records indicate that the manchester library at one

timetime held in excess of 600 volumes see milliken history of ontario county p 414
sumingassumingA that the accessionaccession numbers were assigned inin sequence as books were added to the library

by 1830 there appear to have been 275 books sincesince book no 276 was published the year following all books
with accessionaccession numbers I11 through 275 have publication dates of 1830 or earlier for purposes of this discus-
sionsionslon therefore we will restrictrestrict ourselves to the first 275 books numbers inin parentheses indicate how many
itemsitems of each subject were represented

to document this assertionassertion fully would of course be to provide a history ofofantiefantiantiantl mormonism a subject
fraught with emotion and polemics some useful sources which may be consulted however include fawn M
brodie no man knows my history new york alfred A knopf 1946 passim H hougey A
parallel the basis ofodtherhetherke book ofofmormonmormon concord calif pacific publishing co 1963 ppap 3 6
48 5555 R N hullinger the lost tribes of israel and the book of mormon the lutheran quarterly 22
august 1970 327 28 L S jonas mormon claims examined grand rapids mich baker book house

1961 ppap 39 42 44 W M jones A critical study ofbookof boogbook ofmormonof mormon sources detroit harlo press
1964 ppap 12 14 et passim and sidney B sperry problems odtheof radtherpd book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city
bookcraft 1964 ppap 172 79
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presented in the first edition of his view odtheof rhetherge hebrews 1823 9 the
priest volume had already begun to circulate among manchester li-
brary patrons by late 1826

the concept of multiple world systems and of inhabitants in ce-
lestial orbsarbs in both time and space was thoroughly discussed in two
manchester library volumes by thomas dick one of the most prolific
advocates of the pluralist doctrine his philosophy of a future state
1829 and the christian philosopher 1823 deal extensively with

the notion that the universe is fully peopled both for the glory of god
and for the pleasure of man these volumes did not begin to cir-
culate however until early 1830 brief extracts from dick s future
state later appeared in the latter day saint messenger andadvocateundand advocate
of december 1836

the geography of south america was first chronicled in full de-
tail for european and american readers by the naturalist alexander
von humboldt in hisvs personalpersonalnarrativenarrative of travels to the new
continent 1815 this and later editions became one of the two
most popular and widely read accounts of the new world in the
nineteenth century the other account which readers found cap-
tivatingtivating was the voyage of the beagle 1839 by charles darwin
the humboldt volume began circulation among manchester library
patrons in injanuaryjanuary 1827 american archaeological evidences were dis-
cussed briefly in humboldt but were extensively examined in josiah
priests american antiquities which the manchester library held in
the third edition this edition however was not published until
1833 becoming a widely discussed book in various editions again
brief extracts from american antiquities eventually were reprinted in
the church publication the latter day saints millennial star of 1846
as evidence of book of mormon archaeology one is left with the dis-
tinct impression though that the priest book even at this relatively
late date in early church developments was considered novel among
church members 10

other books found in the manchester library dealing with signif-
icant themes reminiscent of a variety of book of mormon and church

ethanthan smiths principal evidences for the hebraic thesis are presented inin his chapter 3 and are repro-
duced as pages 290 to 325 inin priest smiths considerably expanded 1825 edition however contained
material unavailable to priest it was the second edition which B H roberts used inin his 1920s studies on
book of mormon origins for recent discussion of robertsrobens s analysis see M U sowell defending the
keystone the comparative method reexamined ppap 44 50 54 and G D smith defending the
keystone book of mormon difficulties ppap 4455 50 both inin sunstone 6 may june 19819811

loseesetsee for instanceinstance the latter ezyday saints millennialstarMillennialmillennia siarstar 7 1846 60 67 71 85 88 and 12 1850 265
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occurrences include john foxe s book of martyrs 1811 giving ac-
counts of christian heroes and martyrs and appearing in numerous
editions as perhaps one of the most widely displayed if not read
volumes on the american frontier john heckeweldersHeckewelders narrative of
the mission of the united brethren among the indians 1820
and david hudsonsHudsons history of ofjemimajemima wilkinson a preacheresspreach fresseressfreys of
the eighteenth century 1821 a biography of one of the three
lasting religious innovators to appear inin eighteenth century
america 11

the first serious sustained treatment of the question whether
the manchester library might have provided significant literary ma-
terial to tojosephjoseph smith was made by M wilford poulson professor of
psychology at brigham young university from 1910 to 1966 and a
major mormon and western americana book and manuscript collec-
tor and dealer 12 poulsonspaulsonsPoulsons own interest in mormon americana was
stimulated by a variety of factors but particularly by the publication
of a psychological study ofjoseph smith and the origins of the book
of mormon undertaken by dr walter F prince executive research
officer of the psychic research society in boston 13 beginning about
1929 poulson embarked upon a tireless search for published and un-
published materials relating to mormon origins except for a very
small circle of confidants few knew at the timerimedime what poulson had
undertaken and still fewer realized that by 1942 poulson had man-
aged to reconstruct the entire manchester library as it probably ex-
isted in the first half of the nineteenth century 14 among his many
prized possessions were two of the original manchester library vol-
umes william jay s short discourses 1812 and the memoirs of

foxes book ofofmartyrsmartyrs has been one of the most influential books of both religious and literary history
originally writtenwritten inin elizabethan timestimes the mid victorian edition ran to eight bulky volumes numerous
abridgments and popular versionsversions of foxe have been published inin order to give itit greater currency

aftercrafter poulson s death inin 1969 his extensiveextensive collection including 7420 books was donated to brigham
young university see BYUbyualumnusalumnus 24 june 1970 1 I1 and M wilford poulson collection register BYU
special collections

see walter F prince to M wilford poulson 15 december 1929 and M wilford poulson to walter F
prince 13 november 1932 box 1 folder 7 and additional documents and letters inin this location and in
box 5 folder 4 M wilford poulson collection BYUBYTJ special collections walter F prprincece psychological
tests for the authorship of the book of mormon americanjournalamerican journal of psychologyofpsychology 28 1917 373 95 and

A footnote authorship of the book of mormon americanjournalofpsychologyamerican journal of psychology 30 1919 427 28
poulson s only public announcements concerning his work on mormon literary sources appeared

through the utah academy see his library resources for the scientific study of mormonism pro
ce edings utah academy of sciences 17 15 july 1930 37 38 and manchester new york library
1812 1830

1 utah academy ofscienceof science arts andlettersand letters 19 20 1941 42 13 for an easily accessible ac-

count of poulson s work see sam taylor the secret quest of the BYU bogeyman inin rocky mountain
empire the lafterlatterlaffer day saints today new york macmillan co 1978 ppap 224 37
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stephen burroughs 1811 both of which he acquired from dr john
pratt during a 1932 trip to eastern libraries and church sites 15

poulsonspaulsonsPoulsons interest was to use his collection eventually as a basis
from which he might examine critically the influences of secular
sources on the origins of the church As a student of the psychology
of religion he wrote to walter prince in 1933 1 I1 am interested in
whatever sheds light on the origin ofofmormonismmormonism poulson hoped
to make a real contribution in relation to our thinking on early mor-
monism and its background 16 unfortunately he did not live to
complete this work and left no critical assessment of the manchester
library or any hint of its possible usefulness to the rise of
mormonism

poulsonspaulsonsPoulsons work on the manchester library and mormon origins
generally however did not go unnoticed it eventually provided
materials used by other scholars to examine the contents of the li-
brary in may 1966 thethejtheaJ reuben clarkclarkjrjr library since renamed
the harold B lee library at brigham young university obtained
photocopies from the ontario county historical society of most of
the reproducible materials relating to the manchester library 17

recently it has been intimated by various writers that the man-
chester library provided useful if not substantive material from
which joseph smith borrowed to develop a variety of themes impor-
tant to the restoration samuel taylor for instance following his in-
tellectualtel mentor professor poulson has suggested that joseph
smith had had access to the manchester library during the
prophets formative years 18 although it is likely that taylor is only
suggesting the possibility rather than making the stronger claim of ac-
tual use his assertion even in the weaker sense should be explored
did joseph in fact have access to the manchester library if so did
he explore its resources if he did to what extent did he make use of
the available materials affirmative responses to some of these

150fof the 421 duplicated manchester library volumes which poulson had collected only twenty two inin-
cluding one of the two original volumes oayjayuay s short discourses remainremain intactintact namely accessionaccession numbers 3366
49 52 55 64 70 72 97 115 118 122 131 140 158 167 180 193 95 and 208 they are currently
housed inin BYU special collections concerning his eastern jaunts see box 1 folder 7 M wilford poulson
collection BYU special collections thanks are expressed to wesley P walters for bringing to my attentionattention
that poulson once owned the original manchester library volume on stephen burroughs accession no 122

M wilford poulson to walter F prince 4 august 1933 and 10june10 junejunt 1934 M wilford poulson collec-
tiontion BYU special collections

17aA brief description of the library isis given in backman first vision ppap 32324848 also see mrs M R

broman to richard L anderson 16 december 1964 manchester library collection BYUBYTJ special collections
the manchester library collection at BYUBYTJ however does not presently containcontain the first manchester rental
library withdrawal record book 1826 1837 available at the ontario county historical society

lodaylortaylor rocky mountain empire p 231
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queries especially with respect to the manchester library have
recently been advanced by robert N hullingerb

19

even though joseph smith and others involved in the early years
of the restoration could have had access to the manchester library
insofar as anyone who paid the necessary membership fees could par-

ticipate fully in the activities of the library none of the principal
individuals including joseph became a member nor made direct
use of its resources none of the library s secretary books of which
there are three extant at the ontario county historical society lists
any patron who affiliated himself with the new church 20 moreover
if joseph had wished to explore the literary materials of the day it
would have been unnecessary to travel the five miles to manchester
when in palmyra only two miles distant there were several book-
stores and at least one library the contents of which he would have
been free to peruse

timothy C strong owner and editor of the palmyra register
1817 21 announced the opening of a bookstore in december 1817

located in his palmyra printing office in may 1818 he announced he
had received a new selection of books and in september 1818
about 250 volumes were advertised by title in his weekly 21

numerous books included in this last shipment were later to be
found in the manchester library suggesting that the manchester li-
brary society may have acquired many of its early volumes from
strong s palmyra bookstore

in december 1820 and later in october 1822 other bookstores
were opened in palmyra one by leonard wescott and another by
E F marshall respectively offering works on science history
religion philosophy medicine and travel 22 after pomeroy tucker
and E B grandin purchased strongs newspaper in 1823 changing
its name to the wayne sentinel they opened the wayne county
bookstore stocking a general and well selected assortment of
books 23 tucker and grandin changed the name of their bookstore
back to palmyra bookstore in 1826.1826 shipments of a wide variety of

19seesee hullinger mormon answer to skepticism ppap 36 39 44 47 57 et passim
athe2the21the three books are 1 secretary s record book 1817 1854 2 manchester rental library

withdrawal record book 1826 1837 and 3 manchester rental library withdrawal record book
1838 1857

21seesee palmyra register 10 december 1817 24 december 1817 15 september 1818 and 27 october
1819 for a brief description of the contents of the september 1818 purchase see backman first vision
ppap 4848949 backman inadvertently misidentified the purchase date as october 1818

2222palmyrapalmyra register 27 december 1820 and 2 october 1822
wayne23viayne sentinel 12 may 1824 14 july 1824 and 1 december 1826
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books seemed to arrive regularly about every year or so from
1818 on 24

bookstores were also located in canandaigua eight miles south
of the smith farm hereherejgerejJ D bemis owner and editor of the ont-
ario repository as well as local book printer and publisher operated
the canandaigua bookstore while a rival H tyler operated the ont-
ario bookstore 25

As early as 1819 and occasionally thereafter book auctions were
held in palmyra in one case scores of books were received from
new york city comprising history divinity medicine law
travels 26 during the winter of 1822 23 a library was established in
palmyra later in 1828 E B grandin publisher of the 1830 edi-
tion of the book of mormon established a circulating library for the
public in palmyra 27 the availability of bookstores and libraries in
palmyra together with the fact that the smith family regularly ob-
tained the palmyra register and later the wayne sentinel from the
newspaper office which doubled as a bookstore would have mitigat-
ed the need to travel nearly three times the distance to acquire literary
materials from the manchester area 28

clearly joseph smith had access to a wide range of books in that
he lived in proximity to libraries and bookstores the larger question
as to whether he actually made use of these materials either from
libraries and bookstores or from privately owned sources remainsremains an
issue which continues to elude definitive treatment we can be rea-
sonably certain however that young joseph did not exploit the re-
sources of the manchester library it may be that josephs own edu-
cationalcational training both formal and informal had not prepared him at
this early age to deal with libraries and bookstores generally it is

known for instance thatjosephthat joseph briefly attended schools in palmyra
in 1818 and that he used several elementary textbooks in arithmetic
and reading 29 there is little direct evidence that his literary skills ex-
tended much beyond a cursory acquaintance with a few books As
josephs mother lucy mack smith wrote in her biography of the

palmyra register 12 may 1818 15 september 1818 and 27 october 1819 palmyra herald 2 october
1822 wayne sentinel 12 may 1824 1 december 1826 25 january 1828 19 december 1828 and
11 december 1829

25 palmyra register 24 december 1817 and 30 october 1822 wayne sentinel 14 july 1824 20 october
1824 and I11 december 1826

palmyra register 16 june 1819 wayne sentinel 30 august 1825
271171maynewayne171vayneVayne sentinel 3 december 1823 27 june 1828 23 january 1829 and 10 september 1829

see milton V backmanbackmanjrjr awakeningsAwaken ings inin the burned over district new light on the historical
setting of the first vision brigham young university studies 9 spring 1969 316 joseph smith jr
regularly purchased the wayne sentinel see wayne sentinel 11 october 1825 and 6 october 1826

19seesee john H evans joseph smith an american prophet new york macmillan co 1933

PP 35 94
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prophet joseph was a remarkably quiet well disposed child he
4 1 seemed much less inclined to the perusal of books than any of the
rest of our children but far more given to meditation and deep
study 303

joseph smith eventually did acquire a modest personal library
and supported the formation of the nauvoo library and literary in-
stitutestitute to which he donated many of his own books in 1844 given
his unlettered background however it is likely that during the 1820s
he simply was not a part of the literary culture that portion of the
population for which books provided a substantial part of its intellec-
tual experiences 31 if joseph in fact did not avail himself of published
books at this early date however there still remains a wide range of
literary sources to which he may have had access such as newspapers
lectures and tracts both religious and political and almanacs such
sources would certainly be more in keeping with his informal educa-
tional background and that of his frontier neighbors the existence
of these other sources may in fact account more directly forgor forjosephsjosephs
probable noninvolvementinvolvementnon with the manchester library and perhaps
most other libraries and bookstores of his region

3ducylucy mack smith biographical sketches ofjosephof joseph smith the prophet liverpool S W richards
1853 ppap 73 84 for a brief overviewoverview of educational practices and opportunities in western new york and
palmyra specifically see backman first vision ppap 49 52

1 I see kenneth W godfrey A note on the nauvoo library and literary institute BYU studies 14

spring 1974 386 89
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appendix the manchester new york library holdings 1812 45

the number scheme employed in the following list corresponds to the accession
numbers originally assigned to the manchester library books as they were purchased
and made available to library patrons those volumes marked with an asterisk of
which there are 222 are currently in the rare book collection of the ontario county
historical society OCHS canandaigua new york by 1830 275 books had been
purchased accession number 275 while the collection stood at around 421 volumes
by 1845 32

two complementary listings of the manchester holdings are available one
identifies each of the 421 volumes with one or two words and occasionally the
authors last name the other list compiled when the library was donated to the
OCHS in 1943 44 lists reasonably complete bibliographic information on about half
of these volumes 33 since numerous entriesentries inin these lists are either incomplete or
missing altogether a careful perusal of the extant volumes at the OCHS itself was
needed to supply much of the missing bibliographic information 34 in some cases of
course it is nearly impossible to identify unambiguously the bibliographic data for
instance in the case where books are missing from the collection altogether nearly
half of the volumes often only the scantiest of information is available from either
of the lists such as a single word from the books title also some of the entries are
not sufficiently precise to identify which book is meant where data is thus
altogether lacking from primary sources or these secondary listings no editorial note
is provided rather the entry isis left as itit appears on these lists

I1 would like to acknowledge the assistance of don muller director of the ontario
county historical society for his help inin using the society s resources

1 de voltaire marie francois the history of charles XII king of
sweden otsego NY H & E phinneyphinneyjrjr 1811

2 nares edward I1 says says I1 a novel by thinks I to myself boston
bradford and read 1812

3 gass patrick journal of the voyages and travels of capt lewis and
capt clarke of the army of the united states from the mouth of
the riverriterriveznver missouri through the interior parts ofnorthofnorth america to
the pacific ocean during the years 1804 1805 and 1806
philadelphia M carey 1811

4 5 cowper william poems 12 vols new york whiting and watson
1812

6 7 silliman benjamin A journal of travels inin england holland and
scotland and of two passages over the atlantic inin the years 1805180igo
and 1806 2 vols 2dad ed boston T B wait and co 1812

although32a1though only 420 accession numbers were originally assigned number 297 isis a duplicate there are
some indications that the library eventually contained about 600 volumes although there existsexists no catalogue
record for this viewview see milliken history ofofontarioontario county 14141 414 when the manchester library was
donated to the historical society inin 1943 itit contained inin addition to the 222 original volumes 86 additional
volumes from dr john pratt s own medical history library

33seesee numbers of the volumes inin the manchester library and books from the old manchester
library manchester library collection file ontario county historical society A copy of these partial
listings isis available also inin BYU special collections

34additional bibliographic information was obtained from the national union catalog the british
museum general catalogue of printed books the catalogue of the library of thomas jefferson and the
OCLC computer based library system
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8 juniusjumus pseudpseudo letters 2dad am ed philadelphia M carey 1807
9 jefferson thomas notes on the state 0ofif virginia philadelphia

M carey 18031805
10 weld H H life of benjamin franklin boston lee and shepard

1786
11 12 knickerbocker diedrich A history of new york from the beginning

of the world to the end of the dutch dynasty 22volskvolsvolsvois 2dednewad2d ed new
york 1812

13 14 ramsay david the history odtheof taethetaf american revolution 2 vols tren-
ton J J wilson 1811

15 goldsmith oliver history of greece abridged london 1787
16 an abridgementabridgement of the history of england from the inin-

vasionvasion ofjuliusof jeliusjulius caesar to the death of george the second from
the 12th ed philadelphia M carey 1808

17 A history of rome from the earliest times abridged
londonlondon17721772

18 morse jedidiah and parish elijah A compendious history of new
england 2dad ed newburyport thomas and whipple 1809

19 ramsay david the life of george washington new york hopkins
and seymour 1807

20 mackenzie sir alexander voyagesvoyagesfromtromfrom montreal through the conti
nent of north america london T cadell jr and W davies
1802

21 natural history
22 more hannah practicalpracticalpietypiety or the influence of the religion of the

heart on the conduct of the life baltimore J kingston 1812

23 24 roche regina M D children of the abbey a tale 2 vols london
W mason 182

25 anon laughable budget of wit a selection of choice bon mots
reparteesrep artees anecdotes etc kilmarnock scotland H crawford
1820

26 33 addison et al the spectator 8 vols philadelphia johnson and
warner 1810 only volumes 6 7 and 8 are found at OCHS

34 foxe john the book of martyrs an abridgementabridgement new york
S wood 1811

35 36 jay william short discourses to be read inin families 2 vols hartford
1812

37 smellie william the philosophy of natural history dover NH
thomas and tappan and S bragg jr 1808

38 fessenden thomas green original poems philadelphia L press

1806

39 40 johnson samuel the idler 2 vols philadelphia tesson and lee
1803

41 goldsmith oliver the vicar of pagewakewakefieldfield a tale edinburgh oliver
and boyd 1823

42 43 morse jedidiah the american universal geography or a siewviewtrewviewsiewslew of the
present state of all the kingdoms states and colonies inin the known
world 2 vols 6thath ed boston thomas and andrews 1812
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44 arrowsmith aaron A new and elegant general atlas comprising all
the new discoveries to the present time boston thomas and an-
drews 1812

45 baldwin edward william godwin fables ancient and modemmodern
ath5th ed london thomas hodgkins 1812

46 baker charles manual london varty 1800
47 fuller andrew the gospel its own witness or the holy nature and

divine harmony of the christian religion contrasted with the im-
morality and absurdity of deism boston manning and loring
1803

48 arndt revrevjohannjohann true christianity or the whole economy of god
towards man and the whole duty odmanofmanof munman towards god translated
by A W boehm 2 vols boston lincoln and edmands 1809
only one volume is found at OCHS

49 bunyanjohnBunyabunyannjohnjohn thethepilgrimspilgrims progress from this world to that which isis
to come new york john tiebout and L nichols 1804

50 butler frederick sketches of universal history sacred andprofaneundand profane
from the creation of the world to the year 1818 of the christian era
hartford 0 D cooke 1822

51 anon the guide to domestic happiness 2dad am ed new haven
sidney 1807

525 2 595 9 rollin charles the ancient history of the egyptians carthaginians
Assyrians babylonians medesandpersiansmedes undand persians macedoniansMacedon ians and gre
ciano 8 vols new york E duyokinckduyckinck and M and W ward
1812

60 no title listed
al616l61 murray lindley sequel to the english reader or elegant selections inin

prose andpoetryundand poetry from the 3dad english ed new york collins and
perkins 1810

62 the power of religion on the mind inin retirement afflic-
tion and at the approach ofofdeathdeath lothQs ed new york 1I collins
and son 1802

63 backus charles the scripture doctrine of regeneration considered in
ssexsixIX ddiscoursesiscourses hartford hudson and goodwin 1800

64 baxter richard the saints everlasting rest or a treatise on the
blessed state of the saints inin their engenjoymentcymentoyment of god inin glory
portsmouth NH C peirce and W treadwell and co 1802

65 mason john self knowledge A treatise chewingshewing the nature and
benefit of that important sorencesciencescience and the way to attain it boston
I1 thomas and E T andrews 1793

66 69 no titles listed
70 lestrange sir roger senecalsenecasSenecas morals by way of abstract to which isis

added a discourse under the title of an after thought 3dad am ed
boston J bumstead 1800

71 park munge travels in the interior districts of africa new york
E duyokinckduyckinck 1813

72 spafford horatio G A gazetteer of the state of new york albany
H C southwick 1813

73 felton cornelius C life of william eaton brookfield 1813
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74 79 pope alexander works with his last corrections additions and im-
provementsprovements with the life of the author 6 vols london
D buchanan 1804

80 81 curran john P speeches ofjohnof john philpot curran esq with a brief
sketch of the history of ireland and a biographical account of
mr curran 2 vols new york LI1 riley 1811 only volume 1 is

found at OCHS
82 temple john the brisairishbrishbriya rebellion london R wilks 1812
83 84 cook james A voyage towards the south pole and round the world

2 vols dublin J williams et al 1784
85 goldsmith oliver goldsmiths naturalhistorynatural history abridged for the use

of schools philadelphia johnson and warner 18181010
86 de laverne leger M P T the life of field marshal souvaroffsouvarofSouvarof

baltimore EEJJ coule 1814
87 svininsvinisSvinin pavel P some details concerning generalgeneralmoreaumoreauboneau and his last

moments baltimore E J coule and harrod and buel 1814
88 89 clarkdarkoark edward D travels in various countries of europe asia and

africa 2 vols new york fay and co 1813 14 only volume 2

is found at OCHS
90 porter sir robert K A narrative of the campaign in russia during the

year 1812 hartford G sheldon and co 1814
91 92 lockeLocklockejohnjohneJohn an essay concerning human understanding with a life of

the author 2 vols boston cummings and hilliard and J T
buckingham 1813

93 clarkdarkoark thomas sketches of the naval history of the united states
philadelphia M carey 1813

94 ramsay andrew M the travels of cyrus to which isif annexed a
discourse upon the theology andmythologyand mythology ofthepagansof the pagans albany
pratt and doubleday 1814

95 clarke hewson the history odtheof rhethe war london T kinnersley 1817
96 97 clarkson thomas memoirs of the private andpublicand public life of william

penn 2 vols philadelphia bradford and inskeep 1814
98 100loo portraiture of quakerism takenftomrubentakenrulen fromtrom a viewview ofodtherhethe educa-

tion and discipline social manners civil and political economy
religious principles and character of the society of friends 3volskvols3 volsvois
new york S stansbury 1806

lol101 foster john essays in a series oflettersof letters to a afiiendfriend ist am ed from
3dad english ed hartford lincoln and gleason 1807

102 low samuel poems vol 2 of 2 vols new york T andandjandaJ swords
1800

103 honeywood st john poems new york T andandjandaJ swords 1801
104 duncan william the elements oologicoflogicof logic albany whiting backus

whiting 1804

105 taylor samuel an essay intended to establish a standardforstandard for an
universalsystemuniversal system of stenographyofstenography albany websters and skinner
1810

log106 hofland barbara W H the son of a genius a tale for the use of
youth new york eastburn kirk and co 1814

107 scott sir walter the lay of the last ministrerministrelMinistrel a poem savannah
seymour and williams 1811
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108 109 porter jane thaddeus of warsaw a historical novel 2 vols 2dad am
ed new york I1 riley 1810

110 montolieumontoulieuMonto lieu isabelle caroline oflichtfieldof lichtfield translated by T holcroft
new york R scott 1815

111iiilii westerhouse benjamin A journal of a young man of massachusetts
late a surgeon on boardenboardanboard an american privateer who was capturedatcapture votdotdatdofsat
sea by the Britbritishisb boston rowe and hooper 1816

112 113 history of montalbert 2 vols only volume 1 is found at OCHS
114 riley james an authentic narrative of the loss of the american brig

commerce hartford 1817
115 hall basil extractsfromextracts hromfrombrom a aljournaljournalajournal vol 1 of 2 vols 2dad ed edin-

burgh 1824
bil116116 labaume eugene A circumstantial narrative of the campaign in

russia embellished with plans of the battles of the moskwa and
malo Jaroslavjaroslavitsits hartford S andrus and P peck and co 1817

117 118 porter jane the scottish chiefs a romance 5 vols ad3d3d ed london
1816

119 von humboldt alexander the travels andresearchesundand researches ofalexanderof alexander von
humboldt being a condensed narrative of his journeys in the
equinoctial regions of america and in asiatic russia new york
J andandjandaJ harper 1833 this is a later edition than the original
manchester library holding

120 adams john flowers of ancient history 3dad ed london
G kearsley 1796

121 kimball horace the naval temple containing a complete history of
the battles fought by the navy of the united states from its
establishment in 1794 to the present time boston B badger
1816

122 burroughs stephen memoirs of stephen burroughs albany B C
packard 1811

123 brown samuel R the western gazetteer or emigrants directdirectoryog
npap 1817

124 morse jedidiah the history of america philadelphia JjwebsterwwebsterJWwebsterebster
1819

125 robinson
126 salzmann christian G elements of ofmoralitymorality baltimore J robinson

1811
121277 121288 anon sketches of modernmodem life 2 vols london W miller 1799
129 fletcher rev dr reflections on the spiritsalit etc of religious controver-

sy new york B dornin 1808

130 riley james an authentic narrative of the loss of the american brigkrig
commerce hartford 1817

131 adams hannah dictionary of all religions boston 1817
132 haddocks narratives
133 took andrew the pantheon representing the fabulous histories of

the heathen gods 331stist ed london Jjjohnsonjohnson 1803
134 boyles voyages
135 ezekiel terry comp narrative of the adventures and suosufjuofelingssufferings of

samuel patterson palmer mass 1817
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136 radcliffe ann ward romance of the forest walpole NH
thomas and thomas 1806

137 138 woodworth samuel the champions of freedomoffreedom or the mysterious
chief 22volskvolsvolsvois new york C N baldwin 1816 only volume 2 is

found at OCHS
139 anon beauty of poetry albany churchill and mglashanmcglashanMG lashan 1814
140 sampson ezra the ariefbriefareefariebrief remarks on the ways of man or compen-

dious dissertations respecting social and domestic relations and
concerns 2dad ed canandaigua NY J D bemis 1823

841141141 nelson robert the practice of true devotion in relation to the end as
well as the means of religion boston B watt and co 1812

142142 tuke henry memoirs of the life of george foxe philadelphia
B and T kite 1815

843143844145143 savage richard poetical works with the life of the author new
york wm A davis 1805

144 montgomery james the wanderer of switzerland and orberotherotherpoemspoems
london vesnorhesnor and hood 1806

145 bennettBennetbennettjohnjohntJohn letters to a youngyounk lady philadelphia J grigs 18182929
146 montolieumontoulieuMonto lieu isabelle caroline lightfieldofuchtfieldlichtfield0 Lichtfield translated by T holcroft

new york R scott 1815
147 johnson samuel rasselas the prince of ofabyssiniaabyssinia loth ed london

1798
844148148 sampson ezra the youths companion or an historical dictionary

consisting of articles chiefly selectedfromselected tromfrom natural and civil history
geography astronomy zoology botany mineralogyandmineralogyand hudson
N elliott and websters and skinners 1816

149149 woods leonard A sermon preached at haverhill mass in remem-
brance ofofmrsmrs harriet newell utica NY wm williams 1818

150 other poems

151 anon the christian companion in his nielyfieldareldfieldandgardenand yardengarden harrison-
burg va davidson and bourne 1814

152 meikle james solitude sweetened or miscellaneous meditations
edinburgh 1803

153 wright paul A complete life of our blessed lord and saviour jesus
christ windham S webb 1814

154 campbell john travels in south america andover mass flagg
and gould 1816

155 anecdotes of peter the great
156 von zimmermann johann georg solitude considered with respect to

its influence on the mind and the heart boston J bumsteadburnstead
1804

157 woodbury fanny writings of miss fanny woodbury 3dad ed npap

S T armstrong nd
158 baxter richard A call to the unconverted canandaigua J D

bemis 1818

159 165 the literary and philosophical repertory 7 vols middlebury vt
T C strong 1814 1815 only volume 7 is found at OCHS

166 167 goldsmith rev J sir richard phillips A general view of the man-
ners customs and curiosities of nations including a geographical
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description odtheoftheof the earth 2 vols new haven J babcock and son
1822

168 rays poems
alg169aig169 marcet jane conversations on natural philosophy philadelphia

J Y humphreys 1821
170 goodrich charles A A history odraeof the unitedunitedstatesstates 3dad ed hartford

barber and robinson 1824
171 mead matthew the almost christian discovered or the false pro-

fessor tried and cast poughkeepsie NY P potter 1815
172 sedgwick catharine M A new england tale new york E bliss

1822
173 young edward the complaint or night thoughts on life death and

I1immortality brookfield E merriam and co 1818
174 butler frederick sketches of universal history sacred andprofaneand profane

from the creation of the world to the year 1818 of the christian era
hartford 0 D cooke 1822

175 176 cooper james fenimore the spy a tale of the neutral ground refer-
ring to some particular occurrences during the american war
2 vols npap 1822

177 morse jedidiah the american gazetteer new york M carey
1797

178 harvey james meditations and contemplations brattleboroughBrattleborough vt
wm fessenden 1814

179 lothrop jason juvenile philosopher or youthsoryouths manual of ofphiloscphyphilosophy
natural experimental and analytic 2dad ed geneva NY
J bogert 1823

180 horry P and weems M L the life of general francis murionmarion 9thath
ed philadelphia 1823

181 186 the works offlaviusjosephus translated by wm whiston london
1806

187 capt lyonsjourneyLyonsly onsont lourneyjourney
188 189 cooper james fenimore the pioneers or the sources of the sus-

quehannaque hanna a descriptive tale 2 vols npap 1823
190 goodrich charles A A history of the united states hartford 1824
191 anon charlotte and leopold an historical tale london 1818
192 seaver james E A narrative of the life of mrs maryjamiesonMary jamieson who was

taken by the indians in the year 1755 npap 1826

193 scott sir walter the lady of the lake I1 ithlith ed edinburgh 1816
194 196 montgomery james poetical works including severalpoemsseveral poems nowfirstnow finstfirst

collected 3 vols boston L G bowles 1821 only volumes 1

and 3 are found at OCHS
197 198 hall basil extractsfromextracts promfrom a aljournaljournalajournal written on the coasts of chile peru

andmexicoand mexico 2 vols boston wells and lilly 1824 only volume
1 is found at OCHS

199 heckewelderHeckewelder john G E A narrative of the mission of the united
brethren among the delaware andmoheganand mohegan indians philadelphia
mccarty and davis 1820

200 durandadurandsDurands journal
201 defoe daniel the life andstrangeundand strange surprising adventures ofofrobinsonrobinson

crusoe of york mariner numerous editions london 1719
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202 203 newton john letters and sermons 2 vols philadelphia wm
young 1796 97

204 wilberforce william A practical view of the prevailing religious
system of ofprofessedprofessed canchristianssteansstians boston manning and loring
1799

205 de lafayette marie joseph memoirs of general lafayette embracing
details of his public and private life edited by samuel L

knapp new york R robins 1825

206 hudson david history ofjemimaof jemima wilkinson a preacheresspreacheress of the
eighteenth century geneva 1821

207 kenrick william the whole duty of woman new york W bor-
radailera 1821

208 priest josiah comp the wonders ofnatureornatureof nature abdand providenceandprovidence displayed
compiledfromcompiled tromfrom authentic sources both ancient and modemmodern al-
bany J priest 1825

209 all religions
210 the code of blue laws

211 212 duke christian 2 vols

213 216 de cervantes saavedra miguel the life and exploits of the ingenious
gentleman don quixote de la mancha translated by charles
jarvis 4 vols new york E duychinck 1825 only volumes 1

2 and 4 are found at OCHS
217 221 goldsmith oliver miscellaneous works 5 vols baltimore

F lucasjrlucasducas jr andjanda cushinggushing 1816

222 223 crusades 2 vols

224 anon the life and adventures ofofsirofairsir william wallace glasgow
1791

225 229 goldsmith oliver A history of the earth and animated nature
5 vols philadelphia 1823 24 only volumes 1 2 3 and 5 are
found at OCHS

2302 3 0 234254234 montagu mary P W the works including her correspondence
poems andessaysundand essays 5 vols london R phillips 1803

2552352 3 5 2362562 3 6 memoirs of the board of agriculture of the state of new york 2 vols
albany 1821 23

237 pierre andfamilyundand family
238 denham dixon narratives of travels and discoveries in northern and

centralafiricacentral africa philadelphia carey and lea 1826

239 241 shoberlschoberlShoberl frederic turkey being a description of the manners
customs dresses and other peculiarities characteristic of the in-
habitants of the turkish empire 3 vols philadelphia N cow-
perthwaitperthwait 1829

242 anon firesidefire side stories new york wm burgess jr 1827

243 emerson james letters from the aegean new york J and J
harper 1829

244 dick thomas the thephilosophyphilosophy ofaodaofafutureof a future state new york G and C
and H carvill 1829

245 the canchristianstian philosopher ist am ed new york
G and C carvill 1826
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246 247 john shipp memoirs of the extraordinary military career of john
shipp 22volskvolsvolsvois new york J andjandaand J harper 1829 only volume 2
is found at OCHS

248 irving washington the life and voyages of christopher columbus
new york G and C and H carvill 1829

249 250 scott sir walter anne of GezGeigermeiersteingeiersteingezersteinerstein or the maiden of the mist
2 vols philadelphia carey lea and carey 1829

251 252 scott sir walter uethetaetaf pirate 22volskvolsvolsvois boston jefferson press 1800
253 murray C A journal of a tour in italy inin the year 1821 new york

A paul 1824
254 howard beauties ofliteratureof literature
255 ship globe
256 combe william the devil upon two sticks in england 4thath ed lon-

don 1811
257 258 the arabian nights entertainments 2 vols london J P dove

1826
259 venn henry mistakes in religion exposed an essay on the prophecy

ofofzachariaszacharias new york williams and whiting 18181010
260 261 barnwell george the history of george barnwellbumBamweltwellwerl 22volskvolsvolsvois london

1810
262 howe samuel G an historicalsketchhistorical sketch odtheof fhethefae greek revolution 2dad ed

new york white gallaher and white 1828
263 264 cooper james fenimore lionel lincoln or the leaguer of boston

2 vols new york C wiley 1824
265 grimshaw william the history of france from the foundation of the

monarchy to the death of louis XVI philadelphia Totowerwerandand
hogan 1829

266 hume david hume and smalletssmolletsSmol lets celebrated history of england
from its first settlement to the year 1760 hartford D F robin-
son and co 1827

267 horry P and weems M L the life ofofgeneralgeneral arandsirandsfrancis murionmarionmation
9thath ed philadelphia 1823

268 anon the life of napoleon bonaparte wilmington del
R porter 1815

269 paleywilliampaley william the principles of moral andpoliticalphilosophyundand political philosophy loth
am ed canandaigua J D bemis and co 1822

270 tytler alexander F elements ofofgeneralhistorygeneral history ancient and modemmodern
concord NH manahan and hoag and co 1827

271 waldo samuel P the life and character of stephen decatur mid-
dleton conn clarkdarkoark and lyman 1822

272 church thomas the history of philips war commonly called the
great indian wars ofof16751675 and 1676 exeter NH J and B

williams 1827
273 nicholson john the farmers assistant being a complete treatise on

agriculture in general albany H C southwick and T C fay
1815

274 illustrations on lying
275 grimshawe

I1
rev T S memoirs odtheof rhethe rev leigh richmond AM of

trinity college cambridge 6thath am ed new york J leavitt
1830
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276 russell michael view of ancient and modemmodern egypt new york
J andandjandaJ harper 183118318511851

277 southey robert life of nelson new york harper and brothers
1830

278 croly george life and times of his late majesty george the fourth
new york J andandjandaJ harper 18318311851

279 280 paulding james K the dutchmansDutchmans fireside A tale 2 vols london
1831

281 282 lytton edward george bulwer devereux A tale 2 vols new york
J andandjandaJ harper 1829

283 goulburn edward frederick de montfordmontmondfordmorv a novel london ebers
1811

284 barnum H L the spy unmasked or memoirs of enoch crosby
new york J andjandaand J harper 1828

285 fletcher james the history of poland from the earliest periodperlov to the
present time new york J andandjandaJ harper 18311831851

286 287 the benedictinesBenedic tines 2 vols

288 lytton edward george bulwer conversations with an ambitious stu-
dent in lctill health with otherpiecesother pieces new york J andandjandaJ harper
1832

289 leslie sir john narrative of discovery and adventure in the polar seas

and regions new york J andandjandaJ harper 18311831851

290 scott sir walter letters on demonology and witchcraft new york
J andjanda harper 1831

291 recent discoveries in annicaafrica journal of an excursionexcursion

292 anon lives ofofearlyfarlyearly english navigators new york J andandjandaJ harper
1831

293 294 lander richard L journal of an expedition to explore the course and
termination of the niger 2 vols new york J andandjandaJ harper
1832

295 297 stjohnjamesaStJohnst john JamesAjames A the lives ofofcelebratedcelebrated travellerstrav ellers 3volskvols3 volsvois newyorknew york
J andjanda harper 1832

297 anon affecting scenes being passages from the diary ofaodaofaphysicianof a physician
vol 1 of 2 vols new york J andjanda harper 1833 duplicate ac-
cessioncession number 2971297.1297297.2971

298 macneill hector scottish adventurers or the way to riferiseiiseziseylserese new york
R scott 1812

299300299 300 dover george J W the life of frederic the second king of prussia
2 vols new york J andandaandjJ harper 1832

301 abercrombie john inquiries concerning the intellectual powers and
the investigation of truth new york J andandjandaJ harper 1832

302 303 taylor william C history of ireland from the anglo norman inva-
sion till the union of the country with great britain 2 vols new
york J andandjandaJ harper 1833

304 flint timothy lectures upon natural history geology chemistry
boston 1833
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30550530 carpenter william Scipscripturaltural natural history containing descriptive
accounts of quadrupeds birds etc mentioned in the bible
boston lincoln edmands and co 1833

306 pecchio giuseppe semiserioussemi serious observationsobervations of an italian exile during
his residence in england philadelphia key and biddle 1833

303077 lytton edward george bulwer asmodeusAsmodeus at large philadelphia
carey lee and blanchard 1833

308 309 lives and bandits and robbers 2 vols
310 salzmann christian G elements of ofmoralitymorality baltimore J robinson

1811
311 library of romance ghost hunter
312 almar george the robber of the rhine a drama new york

S french 1833
313 johnson samuel et al comps the world displayed or a curious col-

lection of voyages and travels 8 vols philadelphia dobelbower
key and simpson 1795 96

314314 bunnell david C the travels and adventures of david C bunnell
palmyra NY E B grandin andjanda H bortlesbottles 1831

315 henry clay
316 crockett david A narrative of the life of david crockett of the state

of tennessee philadelphia and boston L L carey and A hart
1834

317 anon affecting scenes being passages from the diary ofaphysicianofa physician
vol 2 of 2 vols new york J andandjandaJ harper 1833

318 320 edgeworth maria tales andandnovelsnovels vols 1 2 and 3 of 9 vols lon-
don 1832 36

321 priest josiah american antiquities anddiscoveriesand discoveries in the west being
an exhibition of the evidence that an ancientpopulationancient population ofofpartiallypartially
civilized nations differing entirely from those of the present in-
dians peopledamericapeopled america many centuries before its discovery by co-
lumbus andinquiriesand inquiries into their originmikin with a copious description
of many of their stupendous works now inin ruins with conjectures
concerning what may have become of them compiledcompiledfromtromfrom trav-
els authentic sources and the researches of ofantiquarianantiquarian societies
3dad ed albany hoffman and white 1833

322 cheever george B ed the american commonplacecommon place book ofofpoetrypoetry
boston 1831

323 324 cooper james fenimore the redroverdRoverdeoverreproverrevredRe soverrovermozer a tale 2 vols philadelphia
carey lee and carey 1828

325 326 irving washington christmas and other essays 2 vols npap nd
only volume 2 is found at OCHSochssochsj

327 porter jane the scottish chiefs a romance 5 vols 3dad ed london
1816

328 329 kennedy grace donallandunallanDunallan or know what you judge a story
3 vols london 1825

330 hawes joel lectures to young men on the formation of character
3dad ed hartford 1829

331 332 A tale of the Cancanadasaaas 12 vols only volume 1 is found at OCHS
333 wilsonWilsowilsonjohnnJohnjohn the trials of ofmargaretmargaret lyndsay exeter NNHH tylertylerandTy lerandand

conner 1827

353355553555



534554334 336356556 kendall edward A travels through the northern parts of the united
states in the years 1807 and 1808 3 vols new york LI1 riley
1809

337537557 beattie james an essay on the nature and immutability of truth
9thath ed london 18181010

338538558 339539559 lytton edward george bulwer pelham or the adventures of a
gentleman 3 vols london H colburn 1828

540340 bunyan john come and welcome to jesus christ or a plain and
profitable discourse on john VI new york J eastburn 1812

341541 rowson susanna H the sailorsailorboyboybog new haven S babcock 1829
342542 dodd william beauties of shakespeare new york 1824
343345545 fallowfield john the moral instructor npap 1795

544344 anon the fashionable american letter writer or the art ofpoliteof polite
correspondence brookfield E P merriam 1830

345545 conner james the first day of the week new york 1828
346546 347547 edgeworth maria tales and novels vols 4 and 5 of 9 vols london

1832 36
348 anon the comforter or extracts selected for the consolation

of mourners by a village pastor new york J andandjandaJ harper
1832

549349 no fiction
550350 351 maturin charles R elmothmelmothM the wanderer 2 vols new york

harper and brothers 1835
552352 353355555 lytton edward george bulwer the last days of pompeiiofpompeii 2 vols new

york harper and brothers 1834
554354 anon real dialogues on the evidences of christianity from death

bed scenes by a clergyman of the church of england new
york leavitt lord and co 1835

555355 evans rev robert W the church of god in a jerresseriesjeniesseries of dissertations
philadelphia key and biddle 1833

356556 361561 franklin benjamin the works of dr benjamin franklin consisting
of essays humorous moral and literary with his life written by

himself 6 vols boston 1840
562362 365565 edgeworth maria tales and novels vols 6 7 8 and 9 of 9 vols

london 1832 1836 only volumes 6 and 9 are found at OCHS
566366 367567 martineau harriet retrospect of western travel 2 vols london

saunders and otley 1838
368568 flint timothy the art ofbeingofbeing happy boston carter and hendee

1832
569369 james george P R one in a thousand or the days of henry

quatre 12 vols in 1 new york harper and brothers 1836

370570 smith elizabeth E the three eras ofofwomenswomens life new york harper
and brothers 1836

371 372572 james george P R philip augustus or the brothers in arms 12 vols
new york harper and brothers 1836 only volume 2 is found at
OCHS

373573575 374574 stephens john L incidents of travel inin egypt arabia petracapetraeaPetraea and the
holy land 12 vols new york harper and brothers 1838
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375 376 irving washington astoria or anecdotes odanof an enterprise beyond the
rocky mountains 2 vols philadelphia carey lee and blan-
chard 1836

377 378 james george P R memoirs of a great commander 2 vols
philadelphia and boston E L carey and A hart W D tichner
1835

379 combe george the constitution of man considered inin relation to ex
ternartemalternaltennar objects from 3dad edinburgh ed new york collins keese
and co1836co 18561836

380 381 marryat frederick newton forster 2 vols sandborntonSandbornton NHN H
C lane 1837

382 383 of many tales 2 vols
384 385 edgeworth maria moral tales 2 vols new york W B gilley

1819
386 sigourney mrs biography ofofpiouspersonstroufpioustroms persons 2 vols inm 1 springfield

G and C merriam 1833
387 plutarchyplutarchs lives baltimore 1834
388 anon the cabinet of curiosities or wonders of the world displayed

2 vols inin 1 from the 13th london ed new york J C riker
1839

389 390 radcliffe ann ward romance odtheof roetherge forest 2 vols walpole NHN H
thomas and thomas 1806

391 nelson david the cause and cure of infidelity new york J S

taylor 1837
392 393 marryat frederick the kings own 12 vols philadelphia E L

carey 1834
3943 94 3955953 9 5 lytton edward george bulwer night and morning 2 vols new

york harper and brothers 1832 only volume 2 isis found at
OCHS

396 drake benjamin life of tecumseh and of his brother the prophet
with a historical sketch of the shawaneseshawaneeShawanee indians cincinnati
E morgan 1841

397 young andrew W introduction to the sciencescience of government
rochester wm ailingalling 1842

398 good john M the book of nature embracing a condensedsurveycondensed sunveysurvey of
the animal kingdom philadelphia S C atkinson 1834

399 anon I1 incidents of the revolution tales illustrating the events of the
american revolution bath NYN Y R L underhillunderbill 1841

400 on board and on shore
401 seaver james E A narrative of the life of mrs maryjamiesonMary jamieson who was

taken by the indians inin the year 1755 npapn p 1826
402 anon texas inin 1840 or the emigrants guide to the new republic

new york wm W allenalienailen 1840
403 wait benjamin letterstromlettersfromleffersletters from van biemansdiemansDiemans land written mundunduningduringngfourfour

years imptisonmentforpoliticalimprisonment for political offences committed in upper can
ada buffalo A W wilgus 1843

404 judson emily C adlenalienallen lucas the seefself mavemade man utica bennett
backus and hawley 1844

405 pilkington james the artists guide and mechanics own book em
bracing the portion of chemistry applicable to the mechanic arts
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with abstracts of electrical galvanismgalvinismgalvin ism magnetism pneumatics op-
tics astronomy and mechanical philosophy new york A V
blake 1842

406 abbott jacob china and the english or the character and manners of
the chinese boston crocker and brewster 1835

407 408 stephens john L incidents of travel in yucatan 2 vols new york
harper and brothers 1843

409 anon remarkable shipwrecks or a collection of interesting accounts
of naval disasters hartford andrus and starr 1813

410 411 gregg josiah commerce of the prairies 2 vols new york H G
langley 1844

412 paulding james K the old continental or the anpnpricece ofoffibertyoffilibertyberryberty new
york paine and burgess 1846

413 wayland francis elements of moral science rev ed boston
gould kendall and lincoln 1843

414 anon the daughters own book boston lilly wait colman and
holden 1833

415 child lydia M frugal housewife boston carter hendee and bab-
cock 1831

416 thompson daniel P the green mountain boys a historical tale of the
early settlement of vermont 2 vols in 1 new york A L burt
co 18183918593 9

417 fremont john C exploring expedition to the rocky mountains
washington DC 1845

418 419 women of the revolution 2 vols
420 history ofphelps and Gogorhamrhamss purchase
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

the first item in this issue of the historians corner provides
some fascinating insight not only into the relationship between utah
and the nation in 1850 but also into the tensions involved in certain
national debates as viewed by a mormon in congress in this in-
terestingte letter john M bernhisel gave some of his observations on
the debates leading to the famous compromise of 18501830 the out-
come of these debates was all important to the mormonscormonsMormons for it would
determine their political relationship to the united states utah was
part of the territory acquired in the war with mexico and one of the
issues in the debates of 1850 was what to do politically with that ter-
ritory the mormonscormons were attempting to achieve statehood as the
state ofofdeseretdeseret and john M bernhisel was their representative in
congress working toward this goal in the end congress admitted
california as a free state while the rest of the mexican cession was
organized as new mexico and utah territories the mormonscormons thus
lost their bid for self government and did not achieve statehood for
utah until 1896 bernhisels 1850 letter has been edited byjamesby james F
cartwright assistant archivist weber state college

the second document provides an interesting and important se-
quel to the story of this early quest for statehood among other
things it took wilford woodruffswoodruffe manifesto of 1890 announc-
ing the church s abandonment of the practice of polygamy to pave
the way for the admission of utah to the union in 1896 in a personal
reminiscence brigham H roberts expresses his immediate reaction
to that momentous announcement as well as the reaction of a few
other general authorities the way his initial disappointment is
finally turned to full acceptance and support of the manifesto is a
very significant commentary on the problems and feelings of his day

the B H roberts letter has been edited by ronald W walker
senior research historian with the joseph fielding smith institute of
church history it is particularly appropriate that dr walkers piece
be included in this issue ofbyustudiesofBYU studies for beginning with the next
issue dr walker will become the editor of the historians
corner
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after a decade of working with the historians corner I1 wish
to express great appreciation to the editors ofofbyustudiesbyustudiesBYU Studies and the of-
ficers of the mormon history association for the fine support they
have given me I1 am also most grateful to the many people who have
submitted items for the historians corner and wish to express my
deep appreciation for the efforts of everyone who has been so helpful
I1 am confident that under the fine direction of ronald walker the
historians corner will become even better

james B alienallenailen

JOHN M BERNHISEL LETTER TO BRIGHAM YOUNG

james F cartwright

As a student of dr everett L cooley in archives and manuscripts
at the university of utah I1 received the assignment of working with a
letter from john M Bernhisel 1 to brigham young dr bernhisel
wrote this letter now a part of the phillip blair collection in the
special collections of the marriott library at the university of utah
on 23 april 18501830 while serving as an appointed delegate to the US
congress the letter contains an informative account of the tensions
dividing the nation over the admission of california the organization
of the remainder of the mexican cession territory and of course the
conflict concerning the extension of slavery into the western ter-
ritoriesri john bernhisel records a dramatic outburst of these tensions

james F cartwright isis the assistantassistant archivist at weber state college ogden utah
I1 appreciate dr cooley s encouragement and permission to publish this letter and likewise appreciate the

assistariceassistassistanceaiicearice mrs deliadelladeila dye the manuscripts librarian at the marriott library has given me
john M bernhisel was born 23 june 1799 near loysvilleroysvilleLoysville cumberland co pennsylvania probably inin

1818 he left the family farm and traveled to philadelphia to study at the university of pennsylvania medical
school he completed the course for a certificate inin 1820 and then traveled extensively practicing for several
months in various towns of the american west of that time trenton ohio herculaneumHercula neum missouri
nashville tennessee lexington kentucky and sparta alabama in 1825 he reentered the university of
pennsylvania medical school defending his thesis in march 1827 he then moved to new york city where he
heard about mormonism and joined the LDS church after serving as the presiding authority inin new york
city for a few years he moved to nauvoo inin 1843 following the death of the prophet joseph emma smith
allowed him to make a copy ofjosephs manuscript corrections of the bible early inin 1849 john bernhisel was
selectselecteded by a convention meeting inin salt lake city to carry a petition to the USU S congress for either statehood
or territorial status on his way to washington DCD C dr bernhisel met thomas L kane inin philadelphia
and throughout his career inin washington sought advice from colonel kane inin representing the mormonscormons in
washingtwashingtonn following the organization of utah territory dr bernhisel represented utah inin washington
DCD C until 1863 after which he returned to utah to practice medicine aamesyamesuames keith melville conflict and
compromise the cormonsmormons inin kidmidkif nineteenth century american polinspolitics provo utah brigham young
university press 197411974 ppap 57 60 65 70 88 and gwyn william barrettbarrenbarrea john M bernhisel mormon
elder inin congress phdph D diss brigham young university 1968 ppap 1 15
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in the senate between senators thomas hart benton2bentono of missouri and
henry stuart foote3footed of mississippi bernhisels perspective of this in-
cident and of other events he records is that of one who though in-
volved in these issues was primarily concerned with the status of
utah therefore his pages on the progress of the various compromises
making up the compromise of 1850 provide interesting source ma-
terial on utah history

bernhisels letter is written on two pieces of paper 15 38 inches
long by 9 78 inches high each sheet of paper is folded in half ver-
ticallyti creating four leaves per sheet the first three of which are lined
with blue ink while the fourth is blank undoubtedly to be used as
the cover when the letter was folded and sealed

As the two sheets are numbered with ink of the same color as the
letter itself it seems bernhisel did this numbering someone later has
penciled page numbers 2 3 and 4 on the unnumbered leaves of the
first sheet and 06 7 and 8 on those of the second sheet and has crossed
out the 2 written in ink at the beginning of the second sheet and writ-
ten 5 above on the last leaf bernhisel finished his letter on the top
22342543 4 inches and wrote a postscript on the bottom 22342543 4 inches leav-
ing 55385583 8 inches for the address after the letter was folded and sealed

bernhisels hand is highly legible his spelling and punctuation
consistent and quite similar to twentieth century standards he
usually wrote a superior r in mr with a colon turned onto its side
under it he did the same in writing the st and dgofof ordinal numbers
following the suggestions of the harvard guide to american history
I1 have omitted the colon beneath the superior letters and have low-
ered the superior letters to the main line I1 have followed bernhisels

thomas hart benton born 14 march 1782 inin north carolina attended the university ofnorth carolina
briefly before moving to tennessee to supervise a large tract of land which his father had left the family at his
death several years earlier in 1809 thomas benton served inin the state legislature and inin 1811 gamedgained admis-
sionsionslon to the state bar in 1815 he moved to st louis there he developed an extensiveextensive law practice and
became editor of the missouri enquirer in 1820 he became one of missourismassourisMissouris original sensenatorsatorsacors beginning
thirty years of serviceservice inin that capacity in the senate thomas hart benton was a moderate being a slave
owner but favoring gradual abolition of slavery inin missouri being an expansionist but rejecting the 54054 40
or fight slogan and opposing the annexationannexation of texas as an insult to mexico in most situationssituations he was an
ardent unionist he opposed the compromises of 1850 because he felt they conceded far too much to the
southern secessionistssecessionists dictionary of american biography ed alienallenailen johnson new york charles
scribnersscnbners sons 1929 svs v benton thomas hart 22102 210 13

henry stuart foote bomborn inm virginia 20 september 1800 graduated from washington college now
washington and lee university and passed the bar examinationexamination shortly before moving to alabama and then
inin 1826 to mississippi he gained a high reputation as a criminal lawyer and became activeactive inin local political
affairs by 1847 when he won election as senator from mississippi he was an outspoken opponent of his col-
league from mississippi jefferson davis during the debates inin 1850 jefferson davis and all the con-
gressmen from mississippi condemned the compromises and advocated the expansion of slavery and the
states rights of secessionsecession henry stuart foote vehemently supported the union denied the rights of seces-
sionsionslon and championed the compromises as the means of maintaining the union Dictiondictionaryaty ofAmerican
biography ed allenjohnsonalienAllenailen johnson and dumas malone new york charles scribners sons 193111931 svs v foote
henry stuart 65006 yoo500 1 and appleton s cyclopaedia ofofamericanamerican biography ed james grant wilson and
john fishe new york D appleton and co 1888 24962 496
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practice of omitting periods following such abbreviations as mr corcolco
and hon I1 have made one more major change I1 have broken the
letter into several paragraphs although bernhisel wrote the entire let-
ter in one paragraph

washington city april 23 1850
president brigham young

dear brother
As this is probably the last opportunity I1 shall enjoy for a long

period of addressing you I1 eagerly embrace it in order to apprize sic

you of what has transpired since the date of my last which was the 27th
ultimo the honhonjohnvonjohnjohn C calhoun the distinguished 4 senator from
south carolina died at his lodgings in this city on the morning of the
31st of march aged sixty eight years mr calhoun was one of the
brightest luminaries in the political firmament in 1811 he was first
elevated to a seat in the congress of the united states and since that
period as representative senator cabinet minister and vice presi-
dent he has been identified with all the great events in the political
history of this country his earthly remains were enclosed in a metallic
case and temporarily deposited in a vault in the congressional burying
ground from whence they were conveyed on the 22d instant accom-
panied by a committee of the senate to his adored and adoring
south carolina

on the 13th instant thomas jefferson campbell clerk of the
house of representatives went to that bourne from whence no traveler
returns and on the following wednesdayjudgewednesday judge young5younga of quincy
illinois was elected to supply the vacancy occasioned by his death

on the 17th of april instant a long and animated debate took
place in the senate which terminated in a most disgraceful row in
which senators benton & foote were the principal actors mr foote was
discussing a question of appeal and was preparing to administer to col
benton another withering castigation when the latter brimful of wrath
and indignation rose from his seat threw his chair violently upon the
floor rapidly approached mr foote who retreated backward down the
aisle to the area in front of the vice presidents chair at the same timetime
drawing a revolver from his bosom and pointing it toward col benton
the greatest excitement and consternation now ensued the whole
senate as well as those in the galleries appeared to be panic stricken

in the mean time benton at the top of his voicevolcevoicevolce was heard
shouting that he was unarmed and for the cowardly assassin to fire
at the same time attempting to take off his coat to expose himself to the
murderous fire fortunately however mr foote did not fire and after
great exertion and much trouble order was sufficiently restored to hear
the voicevolcevoicevolce of the vice president whose calls to order were heard above the
noise and din of the moment

bernhisel made a slip of the pen inin this word dotting the e inin the inflectional ending ed that itit was a
pen slip seems obvious inin that this example isis the only one inin the letter

richard M young presided at the trial of the men accused of conspiracy inin the murder ofjosephofjoseph and
hyrum smith see dallin H oaks and marvin J hill carthage conspiracy the trial of the accused
assassins ofjosephof joseph smith urbana university of illinois press 1975 p 220
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col benton demanded that the senate should take cognizance of
the attempt to assassinate him mr clay called on both senators to
pledge themselves that nothing further should take place between
them at least not during the session of congress mr benton rose and
said that he had done nothing wrong had committed no breach of the
peace and would rot in jail before he would give any such pledge
though I1 was an eye witness of this thrilling and startling scene yet it is
impossible for me to give you an adequate idea of it the senate ap-
pointed a committee of seven to investigate and report the facts in the
case col benton has called the attention of the united states district
attorney for this district and that of the grand jury to the conduct of
his adversary though public sentiment here is rather against him I1

send you the washington globe of the 19th which contains a report of
the debate which took place on that memorable day and a brief sketch
of the beautiful finale these two dignified senators had an altercation
on a previous occasion which reflected no credit on themselves nor
upon the august body of which they are members

on the 31st of december mr senator foote reported a bill to pro-
vide for the organization of the territorial governments of california
deseret and new mexico and to enable the people ofjacinto with the
consent of the state of texas to form a constitution and state govern-

ment and for the admission of such state into the union on an equal
footing with the original states in all respects whatsoever on the 25th
of march judge douglass from the committee on territories reported
a bill to establish the territorial governments of utah and new mexico
and for other purposes on the 3dad instant the honjohnvonjohn A mcclern
and of illinois submitted to the house of representatives a bill to ad-
mit the state of california into the union to erect the territorial
governments of utah and new mexico and for other purposes A copy
of each of these bills I1 have had the pleasure of forwarding to you which
I1 trust will have reached you ere you receive this

on friday last the senate appointed a committee of thirteen of
which mr clay is chairman for compromising and adjusting the slavery
california and territorial questions I1 am not very sanguine that any
great good will result from the labors of this committee after the ap-
pointment of this committee the senate took up the bill for the admis-
sion of the state of california and made it the special order of the day
for monday the 6thath proximo mr clay signified his intention of moving
as an amendment to that bill the bills to establish the territorial
governments of deseret alias utah and of new mexico

the exciting and distracting subject of slavery in connection with
the california and territorial questions has been the standing topic of
discussion with the exception of a few brief intervals in both wings of
the capitol during the whole of the session thus far now however
there will be a short respite in the senate but it will continue in the
popular branch of the national legislature this protracted and exciting
discussion has sometimes in both houses produced much noisenoise and
11 confusion worse confounded frequent threats of dissolution of the
union and occasional threats of and even attempts at personal
violence another disrepuabledisreputable jicflosicsic personal controversy took place on
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monday last between col benton and senator borland of arkansas the
united states senate has heretofore been regarded as the most dignified
deliberative body in the world but it is rapidly loosing sic its exalted
reputation formerly its proceedings were conducted with the greatest
dignity and decorum and senators treated one another not only with
studied senatorial courtesy but with marked personal respect but
those glorious days of the republic are numbered with the past and the
lord has arisen and come forth out of his hiding place and is vexing this
nation through its representatives on the 22d instant col benton in
the course of some remarks which he delivered in the senate said that
what had hitherto taken place was mere skirmishing that when the
california bill shall come up for discussion the war would commence

the prospect is much brighter at present than it was when I1 wrote
you last that california will be admitted and that congress will give us
a territorial government before the close of the session but still a week
or two may entirely blast the present prospect for the aspect of things
here changes about as often as a camelion sic changes his color

I1 should like to be in the valley once more again but I1 am
somewhat apprehensive that I1 shall be detained here until the season is
so far advanced that itit will not be safe to return on account of the snow
in the mountains if a bill to establish a territorial government in our
sequestered region of country6country6 should be passed into a law which may
occupy two or three months more sometime sic will then probably
elapse before the president can be induced to nominate officers and
then there will be another delay in the senate before these nominations
are confirmed

I1 shall be exceedingly anxious to hear from you again I1 hope there-
fore you will not omit writing in the fall direct to washington city if
I1 should not be here I1 will endeavor to prevent your favor from being
sent to the dead letter office A company will doubtless come in next
autumn and you will please to instruct them not to depositedepolitedeposite sic any
letters they may have for me in any post office until they reach st louis
if I1 shall be on my way to the far west I1 shall probably meet them

I1 have made proposals to the post office department in behalf of
brother phenias sic young for carrying the mail twice a year between
st joseph missouri and oregon city in the territory of oregon for
the annual sum of nineteennineteen thousand dollars the decision of the post
master general in regard to these proposals will be known on the
l4th14thlath of may

with great respect I1 am
yours very truly
john M bernhisel

PS the enclosed notice of a lecture which col thomas L kane de-
livered before the pennsylvania historical society on the 28th ultimo I1

cut from the philadelphia inquirer which he had the goodness to send
me

aa6aA period inm the original letter at this point isis another obvious pen slip
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B H ROBERTS AND THE WOODRUFF MANIFESTO

ronald W walker

recent historical writing about president wilford woodruff s

manifesto on plural marriage has stressed its continuity with previous
policy for instance historians have found that a year prior to its is-
suance the first presidency had stopped new polygamous marriages
and drafted a preliminary but uncirculated resolution stating the
churchschurche new course of action the latter has been labeled by a sig-
nificantnificant new phd dissertation as the greatest concession on plural
marriage made by the church in 1890 including the more cele-
brated woodruff manifesto 1

however these events lay behind the scenes As a result many
mormonscormonsMormons including leaders were surprised by the manifesto in the
reminiscence below elder B H roberts records his startled reaction 2

As a missionary writer polygamist and for the past two years gener-
al authority in the first council of the seventy the thirty three year
old churchman had fiercely defended mormonismsMormonisms marriage system
to abandon his advocacy B H roberts required a spiritual striving
equal to the struggles of many first generation mormonscormons when the
doctrine was first introduced

while providing only a few details the excerpt also suggests the
reaction to the manifesto of four members of the quorum of the
twelve elders francis M lyman and abraham H cannon greeted
the news with untroubled equanimity for elder cannon the task
was made easier by his foreknowledge of the first presidency s new
position in contrast eldersjohnElderelderseiderseider johnsJohn henry smith andjohnandyjohnand john W taylor
shared some of roberts s travail still unresolved many years later
taylors antipathy for the pronouncement eventually led him out of
the quorum and the church itself

it so happened that about this time I1 was returning from a somewhat ex-
tended tour thro southern utah at milford I1 joined elders francis
M lyman john henry smith john W taylor and abraham H
cannon all members of the quorum of the 12 on their way to salt lake

ronald W walker isis a seniorsenior research historian for thejosephththe eJosephjoseph fielding smith institute of church history and
an associateassociate professor of history brigham young university

edward leo lyman the mormon quest for statehood ph D diss university of california river-
side 19811981 p 294 see also kenneth W godfrey the coming of the manifesto dialogue aljournalajoumalofajournalof
mormon thought 5 autumn 1970 11 25

this passage isis found inin the B H roberts diary undated but writtenwritten inin 1893 B H roberts papers
manuscripts division special collections department marriott library university of utah salt lake city
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city from kanabcanab where they had been settling difficulties we left
milford in the eve and was due in salt lake the next morning at
10 am but the train that left salt lake for the south making the trip
also in the night was wrecked a short distance above oasis and tore up
the track for half a mile or more consequently we found when we
woke up in the morning that we had not completed half the journey
learning that we were only a few miles from the wrecked train no one
had been hurt elder taylor and myself started for the scene of the
disaster A hand car loaded with section men & tools soon overtook us
and we rode with them to the wreck it was only a number of freight
cars and flat cars loaded with steel nails that had been thrown from the
track the two passenger coaches were OK in these carsacarsjcars elder
taylor who entered them while I1 was lingering about on the outside
talking with the passengers found the salt lake newspapers contain-
ing president woodruffswoodruffwoodruffes manifesto As soon as I1 entered the car he
called to me and showed me the paper containing the document the
headlines ofofwhichwhich I1 read with astonishment but no sooner had I1 read
them than like a flash of light all through my soul the spirit said
that is all right so it passed then I1 began to reflect upon the mat-

ter I1 thought of all the saints had suffered to sustainsustain that doctrine I1

remembered my own exile to england my own imprisonment 3 I1

thought of that of others I1 remembered what sacrifices my wiveswives had
made for it4ita what others had made for it we had preached it sus-
tained its divinity from the pulpit in the press from the lecture plat-
form our community had endured every kind of reproach from the
world for the sake of it and was this to be the end I1 had learned to
expect that god would sustain both that principle and his saints who
carried it out and to lay it down like this was a kind of cowardly pro-
ceeding that the more I1 thought of it the less I1 liked it I1 thought of
luther ofofzwingliuszwingliuszuingliusZwingliusilus sioslosicsic ofofmalancthonmalancthonmelancthon siojioslsicc and most other men who
only having fragments of the truth risked all their fortune and lives in
support of them and won the admiration and respect of all the world
while we having a fulnessfalness of the truth must needs fly from it like a skit-
tish jadedjade5 at a windmill because forsooth we are threatened with
imprisonment disfranchisement and the confiscation of our property
such is a specimen of the reflection which passed through my mind
bro taylor seemed to share them to some extent and by the time the
other brethren came up I1 was in quite an exasperated mood and felt
crushed and humiliated 6 our information seemed to agitate bro J H
smith some what bro lyman was unruffled by it bro cannon took it

to escape being convicted of unlawful cohabitation B H roberts had fled to liverpool england
where he edited the millennial star for two years upon returning to utah he surrendered to authorities and
served a four month sentence truman G madsen defender ofodraenhethenge faith the B H roberts story salt
lake city bookcraft 1980 ppap 160 98

413113B H roberts had three wiveswives sarah louisa smith celia dibble and margaret curtiscurns shipp
the5theathe term no longer inin extensive usage denotes a broken down viciousvicious or worthless horse
disgruntlement with the manifesto was not confined to church leaders upon returning to salt lake

city elder cannon found there isis considerable comment and faultfindingfault finding among some of the saints
because of the manifesto abraham H cannon diary 26 september 1890 special collections
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
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with easy grace 7 an engine was sent down fromfromjuabjuab and hitched to
the coaches that had remained on the track in the wrecked train and we
started for salt lake I1 was in no humor for conversation hence I1 left
the car in which the brethren were riding and took a seat by myself and
gave full freedom to reflection bro lyman hunted me up after a while
and talked with me on the subject of the manifesto but his reasoning
was vain for every excuse he could bring up for its issuance I1 could
bring ten reasons sufficient to my mind why we should have held to
the principle even though it cost the very annihilation of the church

the matter continued to disturb me until conference approached
bro woodruff had signed the paper himself and I1 concluded that he
had determined to carry the responsibility alone and I1 had begun to be
reconciled to the manifesto on that ground but during the conference
I1 saw that movements were on foot to have the whole people support
ltditditaitjit a proceeding I1 viewed with alarm when the crisis came I1 felt
heartbrokenheart broken but remained silent it seemed to me to be the awfulestawfu lest
moment in my life my arm was like lead when the motion was put I1

could not vote for it and did not
while as I1 was saying this matter continued a trial to me through

the year 1891 and plagued me much but I1 said but little about itit and
by and by I1 began to remember the flash of light that came to me when
first I1 heard of it and at last my feelings became reconciled to it
perhaps I1 had transgressed in pushing from me the first testimony I1

received in relation to it and allowing my own prejudices and my own
shortsightedshort sighted human reason to stand against the inspiration of god
and the testimony it bore that the manifesto was alright when this fact
began to dawn on my mind I1 repented of my wrong and courted most
earnestly the spirit of god for a testimony and gradually itit came I1 did
not understand the purposes for which the manifesto was issued 1I do

not to this day feb 10 1893 but sure I1 am that itit is all right that god
has a purpose in itit I1 feel assured and in due timetime itit will be manifest
the principle of plurality of wives isis true I1 know and in connection with
all other truth will eventually prevail and be established on the earth
but I1 do not pretend to say what gods purpose isis or what is to be
accomplished by itit it isis a matter in which I1 trust the divine wisdom im-
plicitly

im-
plicitly god must be his own interpreter and in timetime will make it
plain

this year for some unaccountable reason has been a year of deep
sorrow to me and peculiar temptations the flashes of light heavenly
light have been startlinglystanlingly bright made to appear so to me perhaps
by the thick blackness that has gathered about my horizon but if my
sorrows have been manydmany my joys have been correspondingly keen
and there have been bright moments of joy and extacy slsiccl such a few
mortals encompass and if these bright drops of joy can be possessed

when the quorum of the twelve met several days later both elders smith and taylor continued with

their doubts john henry smith frankly admitted not knowing if the manifesto isis quite right or wrong

john W taylor was more outspoken when I1 first heard of this manifesto he related 1 I felt to say

damn itit but on further thought I1 felt itit was not right to be so impulsive however I1 do not yet feel quite
right about itit abraham H cannon as mentioned earlier knew oftheodtheof the previous first presidency discussions

to halt new plural marriages ibid 10 july and 30 september 1890
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by drinking the draughts of ill between then fill sorrow s cup to
the brim and ill drain it dry even to the dregs and never murmur give
me the gleams of sunshine amid these renewing storms and I1 will stand
uncovered to receive the latter in all their fury without a word of
protestation
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authorship of the history
of brigham young A review essay

howard C searle

leland R nelson comp the journal of brigham provo utah
council press 1980 x 223 ppap 8958.95895

reviewed by howard C searle church educational system college curriculum writer
and instructor salt lake institute of religion adjacent to the university of utah

it is regrettable that a compilation such as the journal of
brigham could not have been reviewed and exposed before it was sold
through a concerted advertising campaign to a trusting and somewhat
credulous public as the official diaries of brigham young criticisms
of the journal of joseph produced by the same compiler and
publisher in 1979 have not deterred them from misrepresenting ad-
ditionalditional excerpts from the early church annals as the personal
thoughts and writings of brigham young promotional flier in
BYU today the introduction to taethetafthejournaljournal of of&righambrigham brazenly
asserts that although many books have been written about brigham
young here at last is his own story in his own words a compilation of
his first person writings from his manuscript history

in his foreword nelson admits that brigham young lacked liter-
ary skills and that he utilized the services of more than 20 scribes
but the extent and implications of this practice are not pursued or ex-
plained at all its relevance to the books title and contents is com-
pletely ignored in the publishers publicity releases

nelson s expansive claims for his publication are apparently
based on the fact that brigham young did write three small diaries
after he joined the church in 1832 he must have started the first
diary some time after his baptism for he apparently erred in record-
ing this significant date the 9 april date in the diary had to be cor-
rected to 14 april when his history was later written for publication

there are five extant first person diaries of brigham young but
only three of these are holographsholographyholographs the five diaries were written as
noted in table 1
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TABLE 1

brigham youngs first person diaries

dates covered pages handwriting comment

9 14114 april 1832 68 holograph description of six
to 9 sept 1836 short missionary

journeys

27 july 1837 to 116 holograph large gaps in the
1 april 1845 narrative

19 oct 1840 to 130 holograph interrupted narrative
c 28 july 1844 small faded pages

28 sept 1844 to 124 william clayton first person account
3 feb 1846 evan greene kept by others

john D lee
willard richards

27 may 1857 to 61 thomas D brown started by brown in
21 september 1857 joseph A young the third person but

entries from 17 june
to 21 september 1857
were written in the
first person by
brigham young s

son joseph A

only 314 pages of brigham youngs early diaries are in his own
handwriting see table 1 these pages are quite small faded in
places and often difficult to read the diaries are primarily mis-
sionary journals and have frequent gaps of several months and some-
times a year or more between entries the rather sketchy and inter-
mittent nature of these holographic diaries is indicated in table 2

which lists the entries by year

TABLE 2
brigham youngs holograph diary entries by year

approx approx approx
year no words year no words year no words

1832 112 1837 280 1842 31
1833 1960 1838 27 1843 1575
1834 none 1839 650 1844 2400
1835 2275 1840 2975 1845 1750
1836 1260 1841 2100
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on 28 september 1844 president youngs secretaries and the
church clerks began keeping his diary for him just as they had done
for joseph smith 1 after writing the diary in first person narrative for
a little over a year the scribes switched to a third person style which
must have been easier and more natural for them there is a definite
contrast between brigham youngs holographic diary entries and
those of his scribes the faulty spelling unpolished grammar color-
ful new england vocabulary straightforward style and distinctive
handwriting all help to make his personal writing recognizable the
absence of many of these characteristic elements in the writing of the
scribes would suggest that they were not recording verbatim dicta-
tion also there does not seem to be any contemporary documentary
evidence that brigham regularly dictated his diary entries soon after
he assumed the heavy responsibilities of church leadership brigham
young apparently followed the precedent of the prophet joseph
smith in having his secretaries and scribes write his diaries for him

what is deceptive about nelsonsbelsonsNelsons thethejournaljournal of qfbrighambrigham is that
it was not compiled from brigham youngs diaries at all but from
printed versions of the history of brigham young which was writ-
ten by the church historian and his assistants after 1856 after the
completion of the history ofjoseph smith up to 8 august 1844
the official church annals were continued as the history of brigham
young this transition in the title of the manuscript history of the
church apparently took place in january 1857 at this point in the
history assistant church historian wilford woodruff who was in
charge of the project in 1856 57 during the absence in the east of the
church historian george A smith digressed from the chronological
organization of the preceding narrative to include some genealogical
information on president youngs family and a first person biograph-
ical narrative of the new church leader from his birth in 1801 to
8 august 1844 inasmuch as brigham young had begun his leader-
ship of the church as the senior officer of the twelve apostles it
seemed appropriate to elder woodruff and the other compilers of the
history also to include biographical flashbacks of all of the other
apostles from the time of their births to 8 august 1844 when the
twelve were sustained to lead the church wilford woodruff the
prime motivator of the project and also secretary of the twelve at the
time proceeded to collect the materials where the apostles were
available he tried to get them to write a short autobiography and

see howard C searle authorship of the history ofjoseph smith A review essay brigham young
universityuniversityhersity studies 21 winter 1981 110 22
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even offered them assistance if they wanted it in the cases of some of
the early apostles who had died or apostatized a biography was com-
piled for them a few of them written in the first person church
historian george A smith returned to utah in the spring of 1858
and was able to assist in the final stages of the project when the

histories of the twelve as they were called were completed they
were copied by the clerks into a new journal which was captioned

book G of the manuscript history of the church except for the
biographical account ofofbrighambrigham young which was first the histo-
ries were entered in the order of the apostles seniority in the
quorum although the accounts differed in length and quality a
compilation was included for every member of the quorum prior to
8 august 1844

after the histories had been copied into book G of the
manuscript history they were read to brigham young and other
members of the presidency and the twelve for approval and correc-
tion during this process twelve pages of notes which were to be in-
corporatedcorporated into the published version were added at the end of the
book these histories were first published serially in the deseret
news from 2277 january to 8 september 1818585 8 and later republished in
the millennialmillennialstarfromstar from 9 march 1863 to 2 september 1865 brigham
youngsyoungs biography ran in the deseret news from 2277 january to
24 march 1858 the histories of the other apostles were all
published as subtitles of the history of brigham young with the
printing of this series publication of the church annals was abruptly
stopped the history ofbrighamofbrigham young beyond 8 august 1844
was never published in the nineteenth century and only excerpts
have been printed in the twentieth as is shown in table 3

after the digressive flashback which sketched the lives of presi-
dent young and the early apostles the manuscript of the history
of brigham young was continued as a day by day narrative of
church affairs as they were conducted by president young and the
twelve after 8 august 1844 B H roberts published part of this
history in 1932 bringing the narrative down to 28 february 1846
the entries from 29 february to 31 july 1847 were published for the
first time in 1970 by elden J watson who obtained his material
from some typescript segments of the history in the utah state hist-
orical society

the entire contents of the journal of brigham have been taken
from these previously published excerpts of the history of brigham
young not only is the book a republication of available printed
material it is also a greatly condensed version of it the
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TABLE 3
the twentieth century publication of the history of brigham young

dates covered title as published editors abridged version
in the journal
of brigham

1801 manuscript history of eldeneideneldenjaldenjJ ppap 1 72

to brigham young 1801 1844 watson
8 aug 1844 salt lake city utah 1968

202 ppap republished from
the millennial star

9 aug 1844 history of the church salt B H roberts ppap 72 135

to lake city 1932 7247 603
28 feb 1846 taken from the manuscript

history of brigham young
located in church archives

1janijan 1846 manuscript history of eldeneideneldenjaldenjJ ppap 135 223
to brigham young 1846 1847 watson

31 july 1847 salt lake city 1970 611
ppap taken from a typescript
copy of the manuscript
history of brigham young
located in the utah state
historical society

21 july 1847 history of bigghambrighambiigham young william L

to berkeley 1964 374 ppap knecht
29 dec 1867 contains manuscript abridgabridge peter L

ment of portions of the crawley
history of brigham young
which were sent to H H
bancroft during the prepara-
tion of his history of utah
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abridgment was made without the use of elipseseclipses or any other means
to indicate where omissions from earlier publications were made

to what extent does this abridgment from the history of
brigham young comprise a journal or the personal thoughts
and writings of president young nelson boldly asserts that
brigham youngs first person manuscript history was put together
from his personal diaries and that the diaries were incorporated in-
to the manuscript history p ix the most superficial comparison
of brigham youngs diaries and his manuscript history would clearly
show that this was not the case there are hardly any entries in the
diaries that have been used verbatim in the history although the
same chronological organization is used there are numerous entries
in the manuscript history for dates that do not appear in the diaries
at all in fact there is not very much in the diaries that is even
recognizable in the later history even when brigham young made
significant entries in his diary such as for 8 august 1844 when he
was sustained to lead the church the compilers of his history did
not copy the diary they either utilized other more polished sources or
composed their own narrative an indication of the relationship be-
tween the diaries and the manuscript history is shown by the fact that
where there are approximately 17395 words in the holographic dia-
ries from 14 april 1832 to I11 april 1845 the history for the same
period was amplified to about 112668 words if the holographic
diaries had been used verbatim in their entirety which they were
not they would represent only about fifteen percent of the com-
pleted manuscript history for the same period there were no holo-
graphic diaries available for brigham youngs history from 2 april
18418455 to 3311 july 1846 yet excerpts from this period comprise fifty nine
percent of nelsonsbelsonsNelsons book appp 90 223

ifbrigham youngs diaries were not the major source for his later
manuscript history then what sources were utilized by the com-
pilers did president young dictate much of the history to the writ-
ers as suggested by mr nelson p ix it might be assumed that the
genealogical and biographical data relating to his family and early life
before he joined the church were written or dictated by brigham
young himself but wilford woodruff also solicited information
from all of president youngs brothers and sisters 2 although presi-
dent young may have personally supplied some of the information it
was actually wilford woodruff and the clerks in the historians office

wilford woodruff to orson pratt 28 february 1857 library archives of the historical department of
the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives
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who compiled the account for publication 3 several rough drafts of
this early biographical account are still extant in the church archives
but none of them are in brigham youngs handwriting it is of
course understandable that president young could not get too in-
volved in the daily details of writing his history in 1818575 7 5588 for this
was the period when in addition to his temporal and ecclesiastical
duties as LDS church president he was faced with such pressing con-
cerns as famine the mormon reformation the mountain meadows
massacre the untimely death of his counselorjedediahcounselor jedediah grant the in-
vasion of johnstons army and his replacement as governor of utah
territory

many firsthand reliable sources were available to the church
historian and his staff for compiling brigham youngs history after
he joined the church in april 1832 the history ofofjosephjoseph smith
which was completed in january 1857 would have been helpful but
there were also such sources as the official church minutes and
church periodicals and the journals ofwillardofwillardonwillard richards george A
smith wilford woodruff john D lee william clayton and
others many of these men were president youngs missionary com-
panionspanions fellow apostles or secretaries and their lives often paral-
leled that of their leader these sources bolstered by personal
recollections were apparently utilized in compiling the history to a
far greater extent than the imperfect holographic diaries of brigham
young of course a detailed study still needs to be made to deter-
mine if possible the original authorship of the various sources that
were amalgamated into the manuscript history

Is the first person style an evidence that brigham young wrote
his own history the precedent for using scribes and ghostwritersghostwriters was
well established during the compilation of the history of joseph
smith and the church historian and his staff merely continued the
same methodology as they wrote the church annals for brigham
youngs administration A rough draft of the history which begins
with the narrative of 9 august 1844 was originally started in the third
person but modifications were later made right in the text to con-
vert it to a first person narrative of brigham young all the other
sources were similarly changed to fit the first person format which had
characterized the church annals since they were begun by joseph
smith

there is no evidence in the historians office journal that presi-
dent young was personally involved in the compilation of his history

historian s office journal 16 november 1857 church archives
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until it reached the stage where it was read to him for approval
there is little doubt that he was responsible for much of the addenda
added at this time but this certainly does not make the entire con-
tents his personal thoughts dictation or writing if nelson would
have his readers believe that this book is a journal of the personal
writing or dictation ofofbrighambrigham young the burden of proof still rests
upon him
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book review

lefgrenjohnLEFGREN JOHN C apiilsixthapril sixth salt lake city deseretdeseretbookcobook co
1980 xv 6767ppappp 5955.95595

reviewed by S kent brown professor of ancient scripture C wilfred griggs
associate professor of ancient scripture and history and H kimball hansen pro-
fessor of physics and astronomy brigham young university

john C lefgrensLefgrens april sixth purports to be a scholarly work that
attempts to show that both the birth and resurrection ofjesusofjesus fell on
april sixth and that the church was organized exactly 1830 years to
the day afterjesusafter jesus birth however if one seeks a careful summary of
the latest evidence p xv promised in the foreword he has
come to the wrong place the work literally abounds in unjustified
assumptions misinformation and misunderstandings on a number
of levels

first of all the general methodology is unscholarly in his ac-
knowledgmentsknowledgments p vii lefgren describes his general method of
working the original inspiration for this book came in finland one
evening in the early spring of 1977 when I1 was reading the eighth
chapter of third nephi in the book of mormon since that evening I1

have searched for the chronological harmony of april sixth to even
the most casual reader the problems attending this method are
blindingly obvious to set out to prove a point rather than examine
all the evidence before drawing a conclusion is to go at it backwards
when working on a scientific or historical problem lefgren seem-
ingly labors on both fronts one neither constructs the theory before
the experiments nor prior to carefully sifting the sources to do
otherwise makes the case in advance and most often proves only the
investigators preconceived notions

but apart from the faulty general methodological approach
there are specific historical and scientific problems that make april
sixth an unsatisfactory book 1 datingjesusdating jesus birth 2 using erro-
neous astronomical methods and proof 3 making faulty historical
and calendrical links 4 dating jesus death and resurrection and

5 using new world chronometry to solve old world calendrical
problems
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DATING JESUS BIRTH

one of the most vexing problems for new testament students is

to establish the date ofjesusofjesus birth apelaprilapilatrilatmilaper sixth rightly notes that the
fundamental difficulty in arguing for a birth date that falls during
april 1 BC is the statement made byjosephusbyjosephus the jewish histori-
an who was almost a contemporary with jesus that king herod died
after an eclipse of the moon and before the following passover most
scholars point to the eclipse of 12 13 march 4 BC what is most
astonishing is the fashion in which josephussjosephuesJosephuss information is simply
dismissed as writings that can be ambiguous and inconsistent
p 14 quite to the contrary recent decades have witnessed a stun-

ning series of confirmations that josephus is indeed a reliable histo-
rian one has only to recall his description of the last days ofjewish
resistance at masada the mountain fortress overlooking the dead
sea which finally fell to the romans in AD 73 1 dr yigael yadinbadin
the archaeologist who oversawoversad the excavation of masada between
1963 and 1965 astounded the scholarly world by showing that at
every point at which the archaeologists tools could check his record
josephus had been perfectly accurate even though he himself had
not accompanied the roman garrison during that siege all of which
goes to show that josephus made painstaking efforts to be factual
whether he were an eyewitness or not

lefgren notes that a major problem in datingjesusdating jesus birth is dat-
ing herodshernds death the widely accepted view thatjosephusthat josephus was refer-
ring to the eclipse of 12 13 march 4 BC has been recently disputed
by W E filmer p 13 and note 7 2 after noting the eclipses of
9 10 january and 29 december 1 BC filmer opts for a date for
herod s death between 9 january and passover in 1 BC since this
seems to fit best the evidence as he views it at first glance it appears
that this is fundamental support for aarelapril sixtussixths thesis that jesus
must have been born later than 6 or 5 BC the dates required if in-
deed herod died in the early spring of 4 BC interestingly lefgren
departs from filmer and by himself assigns herodshernds death to the pe-
riod between the eclipse of 29 december 1 BC and passover of
AD I11 even though this eclipse was well past its zenith by the time the
moon appeared above the presumably cloudless horizon ofjerusalemofjerusalem

josephusjosephusjewishjewish war VIIVIL viiivm 1 ixix 2 252 406
wee should note that there were several lunar eclipses which not only could have been seen inin

jerusalem on a cloudless night of course but also would have fallen within the period which forms the fo-
cus of discussions on the date ofjesusofjesus birth the following are four of these lunar eclipse dates 1 night of
15 16 september 5 BCB C 2 night of 12 13 march 4 BCB C 3 night of 9 10 january 1 BCB C and 4 early
evening of 29 december 1 BCB C
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but even filmersellmersdilmersFilmers observations have not held up under scrutiny
lefgren cites in note seven an article by professor timothy D barnes3barnese
which proves beyond a doubt that the passover which followed
herod s death was the passover of 4 BC let us review that evidence

joesphusjoesephusJoesp hus stated that antony declared herod to be the king of
the jews in rome 4 in another work he said herod reigned thirty
seven years before his death and ruled thirty four years after the death
ofofantigonusantigonus I1 who had ruled previously 5 all roman sources agree
absolutely withjosephusswith josephussjosephuesJosephuss chronology and leave us with the following
clearly outlined picture antony had gone east in 41 BC after the
battle ofofphilippiphilippi in september 42 BC to raise money for the civil
wars all sources concur both that he spent the winter of 42 41 in
egypt with cleopatra and that during the next year parthian forces
invaded syria the parthiansparthianaParthians were led by Q Labienus son ofjuliusofjuliusjuilus
caesarscaesaraCaesars general of that name and pacoruspocorusPacorus son of king orodesarodes
during 40 BC pacoruspocorus was warmly received in jerusalem hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus
the high priest was overthrown and herod escaped to rome where
he was proclaimed king ofofjudeajudea three years later antony sent an
army under C sosiusjosius to drive labienusbienusLa out ofjudea and to establish
herod as king pocoruspacorusPacorus had been killed in 38 BC although he had
been declared king while absent fromfromjudeajudea herod began his rule in
residence in 37 BC and coins struck by sosiusjosius establish this particular
date consequently josephus s statement that herod was made king
thirty seven years before his death places his demise in 4 BC observ-
ing that reignalmeignal years were anciently always reckoned inclusively ie
if a monarch lived but part of a year his rule was reckoned as if it had
included the entire annual period

it is absolutely impossible then that thatjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss reference can be
taken in any other way clearly ruling out the insistence in aperaprilapilapfl sixth
that herod must have died three or more likely four years later
further the roman historical sources which support josephus cannot
be dismissed with a wave of the hand as apflaprilapilaper sixth does when it sur-
prisinglyprisingly claims that historians are able to define within a tolerance
of at least two years the timing of the fifteenth year of tiberiussTiberiuss
reign p 19 mentioned in luke 3311 let there be no mistake about
it there exists no tolerance of at least two years implying pre-
sumablysumably two years one way or the other and thus a slippage fac-
tor of four years the time of death for tiberius s predecessor

aseesee3see timothy D barnes the date of herod s death journaljournaloftheologicalstudiesof Theological studies new series 19
aprilapri 1968 204 9

josephus4josephusjewishjewish irmarwarbar L xivxiv 33w284f284f
josephus antiquities XVIIXVIL viiivm 1 igiiglffl9l191
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augustus is known almost to the minute the afternoon of
19 august AD 14 and it is plainly established that tiberius was
proclaimed emperor four weeks later on september 17 6

professor barness telling observations take us one step further
away from the posiposlpositiontion taken in april sixth noting that jewish tradi-
tion assigns herodshernds death to the seventh day ofofchislevchislevchisleaChislevsiev the jewish
month that corresponds to portions of november and december of
our calendar in this connection barnes naturally noted the eclipse
that occurred during the night of 15 16 september 5 BC it has
always been somewhat difficult to fit within a three week period
following the eclipse of 12 13 march 4 BC all the events mentioned
by josephus that were connected with the closing of herodshernds reign
but if as barnes suggests herod really died on 7 chislevchisleaChislev 5 BC that
is in early december then the dating of herodshernds death would fit
not onlyjosephuss notation that herod died between the eclipse and
the following passover but also the jewish tradition which assigns the
event to the month of chislevchisleaChislev consequently although lefgren
must have been aware of this information since he cites barness arti-
cle he did not take it into account in his attempt to solve this key
problem for dating jesus birth in terms of old world chronology
thus lefgrensLefgrens solution in april sixth is exposed as a house built
upon sand

astronomical PROBLEMS

next let us turn to the six particular problems of astronomical
phenomena which form a major bulwark of the scientific proofs of
april sixth

1 on pages 43 44 lefgren maintains that two lunar calendars
seem to have been in use in jesus day more on this to follow the

galileansGalileans and phariseesPharisees who allegedly followed a sunrise to
sunrise measurement of the day would have started their lunar
month about twelve hours before the calendar commission oftheodtheof the
sanhedrin witnessed the crescent of the new moon p 44 the
chart on pages 38 39 graphically supports this notion but this is

madness what evidence is there that any society ever began a lunar
calendar month without the new moons being sighted any calen-
drical system based on the phases of the moon has always relied on
the first sighting moreover observance of the sliver above the
western horizon on the day expected can never be counted on as

tacitus annals LI1 10 13
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assured so how one asks incredulously could the galileansGalileans and
phariseesPharisees know at sunrise of a given day that that day should be the
first day of a new month when the calendar commission had to wait
until sunset of that evening to verify whether the first sliver of the
new moon was actually visible if it were not visible then they had to
wait until the next evening to check again for the beginning of the
new month

2 in table 1 on pages 22 23 it is claimed the astronomical
new moon occurred at 149 pm on wednesday 22 march 1 BC
and that about 28 hours later the thin lunar crescent was sighted in
jerusalem at sunset on thursday 23 march thus beginning the lunar
month of nisan but any sighting of the new crescent moon within
twenty four hours or so of the astronomical new moon is deemed so
unusual by modern astronomers that such spectacles are counted
among the earliest sightings ever recorded it seems astonishing that
lefgren wants us to believe that this particular new moon was seen in
near record time

3 in the two difficulties discussed above it is clear that april
sixth assumes another thing that cannot and should not be assumed
that the sky was clear on the dates chosen see also p 58 anyone ac-
quaintedquainted with seasons in the holy land knows that winter and early
spring constitute the rainy season of the year Is it not too much to
presume that those particular evening and night skies almost 2000
years ago were clear just when april sixth says that they were

4 A big thing is made of distinguishing between stars and
planets when discussing the appearance of the new star at atjesusjesus birth
p 17f but the ancients did not make that differentiation the
greek word from which our word for planet is derived refers in the
first instance to a wanderer that is a wandering star As late as
copernicus even the sun was called a planet since it like the other
planets wandered in the heavens among the fixed stars

5 astronomical data does not prove that the triple conjunction
of saturn and jupiter of 7 BC occurred during october as is
claimed p 17 A triple conjunction a phenomenon in which two
planets appear to pass very closely together three times because of our
angle of sight from the moving earth cannot possibly occur during a
single month the three conjunctions of 7 BC in fact fell on
27 may 1 october and 5 december

6 one always has to bear in mind that on such questions as the
date ofjesusofjesus birth the evidence of astronomy will not and cannot be
decisive the fact that the question has been raised again in recent
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months illustrates that there continues to be room for debate 7 in
the end it is the evidence from history based on the testimony of
eyewitnesses when it is available which alone can resolve such
problems

calendrical PROBLEMS

one major historical difficulty derives from another calendrical
concern linked to the world of the new testament beginning on
page 14 atrilaprilatmil sixth notes that there is a question about the identity
of the governor roman sources say that person served as governor
during AD 6 7 several years after jesus birth date by any computa-
tion but the identity of the roman appointed governor is of second-
ary importance because it draws attention away from the primary
issue the taxation requirement to which joseph and mary were re-
spondingsp when they journeyed from nazareth to bethlehem for
other than lukes notation no confirmation can be found in contem-
porary roman sources of a call for an enrollment of the people of
palestine for a possible solution we must turn to tertullian an ear-
ly christian writer who died about AD 225 and thus who wrote some
two hundred years after the fact with obvious reference to lukes
statement tertullian maintains that the census was taken mjudeajudeamaudeain
by sentiusdentius saturninusSaturninus 8 governor8governor in syria during the years 9 6 BC
a time period which does not match the theory of aazelapril sixth if in-
deed tertullian had access to public documentation of the census as
he seems to have had then Leflefgrcnslefgrenskrensgrens position remains without any
support

JESUS DEATH AND resurrection
apelaprilapil sixth concludes that jesus died on 3 april AD 33 and

arose from the dead on sunday 5 april appp 42 47 in his discus-
sion lefgren has noted there appears to be a question whether the
last supper was indeed a passover meal as in the synoptic gospels or
fell rather on the day before passover as in the gospel of john
through the years the solution to this difficulty has been approached
in a number of ways but apelaprilapil sixth claims unexpectedly and
without any documentation that the problem is to be resolved by
noting that judeansjudeaneJudeans and sadducees differed by one day in their

7seeaseeeejohndejohnjohn mosley when was that chrichristmastmasamas star giffithgriffith observer 44 december 1980 2 9 who
suggests that a serlesseriesserlesseries of remarkable conjunctions involving jupiter mars venus and the star regulus be-
tween 12 august 3 BBCC and 27 august 2 BBCC may point to the astronomical phenomena seen by the magi

against marcion iviv 9 see discussion mjin J finegan handbook ofofbiblicalbiblical chronology princeton NJ
princetonpnnceton university press 1954 p 237f
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calendrical reckoning from galileansGalileans and phariseesPharisees it is true that
the ancient israelite reckoning that the days beginning came at
sunrise seems to have still been known among the jews ofjesus day
this can be seen in the synoptic gospels as opposed to the more of-

ficial view that the day began at sunset as reflected injohninjohn lefgrenlegren
either ignored this in his calculations or did not know about it
in any event in atrilaprilapilatritaperapfl sixth he has invented something out of thin air
to explain a discrepancy which can be and should have been solved on
other grounds naturally the solution makes a good deal of dif-
ference as to which year one selects to fit his idea that jesus was resur-
rected on the fifth sixth of april but the year ofofadefadAD 33 is also
suspect any calculation that the passover of AD 33 fell on 3 april a
friday has to be based on a study published bybyjJ K fotheringham
in 1934 in a more recent study R A parker and W H dubber-
stein raise serious questions about fotheringhams work and all but
show that the passover of ADA D 33 fell on may second a saturday9Saturdaysaturdays9
thus april sixtussixths reconstruction cannot be held inviolate to say the
least

OLD AND NEW WORLD CALENDARS

april sixth treats three pivotal assumptions as if they were
established facts unfortunately for the reader the book gives no
hint that the following are mere hypotheses

1 it is possible to measure accurately in terms of both old
world chronology and modern calendars the length ofjesusofjesus life by
using book of mormon chronometry

2 the mayan calendar and thus the nephite calendar was
based upon egyptian calendrical measurements

3 following the sign of jesus birth nephitesNephites reckoned time
from the very day of that sign
while these presuppositions concern calendrical matters linked pri-
marily with the book of mormon and the new world lefgren uses
them inextricably to reach his solutions of old world chronological
difficulties

using book of mormon chronology to measure the length of
jesus life especially in terms of old world calendar systems must
fail simply because we do not know what calendrical arrangements
were employed by the nephitesNephites there exists some evidence that the
people ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia and possibly thejaredites used a lunar calendar

richard A parker and waidowaldo H dubbersteinDubberstem babylonian chronology 626 BCADBCB C ADA D 75 chicago
chicago university press 1942
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this observation is based on the notation of nine moons as the
length of time during which a certain coriantumr lone survivor of
thethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite people lived with zarahemlas people omni 121 but
whether the nephitesNephites themselves employed a lunar or solar calendar
at the time ofjesusofjesus birth is a question for which the book of mormon
provides no clear answer it is begging the question for aazelapril sixth to
maintain that the nephitesNephites followed the egyptian civil calendar
after departing jerusalem appp 49 515 1 there are too many puzzles
which remain unresolved 1 we do not know that lehi followed
this system in preference to the religious calendar of the kingdom of
judah which in his day included the festivals enjoined by the law of
moses 2 we do not know whether the nephitesNephites used a lunar or so-
lar calendar 3 it remains undemonstrated that the egyptian civil
calendar became the basis for later mesoamericanMesoamerican time calculations
4 there is no proven link between the nephite system of reckoning

of time whatever it may have been and that used by indian civili-
zations which flourished later the calculation of the number of days
in nephite reckoning between the date ofjesusofjesus birth and the date of
the sign ofjesus death 12049 days p 5522 1 is based not only upon
unproven assumptions related to all of these problems but also upon
highly questionable data which has been generated by considering
the dates ofjesus birth and resurrection from old world sources

in this connection there remains one further point to be made
regarding book of mormon calendars aarilaprilaarel sixth stiffly maintains
that at the sign ofjesusofjesus birth the normal reckoning of time was in-
terrupted and the nephitesNephites began a new reckoning marking
the meridian of time and the beginning of a new age p 32 what
it does not say is that the prevailing calendar was not altered until
nine years after the appearance of the sign 3 nephi 25 8 further
there is no evidence that the beginning of the year itself was altered so
that each subsequent year began on the anniversary of the sign it
seems just as possible if not more probable that the nephitesNephites made
the year in which the sign appeared simply the first year of their new
calendrical system rather than moved the start of the year to the an-
niversaryniversary of the sign s appearance the legal religious and cultural
difficulties caused by such a dramatic shifting of dates would have
brought chaos to the nephite society

we cannot leave off without making one final comment the
major supporting pillar throughout apilaprilapet sixth remains the statement
found in dac 202011 without exception this scripture is interpreted
as a clear reference that the formal organization of the church took
place precisely 1830 years after the birth ofjesusofjesus but is that the only
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possible way to understand this passage Is it not just as likely that
the phrase one thousand eight hundred and thirty years since the
coming of our lord and savior jesus christ in the flesh constitutes a
passing acknowledgment by the lord of the date on which according
to our current calendrical system the church was being organized
why should it mean more than that no less a commentator than
elder bruce R mcconkiemcconkleMcConklektekie has noted we do not believe it is possible
with the present state of knowledge including that which is known
both in and out of the church to state with finality when the natal
day of the lord jesus actually occurred10occurred10 because it cannot be
proven that the passage in dacd&c 20 is anything more than a notation
of the date of that very special and solemn organizational meeting of
the church the entire enterprise of aprilaprilsixthsixtasixthsexta remains at very best
largely unscholarly misleading and clothed in doubt

bruce R mcconkie the mortal messiah from bethlehem to calvary book I1 salt lake city deseret
book 1979 P 349 see also hyrum M smith the doctrine and covenants containing revelations given to
joseph smith jr the prophet with an introduction and historical and exegeticalExegetica notes liverpool
england george F richards 1919 p 138
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